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Terms

Glossary of Terms & Abbreviations
Abbreviations

Abbr Meaning

CCA Central Collection Agency

CS The Courts Service

DAFM Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine

DC Debt Collection

DCA Debt Collection Agent (or Agency)

DM Debt Management

DPER Department of Public Expenditure and Reform

DSO Days Sales Outstanding (DM metric)

DSP Department of Social Protection

ED Emergency Department (in a hospital context)

ESD External Service Delivery (or the service itself)

FTE Full-time Equivalent (in a staffing context)

HSE Health Service Executive

ICT Information and Communications Technology

IP In-patient (in a hospital context)

LA Local Authority

PSB Public Service Body

REPS Rural Environment Protection Scheme

SPS Single Farm Payments Scheme

SSC Shared Service Centre

Terms Meaning

Dunning 
Cycle

Dunning is the process of methodically 
communicating with debtors to receive payment. 
The process may entail gentle reminders to 
warning letters or phone calls and through to 
litigation if the case warrants such

Attachment, 
or Garnishee 
Order

A legal  instrument instructing a party (e.g. 
employer, bank) to deduct monies owing to the 
claimant from an employee or bank account

MARP

Mortgage Arrears Resolution Process: The Central 
Bank's Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears sets 
out the framework that lenders must use when 
dealing with borrowers in mortgage arrears or in 
pre-arrears.  Applies to local authorities as lenders

LGMA Local Government Management Agency

Effectiveness: Key Metrics

Terms Meaning

Collected
Amounts received in a given period.  Can relate to 
billings raised over multiple periods

Uncollected
Billings raised in a given period less amounts 
received during that period

Debt 
Outstanding

Debt balance at a given date.  Includes debt that 
arose in prior periods.  NB – strongly influenced by 
write off policy

Debt
Written-off

Debt written-off in a given period
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Objectives

Having established in Phase 1,  the opportunity for improvements in the 
State’s approach to managing its debtors, this phase examined a 
number of possible solutions or scenarios, as follows:

 Improvement of the “as-is” but with no structural changes

 Shared service options for the HSE/hospitals and local authorities

 A Central Collection Agency based on a new agency

 External service delivery for parts or all of the above.

Approach

There  were three main activities in preparing this report:

 Analysis of the implications and general feasibility of the options in 
respect of each PSB (by workshops on each  PSB/debt type)

 Research about central collection agencies in other countries and 
also, about the ICT environment which is critical on shared projects.  
This identified the key drivers for growing collections and reducing 
costs of collection

 Analysis of the various options and ranking them based upon our 
research and debt management subject matter experts.

Executive Summary

Research : Debt Management Best Practice

The following are the key factors that drive improvements: (in general, 
the PSBs would score poorly in respect of most of these aspects)

Collection Rates – Key Success Factors

 Early & accurate billing

 Special-purpose DM system

 Accurate data collection and maintenance

 Specialist DM training & support

 Performance culture  

 Early client contact

 Range of payment options; easy to pay

 Documented DM policies & procedure (including escalation)

 Single Customer View

 Appropriate 3rd party collection usage

 Strong enforcement , clearly communicated

 Tailored collection chase paths.

Collection Costs – Key Success Factors

 Automation

 Specialist DM training and support

 Appropriate 3rd party usage

 Accurate data collection and maintenance.

Executive Summary
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Research : ICT Systems 

The main focus was assessing the ability of each PSBs systems and 
technology to support a variety of new DM systems – and associated 
cost estimates.  In general, all expected requirements could be met 
albeit at significant costs.  We also researched options for acquiring a 
purpose-built debt management system.   This  was fed into our 
financial analyses in this report.

Main Findings

The conclusions from our analyses are:

 A Central Collection Agency (CCA) is the best option – as it brings not 
only the cost reduction of shared services but will bring a stronger 
collection and enforcement regime to improve collection rates

• There are a number of key dependencies in terms of enabling 
legislation (re data sharing and new sanctions/powers) which are 
complex and will take time to get through

• Strong political sponsorship will also be essential as the CCA will 
involve PSBs ceding some authority to the CCA in regard to 
customer relationships.

 There are significant changes underway or planned with four of the 
seven debt types reviewed which creates a ‘moving target’ as 
regards planning any major initiative, i.e.

• DSP has received new powers/sanctions which should show a 
marked improvement in collection rates over time.  DSP also has 
plans for a major upgrade of its debt management systems  and 
processes which will modernise and streamline its procedures

• Courts Service’s fines’ processes are being changed by new 
legislation due in early 2014 which add to their workload

Executive Summary

• In the HSE, the Universal Health Insurance programme could 
eliminate some of the charges, so investment in systems, etc. may 
not be justified

• Local authorities (LA) also expect to be given the facility to deduct 
housing rents from social welfare benefits which will affect up to 
80% of tenants and reducing the administrative requirements.

 Short-term projects can yield returns in DSP, Courts and the HSE.  
Use of external service delivery (ESD) will deliver the benefits sooner 
and more assuredly.  Some concerns about use of external debt 
collection firms for public bodies and lack of regulation can be 
overcome by assessing the firms closely and suitable contractual 
arrangements.

 There are mixed views amongst local authorities  on the case for 
shared services with larger ones less inclined.  Clustering of small 
groups may be more effective in bringing on some of the weaker 
performers.  In a similar fashion, hospitals may join together to build 
up their debt management skills and capacity

 All of the projects carry some risk but they all fall in the ‘medium 
risk’ category

 There is a short payback period on virtually all of the proposed 
projects – based mainly on growth in collection rates.

 There is an urgent need to standardise policies and procedures 
associated with debt write-off and debt recovery.  Different practices 
exist across the PSBs and indeed within them, making it very difficult 
to compare performance data between sectors.

 Likewise, there is a need for a standard reporting regime based on 
best practice debt management KPIs.  Again, practices differ 
between PSBs.

Executive Summary
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3. In the meantime (i.e. next 2 years), take short-term improvement 
measures until the changes referred to have settled down

 Until the picture is clearer on the implications of these changes, 
it would be unwise to start any major programmes such as 
establishing national shared services (unless a clear business 
case is established) or a CCA

 We recommend that PSBs should proceed with measures to 
improve their current DM approach and skills and to address any 
necessary operational changes; and that the case for a CCA is 
reviewed in 12-18 months in light of the progress made and the 
business case for the CCA at that time.

 In addition, steps should be taken to standardise write-off and 
reporting systems in line  with best DM practices.

 A Programme Board should oversee this interim programme 
with a view to re-visiting the business case for a CCA within 18-
24 months.  An outline programme is provided in the report.

3. External delivery should be considered for certain aspects of the 
central unit

 ESD firms can bring systems and expertise that can help  bring 
faster returns

 Contracting arrangements are proposed to keep suppliers ‘on 
their toes’ and to encourage a partnership arrangement rather 
than purely based on cash collected

 The Sefton Council case study shows how the Council 
outsourced for 10 years before taking it back in house with 
better systems – all at no cost to the Council.

4. Some ‘quick wins’ are also identified.

Executive Summary

Recommendations

1. Establish an effective regime/environment for the collection of 
monies due to the State by individuals and organisations

 Structures alone will not be enough, the support to empower 
effective debt collection needs to be put in place, such as: data 
sharing between PSBs, attachment to earnings and bank accounts 
and some cross-sectoral sanctions (Note: the threat of the 
sanction is more powerful in DM terms than actually using it)

 Other measures to recover debt by offsetting against state 
payments should also be brought in – with perhaps some form of 
‘debt clearance certificate’ to avail of state services.

2. In due course, establish a central collection agency to administer 
the operation of this new regime on behalf of all state bodies

 This is a central collection agency with the powers outlined above 
(and already available to Revenue)

 Initially concentrating on overdue debt;  In time, it can serve all 
state bodies, so that there is a single view of individuals’ and 
businesses’ debt status; and they also have a single body to deal 
with if they are having difficulties in making payments

 The service should implement best-in-class systems and 
technology to automate as much as possible and to use analytics 
to prioritise follow-up cycles.

This will be a large multi-year project costing c. €15m (€5m if LAs 
excluded) but it is manageable.  The debt owing in DSP, Courts and 
hospitals would be ideal candidates for this service and they might 
make a good pilot with a fast payback.

Norway has such an agency which might act as a good model.

Executive Summary
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1. Objectives & Approach

This section outlines:

 The objectives of the Review

 The scope of the Review

 The approach used

1. Objectives & Approach
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BearingPoint was appointed by the Department of Public Expenditure 
and Reform (DPER) to conduct this Review on its behalf.

Objectives

The Review is to address two basic questions:

 Can the State collect more money, more quickly?

 Can the State do so more efficiently?

The objectives of the Review are as follows:

 To assess the opportunity for cost savings (in resources and debt 
losses) through adopting best / leading practices

 To evaluate the most effective delivery model for achieving this 
situation including the development of the ‘as-is’ situation and 
external delivery

 To effect a skills transfer to some DPER officials.

The Review commenced in late May 2013 under the direction of a 
Project Board and a part-time Project Manager.  

An Interim Report was prepared which reported on:

 Current practices and performance / effectiveness

 Current costs of DM (Internal and External)

 DM ‘best practice’ locally and internationally

 Data & metrics indicating improvements that may be achievable.

The 2nd Phase of the Review is about examining the future options

Objectives

The Project Board approved its findings and agreed the objectives and 
the range of scenarios to be examined, being:

 Improvement to the current arrangements but with no structural 
changes

 Shared service options for the HSE serving hospitals and one for 
local authorities

 A Central Collection Agency based on a new agency or some 
extension of the Revenue Commissioners’ remit

 External service delivery for parts or all of the above.

This leads to a wide range of models that must be evaluated as we have 
seven debt groupings across the public bodies (i.e. grouping all debt 
types into one for each public body except for local authorities where 
we have three – Commercial Rates, Housing Loans & Rents).

1. Objectives & Approach
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Interim Report

The Interim Report set objectives for planning any future regime:

 Introducing an effective scheme of sanctions & penalties

 Bringing in a uniform approach to how the State collects debt and 
eliminating the ‘silo’ approach that currently exists

 Sharing data relevant to the efficient collection of debt and to the 
identification of hardship cases and defalcation

 Achieving scale that will justify the investment in systems, etc.

 Raising the level of professionalism brought to debt management

 Preserving and supporting the core ‘business’ of each PSB

 Delivering a consistent, efficient service to citizens and enterprises

 Doing so within 2-3 years to show a return to the State.

Scenarios to be Examined

The Project Board agreed that the following options be examined:

1. Incremental improvement and retaining the current structures – as 
a baseline for comparing other approaches.

2. Developing sectoral shared services centres for the health and local 
authority sectors.

3. Developing a central collection agency that would collect overdue 
debts for all state agencies – perhaps in time, also issuing bills if so 
requested.

4. Examining the case for external service delivery in respect of 1-3.

Objectives

Evaluation of Options

At the June Project Board meeting, we also agreed a scoresheet for 
evaluation of these options:

Approach

Evaluating the designated scenarios involved gathering data through:

 Interviewing some of the main utilities and other large businesses

 Speaking again to the large national collection agencies in 
Scandinavia, the USA and Canada

 Researching comparable organisations in the UK

 Conducting “Future Options” workshops with the PSBs

 Analysis of the various ICT options and constraints with the PSBs, 
systems suppliers and external service delivery firms in the debt 
management sector.

Criteria Score
Business Case Increased Collections 30

Reduces Costs 15

Feasibility 15

Risks Implementation 10

Operational 10

Other 10

Long-term goals Flexibility 5

Scalability 5

GRAND TOTAL: 100

1. Objectives & Approach
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Approach

The chart opposite illustrates the approach that we used for the 
2nd Phase of the Review.

One of the major challenges was trying to estimate the 
improvement in collection rates for each of the scenarios.  There 
are no industry standards or benchmarks (e.g. the % increase 
achieved through centralisation, using certain best practices, etc.), 
so we had to develop this data.  

Research was undertaken with: some of the main utilities and 
other businesses, the large national collection agencies in 
Scandinavia, the USA and Canada and some comparable 
organisations in the UK.  This was to provide data with which to 
estimate the improvement in collection rates and operating costs 
that might be anticipated.

We also met with each of the public bodies to discuss the range of 
initiatives that they could take to improve the ‘As-is’ situation.  
Workshops were held and proved valuable to understand the 
proposed improvements to the ‘as-is’ situation and  to assess the 
investment required - which will be mostly ICT products/work and 
training - and also, to estimate the savings that might result. 

Costing the shared services and central agency options involved 
consultation with the public bodies and meeting with the main 
system suppliers for the hospital and local authority sectors and for 
specialist debt management systems.  Similarly, sizing and costing 
outsourcing options were gathered from some of the leading ESD 
firms in that sector. ACKNOWLEDGMENT: We would like to express our thanks to all of the 

management and staff of the PSBs who gave up their time to us over the past six 
months, while coping with the added pressure of the summer holiday period.

1. Objectives & Approach
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The Report is laid out as follows:

• Firstly, it presents some of the main findings from the research undertaken on 
performance data and in regards to ICT matters

• The second section addresses each of the evaluation criteria in turn (see list 
opposite)

• The final section presents our conclusions and recommendations and a roadmap 
for the implementation of the recommended approach.

Report Layout

Evaluation Criteria:

• Improving Collection Rates (30%)

• Reducing Costs (15%)

• Feasibility (or business case) (15%)

• Risk analysis (20%)

• Long terms goals (10%)

Key question?
Can we do Debt Management more effectively and efficiently?

Which strategic option (“scenario”) best fits our needs?

What is the 
basis for the 

analysis 
conducted?

What level of 
improvement 

can be 
expected?

What level of 
reductions can 
be expected?

What are the 
risks & 

opportunities 
with each option

What is the 
overall 

assessment / 
scoring?

How should we 
proceed?

 Workshops
 International 

research
 Leading 

practices 
research

 ICT research

 Key success 
factors

 Assessment for 
each scenario

 Scoring
 Input to 

Business Case

 Key 
considerations

 Assessment for 
each scenario

 Scoring
 Input to 

Business Case

 Risk Analysis
 Implementation
 Operational
 Other

 Long-term Goals
 Flexibility
 Scalability

 Evaluation 
scorecard

 Comments

 Conclusions
 Recommendations
 Roadmap

 Objectives & 
scope

 Approach 
used

 Stakeholder 
engagement

Objectives & 
Approach

Research Improved 
Collections

Reduced 
Costs

Risk & L/Term 
Goals Analysis

Evaluation 
Summary

Conclusions & 
Recommendations

What is this part 
of the Review 

about? 

1. Objectives & Approach
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2. Research findings: 
Debt Management Practices

This section reports on:

 Workshops with the PSBs to assess what improvements could be made

 Research carried out internationally and locally on the factors that most influence 
successful debt management results

 Review of the external delivery of debt management functions

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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Purpose

 To gather feedback from PSBs on what immediate measures should 
be taken to improve their debt management processes and systems 
(i.e. the “improve as-is” option)  

 To consider risk and other implications of other scenarios such as 
shared service, external delivery and a central agency.

Approach

 In all, eight workshops were held and valuable feedback was gained

 All workshops were  energetic and open;  the conclusions 
documented and agreed with the participants

 The workshops gave us a better understanding of the factors and 
environment that the PSBs operate in.  This was valuable to our 
planning process.

Workshops were held with each PSB to consider the implications of the scenarios being assessed

“Future Options” Workshops

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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While conducting the research in to this area we selected organisations 
in two distinct brackets.  

The first were special purpose collection agencies from countries such 
as Norway, Sweden, Canada, Australia and Oregon in the USA.  Within 
the same bracket we also spoke to Sefton Council in the UK.

The purpose of speaking to these organisations was to gain an insight in 
to collection practices in other relevant jurisdictions.  We were also 
able to learn from the changes they have made over time to improve 
their performance and compare the different organisations to build up 
a picture of best practice in national enforcement.

The second group was focused on speaking to a broad range of 
organisations who operate Best Practice collection functions and to get 
their views on what were the most important factors in achieving Best 
Practice.  The sectors we targeted were utilities, telecoms, property 
management, general industry and some foreign local authorities.

We also spoke with the UK’s Rural Payments Agency and the Dept. of 
Work & Pensions (DWP) which have parallels with DAFM and DSP.

Utilities and telecoms were of particular interest due to the volume and 
varied size of their collections; also they face some similar difficulties in 
enforcing small balances.  The local authorities we selected have made 
significant changes in their approach to collections including 
outsourcing and we were able to learn from their experience of the 
transition.  

Our discussion with international agencies and local firms identified best practices

Research: best practice

The general industry companies all have some factor in their market 
position that we felt was relevant.  All of the organisations spoken to 
have a focus on achieving and maintaining Best Practice in their credit 
management and some have transitioned from suboptimum positions.

Views of leading local Debt Management practitioners

Contact was made with a significant number of leading organisations 
from a range of industries.  They were selected on the basis on their 
performance against Best Practice and the relevance of their client and 
debt profile to that of the agencies and debts under review. 

Based on these structured interviews, the consensus view was that the 
ranking was as follows:

1. Early & accurate billing

 This is a key point across every organisation

 It is a matter of process, training and an understanding from the staff 
involved of the effects of late and inaccurate billing

 This is an area where short term improvements can be made quickly 
and with minimum cost but would improve more in the longer term 
with an investment in technology to manage the process

 Inaccuracy causes delays and delays reduce your chances of 
collection.

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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2. Special-purpose DM system

 It would be difficult to reach Best Practice without a DM System.  
The issue however is that this will involve significant investment of 
both time and money to get it right

 There are also issues of integration with legacy systems and training

 It is not a short-term improvement but one that must be addressed.

3. Accurate data collection and maintenance

 Without accurate client data you greatly reduce your ability to 
collect from them and when you have this data, it needs to be stored 
securely and maintained to keep it current and accurate

 This is a matter of process, training and an understanding from the 
staff involved of its importance

 This is an area where short term improvements can be made quickly 
and with minimum cost but would improve more in the longer term 
with an investment in technology to manage the process.

4. Specialist DM training & support

 This is an on-going issue as once a person is trained they need to 
receive continuous development to maintain and improve their skills

 It is a short to medium term project which requires a decision on the 
type of training required for different grades

 If you do not provide collectors with the training to do the job it is 
hard to expect them to achieve Best Practice results. 

Practices that drive effective and efficient debt management

Research: best practice

5. Performance culture 

 This is an easy point to agree with and understand but a complex 
one to implement and maintain for many reasons

 It can be addressed in the short term but will need long term 
support to make it stick.

6. Early client contact

 If you do not contact your client early in the process you will not find 
out if they have issues until those issues have become problems and 
this will reduce your chance of collections.  Contacting early also 
gives your client the impression that you are serious about collection

 This is a matter of process

 It will involve an investment in additional staff and training

 It is a medium term solution.

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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We spoke again with the central collection agencies in a number of 
countries including Sweden and Norway.

The main themes were as follows:

1. Special-purpose DM system

 It was felt by all the organisations we spoke to that a good 
collections management system was vital to allow them achieve 
good results

 The system often needs to be built or edited for purpose, as an off-
the shelf-solution is unlikely to do everything that is needed.   You 
should mould the technology to your needs and not the other way 
around

 Once a system is in place you need to constantly be improving it to 
be aware that it has a limited life and will need to be replaced

 They focused on automating as much of the process as possible to 
leave the collections staff free to focus on both the high value and 
complex cases. 

2. Strict educational requirements

 Everyone valued training for their staff.  We found that the higher 
the focus on educational standards the better the results achieved

 These educational standards covered both specific for the job 
training and in the case of Norway, the requirement for collections 
staff to have a minimum of a Bachelor's degree when applying for a 
position.

Practices that drive effective and efficient debt management

Research: best practice

3. Access to data from other public bodies and registers

 All of the agencies we spoke to had access to cross departmental 
government data

 This included access to everything from motor vehicle registrations 
to tax records

 This data allowed the agencies to verify their own data and to get a 
better profile of the debtor

 The more information that they could access the better results they 
achieved.

4. Cultural change

 A change in culture is fundamental to allowing other improvements 
to be made and accepted

 This was seen to be especially true where there was a transition of 
staff from a public to a private working environment.  

5. Implementing  Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

 These agencies used KPIs to help and encourage their collection 
agents to reach targets

 They are also used to measure how the process is working and to 
identify problems or areas for improvement. What we measure we 
can improve

 All members of staff need to be able to see the consequences for 
the organisation as a whole and them in particular of not achieving 
targets.

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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6. Customer web portals

 A web portal is generally seen as a progressive move.  It gives the 
client some control and visibility of their situation

 This allows the debtor to have an awareness of what debts are 
outstanding and reduces calls with queries that they can now 
answer for themselves

 One council in London set a target of 10% client usage of a web 
portal to make it break even.  In the first year the usage figures 
exceeded 40%.

7. Funding models

 The agencies tend to be either centrally funded or funded by 
charging fees to the debt originating agency

 Some of those that collect additional late fees and charges have 
become revenue centres

 Central funding provides a more stable budget which allows for 
more secure future planning and resourcing.

Practices that drive effective and efficient debt management

Research: best practice

8. Collections specialisation

 Most of the agencies saw an improvement in their collection rates 
when they allowed collectors to specialise on specific debts

 This improvement started to reverse itself when the number of 
different debt types increased significantly

 It is not possible to maintain a large number of different specialist 
resources.  In these cases improvements were made by 
standardising the collections approach.

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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Examples of governmental central collection agencies around the World

Research: best practice

Country / Agency Reporting Comments

Sweden SEA
kronofogden.se

Originally part of the Tax authority. 
Independent since 2006

Private & public debt. Self-funding model. 2,000+ staff incl bailiffs. 
Counselling service. Publish debts

Norway NCA / “SI”
www.sismo.no

Originally police/courts. Now report to 
Ministry of Finance.

Est 1990. 160 types of debt, Highly automated.  370 skilled employees. 
Collect ~€500m

British Columbia 
http://dir.gov.bc.ca/

Receivables Management Office is part of 
Ministry of Finance

Was outsourced private consortium; in-sourcing being considered.

Wisconsin, USA
www.revenue.wi.gov/

Part of Dept of Revenue. Formed 2009 All state agencies must enter into agreement with DOR.

Oregon DOR/OAA
www.oregon.gov/DOR/OAA/

Part of Dept of Revenue. Formed 1971 ~100 staff. Serve 280 agencies. Late stage debts (Fines, student grants, 
health agencies)

Victoria, Australia
online.fines.vic.gov.au/fines/

Infringements Court. Formed 2006 Collect for 120 state /local government agencies.. Agencies pay fee per claim. 
182 bailiffs and 30 staff

Federal DMS, USA
www.fms.treas.gov/debt/index.html

Part of “Fiscal Service”, Dept of Treasury Takes debt >180 days due, Has “Do not Pay” centre and Treasury Offset 
Programme

Other US agencies Baltimore Revenue Collections, Kentucky DOR – part of Dept of Finance/Revenue

South Africa SARS
www.sars.gov.za

The South African Revenue Service (SARS) Collects taxes and any debts agreed with state agencies

New Zealand
www.fines.govt.nz

Inland Revenue. Collection and enforcement of fines, including Court-imposed fines, lodged 
infringements and reparation.  They also provide enforcement services for 
unpaid civil judgements/orders at a creditor's request.

New South Wales, Australia
www.sdro.nsw.gov.au/

Debt Recovery Office (SDRO) , Office of State 
Revenue

Announced April 2013, going to sub-contract to 4 DCAs to collect old debt

Finland
www.oikeus.fi/8851.htm

Enforcement Agency part of the courts 
system

Mainly fines, also evictions and assets seizures

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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Conclusions 

During the process of talking to all of the different groups a trend 
emerged.  

Importance of a good DM system

If they had to choose, most organisations would prioritise having a DM 
System that:

• manages the process

• accurately collecting and maintaining their data and 

• getting their invoice out early and accurately.  

It was generally felt that these three factors had the greatest 
cumulative effect on collections.  

Most people are conditioned to pay on time and will, if they are treated 
properly.  From what we have seen there is significant scope for 
changes and improvements to be made in this area.  There is currently 
a fragmented approach to collection systems and a more focused 
approach would reap significant benefits. 

Enforcement powers

The next major conclusion we took from the discussions is that 
enforcement powers are critical to making any major improvement.  
These powers should be used sparingly and only when necessary but 
not relied on as an easy solution for collecting.  

The research points to the direction for improving performance in the PSBs

Research: best practice

It is only with these strong enforcement powers that you can match the 
results being seen internationally.  For example, in Norway where they 
have very strong powers they are achieving collection rates of 99% on 
all debt types.  Many of the specific enforcement powers we have seen 
internationally could be replicated here.

Best practice culture & training

A culture change was also needed in every organisation where they 
transitioned to Best Practice.  In one Local Authority missed targets led 
to budgetary penalties and the staff were aware of the consequences 
for the organisation and for them personally.  

Having everyone focused on achieving and maintaining Best Practice is  
of paramount importance as it is the people in the process that make it 
work or fail.

Education and training is another area of interest.  Where educational 
and training standards are high the results follow.  Norway has a 
minimum educational requirement of a Bachelor's degree for 
applications for collections positions.  

While training will produce results, it is an on-going process that 
requires skilled managers to support the staff and work through issues 
with them.  The best trained staff can do their difficult job while still 
maintaining a positive relationship with their client.

In general, targeting to achieve Best Practices results in a more efficient 
and effective service.  It also has the side effect of a higher level of 
client satisfaction and some organisations include client surveys in their 
metrics.

2. Research Findings: Debt Management
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External Debt Collection Market

The main characteristics of the external debt collection market are as 
follows:

 External debt collection covers a number of arrangements such as:

• Collection of assigned debts on a commission basis

• Outsourced operations  where a team acts on behalf of the client 
and fees are based on headcount and some performance element

 There are a small number of large local and international firms that 
specialise in debt management. Some of them focus on full 
outsourcing of early stage collection while others specialise on 
delinquent accounts

 There is a second tier of companies who lack the capacity for large 
volume clients but provide a niche service

 There are a number of legal firms providing debt collection services

 It is important to note that this is an unregulated market so care 
needs to be taken when selecting an agency. The Irish Institute of 
Credit Management (www.iicm.ie) is introducing a Code of Practice 
which should be act as a minimum standard in choosing agencies

 Most firms charge a percentage on the amounts collected however 
there are some that charge a flat fee for the work done

 All of the major firms have excellent DM Systems, most of which are 
designed to integrate with client systems with relative ease

 Some of these firms are embracing new methods and technologies 
like predictive analytics which could be used and learnt from.

Our research found a developing market for external debt management

Review of the external delivery of debt management functions

Approach used 

In this process it was important to have a complete understanding of 
the varied solutions available from the suppliers in the Irish market.  We 
needed to look at their capacity and their approach to collection.  

We also addressed issues of cost models, types of clients being 
currently managed and levels of success.  One key area relates to their 
technology backbone and how complex it would be to integrate with 
various current client platforms.

In gathering information on the solutions available from the external 
service providers we first made a full list of the relevant companies in 
the areas of Business process outsourcing, debt collection and DM 
System suppliers.  We designed a questionnaire for each separate 
sector and organised meetings with a large number of the relevant 
companies.  
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While we gained a large amount of useful information from the 
meetings, we have also gone back to the various companies over the 
period of the Review to confirm and extend our understanding.

From a cost perspective we need to be aware of the two models 
available.  Debt collection tends to follow a model of taking a 
percentage of the total successfully collected.  

The Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) companies tend to be paid for 
the service provided as long as they hit agreed KPIs.

Payment arrangements fall broadly in to three types:

 Payment per task (e.g. sending a letter, making a phone call, etc.) 
with a flat fee per transaction

 Debt collection where the fee is based on amounts collected where 
the cost varies between 7% and 30% depending on the size, age and 
profile of the debt being referred 

 The outsourcing costs are based on a calculation of the people, 
technology, payment channel and debt recovery costs.  These will 
vary between suppliers but the lowest cost solution is not always the 
best one.  There are also additional set up, integration and 
transitioning costs to be aware of.

In order to assess the role and impact of using external delivery, we 
considered the role that such firms might play in each of the main 
scenarios, as follows:

Our research found a developing market for external debt management

Review of the external delivery of debt management functions

In all cases, there is the option of maintaining the function in-house and 
only using a panel of debt collectors to help with the delinquent 
accounts; however, in this section we look at a more extensive use of 
external services.

Improve As-is:

 Even with external delivery most of the As-is improvements would 
need to be made

 The external provider may be able to help with many of the As-is 
improvements as this is their area of expertise and they could help 
to speed up implementation

 There would be a reduction in costs, as there would be no need for 
an in-house DM System and there will be savings in some of the 
current or planned printing and postage costs

 They have full-time dedicated teams of collectors who can bring a 
greater focus on collections than in some organisations where it 
makes up part of an individual's role

 They have the ability to provide solutions that are currently not 
possible internally (e.g. it would be costly and take significant time to 
make changes to some systems to add late payment charges; the 
external suppliers can do this now.) 

 The external provider would need to establish a two-way integration 
of their system with the client organisations so that there can be a 
seamless transfer of data and an avoidance of human error and 
delay.
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Shared Service & Central Agency: 

In the case of a shared service or central agency solution the reasoning 
for using an external service provider are identical.

 Implementation would be faster with an external provider as there 
would be no need to build a new function

 The upfront costs would be greatly reduced but some integration costs 
would remain

 There is already a performance culture present and their collectors are 
well trained

 They have the flexibility to manage variations in capacity requirements 
through busy or indeed quiet periods 

 While still being empathetic to the client they have the distance from 
the organisation to be able to focus purely on the balance outstanding 
and not be distracted by other considerations.

External Service Delivery: 

It is important to note that the use of external collection agents is not a 
‘magic wand’.  The results these organisations achieve are significantly 
dependant on the organisations they work for.  For all external delivery 
situations ,there is still a need to implement many of the As-is 
improvements.

Moving to an external service provider will be a medium to long-term 
project for many organisations no matter what level it is done at.  It may 
also be a complex operation depending upon the nature of the client 
organisations and the variations in the current systems and processes.

Our research found a developing market for external debt management

Review of the external delivery of debt management functions

Movement from the As-is would be faster as we would be looking to 
replicate and improve a current system.

Movement of a shared service or central agency will be far more time 
consuming and costly due to the added number of client organisations 
and the fact the function would need to be built rather than replicated.

In general, we have assumed that the external provider would take on 
collections immediately after the debt is billed or notified.   The earlier 
they start  in the collection cycle, the more successful they are likely to 
be in collecting the debt.

From a legislative point of view, there are issues about who would 
manage the enforcement powers as it may not be feasible or desirable 
to give non-governmental agencies access to these powers.

Data protection is an issue that could reduce the effectiveness of the 
solution.  Any shared service or central agency would need to access 
personal files on individuals to deal with queries.  Without this access 
there is a need to retain a local organisation system for handling the 
queries which adds cost and delay in to the system.  Also one of the key 
improvements sought is access to multiple public registers to verify 
data and to help improve collections.  It would be difficult to allow this 
information to be opened to a private company especially if the 
information was coming from Revenue.

There is a role for external service providers of various types within the 
provision of collection services.  The challenge is to make best use of 
their services in a way that is most efficient and maintains the contract 
between the state and its people.
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3. Research findings: 
ICT system needs and status

This section reports on:

 Analysis of the ICT aspects of each of the scenarios

 Issues arising with current ICT systems in each PSB

3. Research Findings: ICT Needs
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ICT role in each of the scenarios

Each of the future scenarios identified will rely on supporting ICT to 
some degree in order to realise the proposed model:

 As-Is Improvement changes would mandate a change to existing IT 
systems to support a number of business initiatives, while the use of 
external delivery will require integration to the service providers 
systems.

 Shared Service models will require elements of the existing ICT 
systems and additionally should introduce leading practice debt 
collection technologies to improve collection efficiency and 
effectiveness.  Integration will be required to communicate debt 
information to any new system.

 Central Agency models must similarly utilise leading practice systems 
to support advanced collection techniques and again integration 
from the PSBs to these services is required.

Approach Used

In order to establish the feasibility and costs of these models the 
following approach was taken during the compilation of the report:

 The initial Phase 1 of the study focused on establishing a baseline 
understanding of the ICT systems in use in the individual PSBs. 
Particular emphasis was placed on understanding the role of those 
systems related to billing and collection processes.

 Subsequently, during Phase 2, a number of initiatives and scenarios 
were discussed with relevant and knowledgeable staff at each of the 
PSBs. The objective here was to establish the feasibility and 
budgetary allocation for the proposed changes.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

 Concurrently a programme of engagement with a number of 
collection system vendors was established to analyse the market 
approach to debt collection in terms of supporting ICT systems and 
to establish budgetary costs for leading practice debt collection 
systems as input to cost models.

 All costs gathered were analysed and used to formulate budgetary 
allocations for inputting a cost model as IT capital and operational 
expenditure.

Changes to improve the as-is model were estimated in collaboration 
with key knowledge holders and stakeholders at each PSB.  As-is 
improvement initiatives specified by the business were reviewed to 
establish a possible technical solution direction.  Budgetary estimates 
were then assigned on an order of magnitude basis  to form a 
reasonable estimate for input to the business case development 
process.

It was established that shared service and central agency options 
should include budgetary allocation for leading practice ICT systems to 
support debt recovery and collections.  To this end a market analysis of 
recovery and collection systems was conducted. 

A number of leading vendors were canvased and requested to provide 
guideline budgetary costs in line with a sample system specification 
prepared to provide context.  Broadly, the sample specification sought a 
system which could support key functions which were identified as 
important requirements for the system. However , the below is not an 
exhaustive list of all functionality specified during the market analysis:
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 Tailoring of chase paths, provisioning of multiple chase paths and 
automated selection of appropriate chase paths based on debtor or 
debt profile.  This ensures the most efficient and effective chase 
path is used in each case.

 Automated processing of new debts; selecting low cost options for 
collection wherever possible.

 Automated collection contact channels including automated notices 
and letters, automated telephone messaging, SMS and email.  All of 
these are low cost channels which can be fully automated to recover 
a percentage of debt without human interaction.

 Automated escalation of debts to case workers and advanced end-
to-end case management systems.

 Automated debtor interactions via online and electronic channels 
e.g. online payments and online payment plan setup in a self-service 
manner.

 Debt-focused analytics to support profiling and collection 
improvements as well as standard business intelligence reporting.

The costs provided by the participating vendors were analysed to level 
the various offerings and to arrive at reasonable budgetary ranges to 
apply.  These budgetary ranges were used as inputs to the overall 
costing models to support business case development.

Market Analysis 

When performing our market analysis for leading practise recovery and 
collection systems we noted two primary types of systems:

 Custom debt collection systems focused on recovery and collection.

 Extension modules to other ERP or financial accounting systems.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

In general, it was observed that the custom debt collection system 
vendors were keenly focused on the business of debt collection, as 
would be expected. Often the vendors also provided consultancy and 
collection services. 

These specialist vendors seek to provide systems which align with the 
up-to-date collection techniques, favouring high levels of automation to 
reduce collection costs and supporting this with case working and 
contact centre functionality for manual collection tasks. 

Additionally, the analytics functions provided by these systems tend to 
be focused on continuous improvement by identifying trends, patterns 
and profiles to augment the collection intelligence.  This enables 
tailoring, on-going tuning of chase paths in response to new 
information and adjusted processes.

Specialist recovery and collection systems tend to emphasise the need 
to support flexibility, in particular with regard to chase path flexibility.  
Alterations to collection techniques and chase paths are seen as 
common and may be driven by external regulatory changes, policy 
changes or initiatives to improve collection likelihood or support new 
debt types.  All of these factors mandate that the system has a 
capability to adopt quickly, preferably by administrative configuration 
rather than wholesale system change or technical development.

Extension and add-on modules to existing ERP and financial systems 
also exist.  Naturally these products tend to require that certain base 
software is already in place and are not as “standalone” in nature.  In 
some cases these products could be made standalone by acquiring the 
base products in addition to the collection-specific modules.  However, 
this increases costs and introduces redundant functionality. 
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Often these solutions rely on integrating multiple 
modules to build the entire set of functionality e.g. 
dunning modules, case management modules etc.  It 
is predicted that these solutions would require more 
implementation effort to integrate and customise the 
products.  However, they are relevant, in particular 
where the PSB has already invested in the base 
products.

In addition to the core recovery and collection 
systems, a number of ancillary ICT systems will be 
required to realise the best practice models.  These 
include autodialling, telephony integration and the 
cost of supporting infrastructure for the solution.  
Additional budgetary allocations were provided to 
reflect these additional components.

For all shared service and central agency options there 
are implicit requirements to integrate the existing 
debt origination systems with the central or shared 
service collection system - these may be billing 
systems, financial systems or other local specialist 
systems. 

This integration must support the communication of 
billing and debt information.  There is also a need to 
support the exchange of information throughout the 
debt collection lifecycle (e.g. to update debt status or 
debtor information etc).  Again, these interfaces were 
specified to the product vendors and PSBs to 
contextualise the solution and provide guidance on 
the technical requirements.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

Interfaces

The debt management system’s interfaces must support the following operations:

 Creation of new debt cases: The creditor will inform the debt management system of 
new debts which must be processed.  The creditor will provide all related debtor contact 
information and debt information required to permit the debt case to be worked.

 Creditor updates: The creditor may update an existing debt to indicate changes to the 
debt e.g. payments received from the debtor, cancellation of the debt, suspension of the 
debt or changes to the debt terms e.g. extension to the due date etc.

 Collection status updates: The debt management system must inform the creditor of 
changes in the debts being managed on their behalf; this may include: payments or 
settlement notifications where the debtor has remitted money or engaged in a payment 
plan or for changes in chase status (e.g. referred to debt collection agency or law firm 
etc).
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 Master Data Updates: During the course of pursuing the debt the 
debt management system may be updated with additional contact 
information or more accurate contact information.  In these cases 
this additional contact information must be made available to the 
creditor should they wish to update their master data records to 
reflect more accurate information for future reference.

 Request for Instructions: During the course of pursuing a debt case 
it may be necessary to seek instructions from the creditor (e.g. 
permission to proceed with litigation or referral of a debt to a 
collection agent).  The debt management system must provide an 
interface to request this information from the creditor and receive 
creditor instructions subsequently.

 Query and Dispute resolution: Where the debt is referred back to 
the creditor for the purposes of query or dispute resolution. 

As-Is Scenario

In order to establish the costs of ICT to support the as-is scenarios, it 
was necessary to hold discussions with the knowledge holders at each 
of the PSBs in scope.  Any business initiative proposed, which has a 
predicted ICT impact, was explored to establish the likely ICT 
requirement in that case and to determine a feasible solution direction. 

For as-is problems, the solutions were constrained to utilise existing 
systems where possible, seeking enhancement and augmentation of 
those systems, rather than wholesale replacement or the introduction 
of significant new systems.  DSP is an exception in this regard in that an 
upgraded ODM system is planned which will incorporate leading DM 
functionality; this system is expected to be operational within 18 
months.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

In a number of cases investigations have found that proposed business 
initiatives may be challenged by the complexity of the ICT delivery.  In 
particular those PSBs with multiple systems perceive difficulty with 
certain initiatives where existing systems may not support the proposed 
business change. 

Conversely, in some cases the ICT systems may already have the 
capability required (or such capability can be implemented at low cost). 
However , the business does not use the capability widely.  Examples of 
both of these factors would include:

 In general, there is a challenge to positively identify the debtor both 
within the context of the individual PSB systems and further at a 
national level. For example, the LAs would be challenged to draw 
together a consolidated debtor view across all LAs.  Similarly. the 
HSE has initiated its HSEID project to better identify individuals 
within their own systems

 When considering certain initiatives the LAs and HSE are also 
challenged by the number and range of IT systems combined with 
local business rules.  This challenges certain initiatives such as the 
application of late payment fees.

 In the case of the HSE, identifying and reconciling payments with 
their appropriate debt would be complex to the point where 
centralised online or automated telephone payments would be 
challenging and may not be cost-justified.

 The Courts Service ICT systems are capable of input and storage of 
the personal contact details required for debt collection.  Here the 
challenge lies: being able to collect the personal data and the 
accuracy of the data provided which is outside CS’s control in many 
instances and can be incomplete or erroneous. 
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In some cases, business improvement initiatives under consideration 
have been ruled out due to the complexity and high cost of the 
requisite ICT system functionality to support it.

A key concern throughout remains the successful identification of the 
individual debtor.  A technical identifier is required which can span 
multiple systems in order to support consolidated single customer 
views, whereby the debts of an individual can be correlated over the 
various debt types and across agencies if required. 

In the context of the PSBs in scope, the aspirational model for such 
correlation tends to focus on the acquisition and retention of the PPSN 
for the individual, although this would extend to company registration 
numbers or other such identifiers where the debtor is a company. 

In contrast to the above, our research in industry and commercial 
outsourcing agencies, who cannot entertain access to PPSN, indicates 
that these commercial entities would utilise other matching techniques 
e.g. address, name, phone number etc. to correlate customers.  While 
correlation on PPSN may be a clear and desirable solution for the public 
service bodies, these alternate matching techniques should be 
considered also.

In some cases assumptions were required to be able to state an ICT 
solution and arrive at a cost estimate.  Some key assumptions which 
emerged throughout include:

 that legislation exists to permit attachment at source or data sharing 
initiatives required to support consolidated customer views.

 that income sources which a PSB may wish to attach to are 
technically capable of electronic integration to support the business 
goals.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

 that integration with any central collection agency or outsourcing 
supplier is feasible and that common standards will be adopted.

When considering an as-is, “bolt-on”, electronic payment solution it 
was noted that such a solution may be less costly to acquire from an 
external service provider.  The external service provider can likely 
leverage existing investment in systems and Payment Card Industry 
compliance and can offer services on a commission or transaction basis 
to reduce or remove capital expenditure. 

Additionally the LGMA has invested in an online payment system which 
they currently share with other departments, including the Courts 
Service.  This could be considered as a suitable online payment solution 
for the debts in scope here.  Again, correlation of payment to debt 
remains a challenge for some PSBs and must be addressed to 
successfully utilise online payments.

A number of factors emerged during the as-is engagements with PSBs 
which are relevant:

 The LGMA )on behalf of LAS) has a large IT project  on-going to 
implement consolidation of authorities and councils which will place 
a short term burden on IT and other resources and may dilute their 
ability to undertake debt collection related changes. 

 LAs have significant work done towards providing centralised IT 
systems to support authorities .However, local variations will remain.

 HSE is progressing patient identification initiatives in the form of 
their HSE ID which will map to the PPSN for individuals.

 Courts Service has significant IT work to complete to support the 
new Fines Bill, some as-is initiatives may be enabled by these 
changes, however it will place high demand on IT resources.
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When reviewing an external service delivery in an as-is context, the 
following was noted:

 Employing external delivery for billing and/or debt collection will 
likely not reduce the need for existing IT systems, as those systems 
are usually not dedicated to only collection functions.

 Technical integration to external suppliers is likely to be required and 
this interface is similar or identical to the interface required for 
shared service or central collection arrangements.

Costs for external services in the as-is context were therefore largely 
concerned with the provision of integration to the external provider. 
Support of that integration has additional operational costs. 

In some instances - and subject to appropriate access/security controls 
– the ESD may actually use in the in-house system provided the 
requisite functionality is available (e.g. as planned by DSP).

The costs for the ICT element of as-is business initiatives which require 
ICT change were estimated on an order-of-magnitude basis.  Providing 
estimates was challenging in cases given the range of scenarios and, in 
general, the ICT teams tended to be conservative in estimating but not 
unreasonably so.  Overall, the PSBs which have multiple local system 
instances i.e. LA and HSE, would identify higher costs. 

Similarly the DSP would identify higher costs in cases, due to the nature 
and number of schemes operated.  Courts Service and DAFM would 
have indicated lower costs for the changes discussed in general.  This is 
consistent with the lower number of systems and associated reduction 
in complexity for those PSBs.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

Shared Service Scenarios

The four shared service scenarios proposed for HSE, Local Authority 
rates and Local Authority rents and loans will require a suitable ICT 
function to support the business activity. Business requirements here 
would mandate that leading practice debt management processes be 
supported by suitable ICT systems.  Existing business functions must 
also be supported.  There are two primary system level concerns in this 
regard:

 To support advanced collection techniques a suitable ICT function 
must exist to enable collections.  This is best provided by a specialist 
collection system collaborating with other systems where required.

 Some or all of the line-of-business systems which exist today in the 
PSBs may have to be accessible at or migrated to the shared service 
e.g. rating systems, hospital patient systems etc.  This will ultimately 
depend on the breakdown of roles and duties arrived at during 
service design phases.

Such systems do not exist currently and no existing system is a 
candidate for migration or repurposing.  This is largely due to 
recommendations to introduce leading practice collection techniques 
supported by suitable ICT systems.  Therefore market analysis was 
conducted to identify suitable solutions and formulate budgetary 
allocations for costing purposes.

It may also be necessary to provide specific line-of-business systems 
currently used to support the shared service business functions.  For 
example LAs would require rates, rents and loan systems. 
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Similarly the HSE may require access to patient administration systems.  
In this instance it was considered that the existing systems within the 
PSBs were best suited to continue serving their function.  In the case of 
both HSE and LAs there are local variations of these systems and local 
business procedures may be reflected in the systems. 

Both of these bodies have instigated initiatives to standardise and 
centralise aspects of the local systems to some degree, however full 
consolidation to single systems would likely not be feasible in the short 
to medium term.

As an alternative to complete consolidation, the shared services may 
have to deal with multiple local systems or abstract away the local 
system complexities through the use of clearly defined standard 
interfaces to the shared service debt collection systems. 

The latter would be the favoured approach, as dealing with multiple 
local systems would be a difficult technical and training issue and may 
result in fragmentation within the shared service.  For example, certain 
staff or groups would become more skilled in dealing with debt from 
particular localities or regions and this may challenge flexibility within 
the shared service teams.

For costing and budgeting purposes the shared service approach was 
considered from both an in-house and external delivery perspective.  
From the external delivery  standpoint the service provider would bear 
the costs associated with system delivery. 

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

It would be anticipated that the external provider can leverage 
economies of scale in this respect and further will have leading practice 
collection functionality already available as an integral part of their ICT 
systems, although configuration and customisation of any existing 
system would be a reasonable assumption.  It is expected that the 
external service provider would incorporate the cost of these systems 
into an on-going fee structure which will reduce initial capital 
expenditure to commission the systems. 

In either the case of an in-house or external delivery it is required to 
integrate existing debt origination systems to the shared service debt 
collection system.  In both the case of the HSE and LAs an order-of-
magnitude budgetary estimate was established by discussion with the 
relevant ICT knowledge holders at both bodies. 

Central Agency

From an ICT system perspective, the central agency approach is similar 
to the shared service and external service  delivery approaches.  A 
similar requirement exists to the provision of a best of breed ICT system 
to support collections activity.  As per the shared service models, the 
same set of advanced automated functions are recommended here to 
include:

 Tailoring of chase paths

 Automated processing of new debts

 Automated contact

 Automated case working

 Online debtor portals

 Advanced analytics. 
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There are two primary cost components to consider from an ICT 
perspective for the central agency option:

 Provision of a leading practice collection system to support the 
central agency.

 Integration of all participating PSBs into the central agency collection 
system.

When formulating the budget estimates for the central agency option 
the costs gathered from the PSB technical stakeholders were combined 
with the collection system costs established through market research.  
Allocations were provided for integration on both sides, i.e. at the 
central agency and at the individual PSBs.  A number of sub-scenarios 
were modelled also to establish the impact of non-participation by PSBs 
in the central agency.

In the case of the central agency it was also considered what impact 
external delivery would have on the costs.  Here it is anticipated that 
the external service provider would bear the bulk of system costs and 
would provide suitable systems to permit efficient recovery.  A residual 
integration cost is still required at each PSB and is provided for in the 
costing model.

As an additional option in the central agency the Revenue 
Commissioners were asked to consider the impacts of using their ICT 
systems to support a central agency.  Revenue was very positive 
regarding the ability of their systems to support recover and collections.  
Revenue have already gained significant system integration experience 
in aspects such as deductions at source. 

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

Additionally, Revenue has existing case management systems and 
advanced profiling and identity establishment capabilities.  Recent 
initiatives, such as property tax, have greatly refined and improved their 
data sets.  Revenue also has advanced output and printing systems, 
online systems and online facilities which would be highly relevant to 
the debt collection process. 

Revenue has noted some policy conflicts with some collection 
techniques proposed e.g.  Revenue do not currently issue payment 
demands via SMS or email, and adoption of such techniques would 
require policy changes.  Ultimately Revenue views the debt as an 
additional tax-head to be collected in a similar manner to other taxes 
and supported by the same ICT systems.

External Delivery Options

External delivery options have been explored in the context of all 
scenarios.  From an ICT perspective, these options impact the ICT 
landscape in a number of ways:

 The external delivery provider would bear the cost of commissioning 
the required debt recovery and collection systems.

 The external delivery provider would define interfaces to which the 
PSBs must integrate.

 The cost shifts to a primarily operational one where the external 
provider recovers ICT costs on an on-going basis as part of their 
structured fee.

Costs might be less if the ESD relied largely on the internal DM system 
in the PSB, in which case integration costs would be less.
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In these cases the residual work at the PSB will be largely focused 
around execution integration to the central service provider.  For HSE 
and LAs this involves multiple local systems and will remain a significant 
effort. 

While it is conceivable that the external provider could tender to 
perform all integration, it is likely that residual costs at the PSBs are a 
reality.  At a minimum it will require input for the PSB technical staff at 
the various locations and more realistically will require implementation 
effort across the multiple local systems. 

For this reason it is assumed that integration costs will be borne as 
capital expenditure by the PSBs.

Summary

Effective use of ICT will greatly aid the collection process and will play a 
critical role in increased collection effectiveness and efficiency.  At the 
lower end of the scale the As-is improvements require change at the 
local PSB systems.  Moving towards shared service and central agency 
models the collection systems become a key enabler to reduction of 
cost and increased collection. 

The ultimate goal in these cases must be to highly automate the 
collection process particularly in relation to low value debt.  An 
improvement in collections should be possible by automation alone.  IT 
systems would then extend into managing and tracking the remaining 
debts which require additional case working.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

There are a number of key factors to note with regard to the application 
of ICT to this problem:

 ICT can support the business process change required in most cases, 
however, issues relating to sharing of data and identity assertion for 
debtors will require business, policy, regulatory and legislative 
change to permit their full applications.

 Existing systems can be augmented to improve collections.  
However, the significant attraction of ICT from a collection 
perspective is the increased collection rates which advanced and 
automated dunning and collection processes can execute.

 Agencies with multiple local systems will be challenged to integrate 
with central agencies or shared services.  As a result, this will 
manifest into increased cost and delivery times for those agencies.

 Deduction at source or non-voluntary payments need 
standardisation and possibly centralised administration of 
attachments to be workable from a technical perspective without 
incurring significant costs at the individual PSBs.
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Current System Landscape

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario
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Concluding Comments

The most exciting opportunity for the application of ICT in the debt 
management context is the use of automated collection techniques.  
For high quantity and low value debts the potential to increase 
collection rates by automated means alone represents an opportunity 
to recover additional revenues for the PSBs and assure higher levels of 
collections in the future. 

While the current ICT systems within the PSBs have debt collection 
functionalities, these systems have been constructed from an inside out 
perspective, having evolved over time to cater for debts as exceptions 
to a degree. 

These systems may not have been viewed from the outside in, i.e. 
determining how best to collect debts and what must be done to 
maximise collections using systems, rather than focusing simply on how 
to account for debt and following existing policy.

Shared service and central agency options appear to offer the most 
feasible method to justify investment in leading class IT recover and 
collection systems. 

External delivery options also present opportunities to access advanced 
collection functions to the same end.  However, many of the techniques 
could be brought to bear on the existing as-is scenario to seek 
incremental or partial improvements.

Analysis of the ICT aspects of each scenario

The primary IT challenges when considering considerable changes to 
systems are usually traceable to the number of local system instances 
being used to support collections. This is of course prevalent at the HSE 
and LAs who have varying models for system deployment driven by 
local factors primarily; such as variations in the size of local operations 
and differing local policies and rules.  Additionally resource constraints 
and prioritisation of projects may limit the IT teams ability to take on 
collection enhancements. 

Overall ICT is well positioned to support the subject of debt collection.  
However, certain constraints and limiting factors must be tackled before 
IT can be fully effective.  In particular data sharing and positive debtor 
identity capture and assertion must be improved so that IT systems can 
correlate debts across types and creditor bodies. 

Ultimately these factors must be enabled by legislation and policy 
before IT can be fully brought to bear to best effect.
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4. Improving Collections

This section reports on:

 The factors that drive higher collection rates

 Improvements that might be expected under each of the scenarios

 Ranking and scoring of each scenario

4. Improving Collections
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In this section, we analyse which of the main strategic options best suit 
each PSB, given where they are coming from and what the key success 
factors that each has to improve its collection rates.  Some already have 
good collection rates and there can be significant variations between 
individual hospitals and likewise between local authorities.

Below we outline the key success factors in improving collection rates.   
These are derived from our research with leading organisations in 
Ireland and in other jurisdictions.  We then go on to outline what needs 
to be done at each PSB to drive up its collection rates followed by an 
assessment of which of the options will best meet these needs.   We 
have made estimates of the level of improvement that might be 
reasonably expected in each case and quantified what this means in 
monetary terms.

Key Success Factors / Best practice

Best Practice in general is any method or technique that has 
consistently shown results superior to those achieved by other means.

To achieve Best Practice in a Debt Management scenario requires 
addressing all aspects of the debts life cycle from the time it is 
originated through to the collections of all monies due.

While conducting this process we identified a number of Key Success 
Factors (KSF) to achieving best practice which are listed below.  When 
putting these together we spoke with a number of companies that 
operate to Best Practice standards and looked at the factors that were 
most important in them reaching Best Practice.

The KSFs and our ranking in importance are shown overleaf.

Improving Collections

:

Many of the organisations we spoke to were able to provide examples 
of how some of these KSFs had made improvements for them. 

One company saw a 50% reduction in collection costs and a 3 day 
reduction in their DSO within 3 months of installing a DM System.  

A council in the UK attributed 50% of their collections improvement 
over the last few years to a change in culture.  They improved their 
collection of one debt portfolio from 95% in 2009 to 98% in 2012.

A national enforcement agency showed us how a combination of strong 
enforcement and a state of the art IT system means that 80-90% of 
what it collects is automatic without any intervention of their 
collectors.

All of the organisations we met and spoke to agreed that there is no 
single ‘silver bullet’.  Reaching Best Practice involves improvements in 
many areas.  Some of these improvements are reliant on other factors 
and often each change may only provide an incremental improvement.   
All of these small improvements eventually add up to significant 
changes.

All of them also agreed that this is not a defined project but rather and 
on-going process that needs to be reviewed and improved on a regular 
basis.  In our analysis, we have assumed a level of on-going 
improvement after the initial phase  of implementing the proposed 
measures for each of the strategic scenarios.
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KSF Description Impact

Early & accurate billing On time billing, with accurate customer & bill amount 

details

Speeds up payment by reducing lapsed time and issues by 

achieving “right 1st time”

Special-purpose DM system Technology solution  to drive good collections 

management 

Optimises sequencing, automation and collection paths

Accurate data collection and 

maintenance

Unique customer identifier and correct contact details 

across media type

Easy to aggregate debts and augment treatment.  Can contact 

customer.

Specialist DM training & support Fit for purpose training and continuous development Increased collection success

Performance culture  Metrics and report driven culture to continuously 

meet challenging targets

Increased collection success

Early client contact Contact as soon as practical after debt is originated Increased customer awareness of need to pay

Range of payment options; easy to 

pay

Multiple solutions to optimise ease of payment and 

reduce cost

Increased collections, lowered operational costs and increased 

customer satisfaction

Documented DM policies & 

procedure (incl. escalation)

Clearly documented policies and procedures on debt 

management

Elimination of waste / rework and errors / lapsed time –

reducing costs and increasing efficiency

Single Customer View View all clients interactions in one place Leverage predictive analytics to augment chase paths to suit 

history

Appropriate 3rd party collection 

usage

Select a panel of appropriate 3rd party agencies Competition between agencies improves results.

Strong enforcement , clearly 

communicated

Relevant and adequately penal enforcement powers 

used sparingly but publically

Incentive to pay on time rather than waiting for it to be 

enforced

Tailored collection chase paths Specific chase paths for different groups of debtors More efficient as it targets key features of the debtor group

Key Success Factors in Improving Collection Rates
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Early & accurate billing 

Analysis of billing accuracy and timing varies across PSBs; accuracy rates 
are influenced heavily by source data and lack of unique identifiers in 
many PSBs as well as inability to collect contact details.  

Special-purpose DM systems

Most do not have a special-purpose DM system bur rather rely on their 
financial system with added features.  Local authorities have more DM 
functionality but is still not comparable with a fully-fledged DM system.

Accurate data collection and maintenance

Data accuracy inextricably linked to accurate billing.  Many PSBs have 
significant constraints in initial data collection (i.e. Courts Service not 
collecting contact details when fine issued).  In some cases there may 
be a lack of understanding of the importance of accurate data 
collection and the effect it has on collections.  Maintenance of data 
often constrained by lack of automation and case management tools.

Specialist DM training & support

Certain training exists, certainly for centralised functions specialising in 
debt (DAFM, Las and Courts); all PSBs agree that additional training is 
required.  Training more fragmented with the HSE given multiple staff 
members involved in collections across hospitals.

Performance culture  

Performance culture exists in some PSBs, and some collection rates 
attaining near best practice.  In other PSBs there is a need to develop 
this culture.  The structure, governance and reporting toolkit required 
to reach best practice levels across the board are not present.

Key Success Factors in Improving Collection Rates

Early client contact

Client contact approach varies across PSBs, from a more hands on and 
local approach in the case of Rates to standard invoicing with the HSE.  
Opportunity exists, with varying levels of constraint to develop earlier 
contact approaches using phone and SMS (though the same data 
integrity dependency exists here).

Range of payment options; easy to pay

Payment methods and use of low costs channels (e.g. online) vary 
widely.  While certain portals exist across the PSBs, a best practice 
standard has not been adopted. Further, some PSBs deem online 
portals, self-service to be either cost prohibitive (HSE) or potentially 
unsuited to debt / customer type that they are working with (DAFM).

Documented DM policies & procedure (incl escalation)

DM Policies are often documented at local level (either at hospital of 
L.A), and exist for all PSBs examined.  A significant opportunity exists to 
develop national (by PSB) DM policies and procedures to have everyone 
operating to the same standards.

Single Customer View

Single Customer View capability is poor across most PSBs and therefore 
does not allow for tailoring of approach, sanction and pre-emptive / 
preventative action.  There is no cross PSB data sharing to provide a 
more enhanced single customer view.
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Appropriate 3rd party collection usage

Some PSBs have piloted 3rd party collection for distressed (aged) debt.  
DCAs may not be suited to all debt types and it may not be 
commercially beneficial in others.  Some opportunities do exist which 
may reduce the cost of distressed debt collection.  DAFM customer 
profile may not lend itself to DCA?

Strong enforcement, clearly communicated

All PSBs require varying levels of additional sanction, ranging in severity 
from introducing late payment fines to full attachment.  There are 
powers of attachment being given to some PSBs but this is on a case by 
case basis.  Often the presence and communication of powers of 
enforcement can act as deterrent to having and/or catalyst to settling 
debts.

Tailored collection chase paths

Tailored collection chase paths are leveraged in a few PSBs however, 
they are labour intensive and not automated given the issues with data 
integrity and the lack of a specialist system to identify the customers to 
target.

Key Success Factors in Improving Collection Rates

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN IMPROVING COLLECTION RATES

 Early & accurate billing

 Special-purpose DM system

 Accurate data collection and maintenance

 Specialist DM training & support

 Performance culture  

 Early client contact

 Range of payment options; easy to pay

 Documented DM policies & procedures (incl. escalation)

 Single Customer View

 Appropriate 3rd party collection usage

 Strong enforcement, clearly communicated

 Tailored collection chase paths.
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The same KSFs apply if an external service delivery (ESD) is being used.  
Many of the same factors apply.

Early & accurate billing 

ESDs would continue to rely heavily on originating PSB in terms of early 
and accurate billing and will not be able to offer improvements in this 
area at source. 

Special-purpose DM systems

All ESDs will have leading practice tools to drive credit and debt 
management.

Accurate data collection and maintenance

Data accuracy dependencies would continue to exist unless improved 
at source.  ESD would be able to improve data maintenance within their 
DM / CRM system.

Specialist DM training & support

ESDs will be staffed with appropriate training (and certified) debt and 
credit management professionals.

Performance culture  

Performance culture and metric reporting is core to ESDs as it drives 
commercial profitability.

Early client contact

ESDs will typically seek to engage with PSBs to optimise dunning and 
client contact.  ESDs will have tool sets (diallers, broadcast SMS etc.) to 
execute client contact strategies, at optimal cost.

Considerations in using external delivery firms

Range of payment options; easy to pay

Most ESDs will offer off the shelf multi-channel payment channels 
(Web, IVR, Portal) though will require integration with originating PSB.

Documented DM policies & procedure (incl. escalation)

All ESDs will require the documentation and optimisation of policies 
and procedures in respect of DM.

Single Customer View

ESDs will have certain capabilities here, though the same data 
dependency exists as with PSBs in the case where unique identifiers are 
not present.

Appropriate 3rd party collection usage

ESDs will be used to working with DCAs as a point of escalation at a pre-
agreed time by debt type.

Strong enforcement, clearly communicated

ESDs may or may not be entitled to delegated authority of sanction.  A 
late payment fee could be applied by an ESD; however power of 
attachment would likely be needed to be passed back to originating 
PSB.

Tailored collection chase paths

ESDs will seek to tailor chase paths to optimise collection rates.
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Debt collection within the Courts Service is due to undergo major 
change as a consequence of the Fines (Payment and Recovery) Bill 
2013, currently before the Oireachtas.  This Bill’s provisions are not yet 
finalised but will likely include:

• Effectively, eliminating jailing as a sanction; and as a consequent, 
less involvement by Gardaí in warrant execution 

• Payment by instalment over 12 months (or maybe longer)

• Additional sanctions in the form of: attachment to earnings, 
Community Service Order and use of Receivers (i.e. Revenue 
Sheriffs).

The overall outcome will add significant workload to the administrative 
process and will increase collection costs on the part of the Courts 
Service.   However, as the legislation is not finalised and more 
significantly, it is not possible to project the impact on collections, we 
have conducted our analysis on the basis of the current practices  and 
current collection rates.  

Collection rates have varied in recent years with once-off impacts 
particularly affecting the 2012 (resulting from an exercise to clear a 
backlog off fine reversals).  The current rate (for the 12 months to 
September 2013) of 80% on net fines of €18m is deemed to be more 
representative of the current ‘steady state’ and has been used as the 
baseline for our analysis.

Current situation

The Courts Service currently collects 80% of fines (excluding reversals), 
whereas best practice collection rates in other jurisdictions are in the 
mid-90%s and up to 98%.

Courts Service / Fines

The current DM dunning process within the Courts Service follows best 
practice with early issuance of bills and follow-up reminders.  Some 
phone calls are made by an external agency but this is limited as phone 
details are not captured as a matter of course.  The later enforcement 
stage is also quite effective using warrants executed by the Gardaí.

Much of the debt management activity is outside of the Courts Service 
control.  The quality of data, which underpins Courts Service ’s ability to 
collect fines, is poor and hard to verify.

The key challenges in improving collection rates  are:

 How to address the quality and accuracy of data supplied by the 
original prosecutors, notably regarding names, addresses & contact 
details. This issue is further compounded by the fact that 40% of 
those issued with fines do not present in the Court, so this data 
cannot be captured.

 How to reduce the amount of time (c. 50%) spent answering 
queries?

 How to address the issue of no effective sanctions or penalties to 
encourage prompt payment.

The Courts Service is reliant on the capture of data by the Prosecutor, 
and as mentioned above many people do not show up in court.  The 
issuance of summons is unpredictable.  The critical problem is that 
Prosecutors (Gardaí, local authorities or others) are not allowed to ask 
for a PPSN when recording details of the offence; this presents a 
difficulty and risk in trying to link individuals without a unique identifier.  
(Access to additional public registers like vehicle registration would help 
to validate current data).
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For the purposes of the analysis that follows, we have assumed that 
changes can be made to the current process by way of legislation if 
required.  On this basis, the challenges from a collection rate viewpoint 
are:

 More phone contact with debtors (assuming phone numbers can be 
found)

 Implementing the new sanctions that CS is getting (Attachment to 
earnings and bank accounts)

 Implementing and monitoring the new payment options (Payment 
plans)

 Case management: tracking overdue cases 

 Reducing instance of wasted effort (e.g. person is ‘gone away’ or 
name/address is invalid)

 Allocating appropriate and trained resource to carry out DM activity.

The Courts Service currently operates a central Finance function which 
issues unpaid reminders, has oversight of an external debt collection 
agency which issues some further reminders.  The Courts Service 
currently operates a central Finance function, where the equivalent of 
0.9 FTE is deployed in managing the fines collection process.

To achieve the desired improvements, it would be necessary that this 
function is sized in line with best practice DM ratios and staffed 
accordingly. 

Courts Service / Fines

Proposed Improvements

We recommend addressing the key issues above through a combination 
of the options below.

 Staffing (or virtual staffing) of a Central Finance unit to run the DM 
process

 More direct contact with debtors

 Implementing sanctions, penalties & payment plans

 Printing of fine notices is mainly done in local court offices but could 
be centralised.

There are some solution independent improvements that we 
recommend making, which could be easily implemented if there was a 
single system/service: 

 Cross-sectoral sanctions (assuming that debtors can be identified 
accurately)

 Gathering better quality data from originators at the outset and 
during the process.

We now analyse how each of the strategic options would address these 
objectives.
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Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

Assuming the necessary enabling legislation is put in place, the 
following measures should be adopted to support a DM best practice 
process:

 Attachments to earnings and bank accounts

 Instalment payment options 

 Self-service & Online portal 

 Direct contact with debtors by phone, SMS, etc .

Our review of the ICT implications suggest that major upgrades would 
be needed, so several of the necessary upgrades could not be cost-
justified.  Some work could be done to provide an online portal and a 
wider range of payment options.  

Some form of data cleansing could also be looked at, possibly using 
other PSB registers to confirm the data available is correct before 
passing it to the external debt collector.

We estimate that through the delivery of the features identified herein, 
Courts Service could raise collection rates from 80% to 83%, which 
would yield increased collections of c€541k p.a.  We estimate this will 
take around two years to achieve, as the transformation beds down. 

Courts Service / Fines

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of the Courts Service.  The ESD 
option would offer the Courts Service certain key DM capabilities and in 
a shorter time period than is possible with the ‘As Is’ scenario.

An ESD can: 

• implement sanction measures

• manage payment plans

• carry out direct contact - within the limitations of data accuracy

• drive a more automated dunning process.  

The service could be delivered as a totally BPO/outsourced operation or 
through a panel of DCAs allocated, for instance, on a regional basis.

The main advantage of using an ESD is a shorter ramp up period than 
Improve As-Is, and access to best-in-class systems, processes and 
specially-trained DM team.

We estimate that the addition of ESDs could raise the minimum 
standard to 88% within 18-24 months (worth c. €1.4m p.a.).

Shared service

The shared service scenario does not apply to Courts Service.
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Central Collection Agency

The set-up of a Central Collection Agency would have many of the 
characteristics of an ESD (Full-function DM systems, DM expertise, DM 
culture) and in addition would offer capabilities such as:

 A unified method of executing and monitoring attachment orders

 Sharing of data across agencies (e.g. earnings, bank accounts) 

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across the PSBs that it serves 

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or refunds being 
paid by the State

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental sanctions.

Migrating Courts Service DM into a CCA would provide a similar scale 
and resource to that of an ESD and would also allow for improved 
facilitation of cross-sector interactions and sanctions.  Legislation would 
be required to enable these measures.

The Courts Service will still be required to undertake As Is improvement 
remedial work of processes, measurement and tracking – and may still 
need to deal with queries/disputes directly.

We estimate that a CCA could raise collection rates to 90%, however, if 
full power of cross PSB sanction is attained and some of the key data 
dependencies are addressed, higher collection rates c 95% should be 
attainable.

Courts Service / Fines

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 30 points):

Scenario
Collection 
rate

Pts Comments

Current 
Collection 
Rate

80% 5

Improve “As 
is” (Internal)

83% over a 
two-year 
period (Worth 
€540k p.a.)

15 Small collection improvement

It will take significant time to get 

this improvement (up to two 

years)

There is a high cost of 

implementation and running.

Improve “As 
is” (External)

88% after one 
year. (Worth 
€1.4m p.a.)

25 Best short term option because it 

can be implemented fast

Improvement can be seen faster

Lower cost of implementation

Central 
Collection 
Agency

90% after 3-4 
years. (Worth 
€1.8 p.a.)

30 This is the preferred option but it 

could take 3-4 years to implement

Would suggest transitioning to 

CCA when it is running

Has significant additional cross 

sector powers and sanctions
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Concluding Remarks

At present, the Courts Service acts as an agent for collecting fines and 
its role largely consists of issuing bills and reminders.  There is relatively 
little pure DM activity (e.g. phone calls, negotiating payment plans) as 
the current legislation does not facilitate these approaches.

Any future legislation should facilitate greater use of such best practice 
DM techniques and address the underlying problems of correctly 
identifying offenders at the time and place of the offence.  Much 
resource is currently consumed in pursuing these cases, resulting in a 
double loss (i.e. money is not collected and DM resources is wasted). 

To these ends, the following measures should be facilitated in new 
legislation:

 Requirement for offenders to provide collaborating records to 
provide their identify and address.  Ideally, they should be required 
to provide a unique identifier such as PPSN, driver licence number, 
vehicle number

 Where the circumstances do not allow this (e.g. offender not 
present), it should be possible to attach the fine to an asset (e.g.  to 
a vehicle owner) or to other state licence renewal (e.g. motor tax or  
driver licence issuance or an NCT test)

 The Courts Service should also have access to other state databases 
to help confirm identity and pick up contact details.  Likewise, to 
establish the offenders ability to pay

 Other measures should be taken to place an obligation on 
prosecutors to improve data quality

Courts Service / Fines

 Ability to offer incentives to pay early (e.g. as currently offered with 
on-the-spot fines)

 Ability to levy penalties/interest on late payments

 Attachment to earnings, bank accounts and to assets.

Another limitation of the current process is that fines cannot be 
adjusted or purged without recourse to the courts.  Several other PSBs 
have the delegated authority to write-off uncollectable debts (based up 
on clearly set-down policies and criteria) and to negotiate payment 
plans for those claiming hardship.  

The Courts Service should be given the necessary powers to:  negotiate 
payment plans (i.e. by instalment) and to deem a debt uncollectable 
based on set-down criteria and submit them in bulk to the court for 
approval.  

A further constraint on collection effectiveness is the lack of an 
incentive to increase collection rates.  More specifically, there is little 
incentive to invest in systems or other large scale expenditure as they 
will not result in any additional income to the collecting agent (i.e. the 
Courts Service).  A regime where a proportion of the incremental 
returns are retained would encourage and reward investment of best 
practice DM systems, processes and training.

The above measures should deliver better debt collection rates and 
reduce the burden on the courts of debt management matters.
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 There is a central debt management unit that oversees policy and 
attempts some enforcement measures on debts over €1,000

 Other work pressures can mean that debt collection activity may 
take lower priority at times.   

Recent legislation (in 2013) further strengthens DSP’s sanction options 
through attachment to earnings and back accounts.  DSP is also 
planning a major upgrade of the ODM system to incorporate full DM 
functionality.  The tender will issue shortly and the system should be 
operational within 12-18 months.   

Based upon the combination of the new system and the increased 
sanctions, DSP has committed to improve collections by €20m p.a.   
This would bring collection rates into the region of 70-75% (Note: 73% 
used as mid-point for analysis below).

Proposed Improvements

The following principles were agreed with DSP as the key measures that 
they needed to take to improve collection rates:

 A more proactive DM approach needs to be introduced especially on 
those ‘off benefit’

 The central DM unit should be expanded to take over collection of all 
‘off benefit’ debts and any ‘on benefit’ debts where no arrangement 
has been agreed within a  specified period (e.g. one month)

 The central unit will monitor all payment plans and set up and 
administer any attachments to earnings or bank accounts

 The upgraded ODM system will facilitate  a proactive system with an 
automated dunning process, case management and other features 
(as described in the section in this report on ICT considerations).

Current situation

DSP has made considerable strides in improving its collection rates over 
the past five years, increasing amounts recovered from €23m p.a. in 
2007 to €53m in 2012.  DSP has an overall collection rate of 58%1 at 
present.  Factors affecting this performance are:

 For those on means-tested benefits, there are limits on the amount 
that can be compulsorily collected by deduction or offset which 
meant that in many instances, DSP could only recover €2 per week.  
The Social Welfare Act 2012 increased the limit to 15% of the benefit 
paid (typically, €28 per week) which will bring improvement.

 Collection is devolved to local offices and schemes who seek to 
recover any debts arising from the benefit schemes that they 
manage.  The value of this arrangement is the client knowledge and 
the on-going relationship that will exist between the DSP official and 
the debtor.  

 Where an arrangement - be it compulsory or voluntary - is entered 
into, the same DSP official is responsible for monitoring adherence 
to the payment plan. This is manageable where the debtor is 
continuing to receive benefits but where they go off benefit, 
monitoring by DSP officials is more onerous.

 14% of the debt collected is from the estates of deceased debtors.  
(Note: DSP retain records of all debts indefinitely, on the basis that in 
the future they may recover the amount against some future 
benefit, e.g. a pension).

 The current ODM system lacks the DM functionality that we would 
expect to see in a DM system (e.g. automated reminders, tracking 
payment plans, active case management).

DSP / Overpayments

(1): Based on formula of: Total amount collected in the year divided by the amount of new overpayments raised in the year.
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 The system should also automate the monitoring of any agreed 
payment plans and the execution and monitoring of attachment 
orders (i.e. link to employers and banks)

 Links (via automated interfaces) with other state agencies would 
also be useful in assessing people’s ability to pay and any assets that 
they may have

 Data analytics should be extended to debt management.  This will 
help identify cases for investigation and follow-up.

 Similar facilities would also be valuable in reviewing ‘old’ debt to 
check if individuals’ circumstances have changed such that the old 
debt may now be recovered

 New procedures will need to be designed and documented and 
rolled out

 Training in debt management techniques and practice will be needed 
for the central DM unit and to some extent, with local offices and in 
scheme areas.

We now analyse how each of the strategic options would address these 
objectives.

Analysis of Options

For the purposes of assessing the options, we have assumed that the 
planned improvements will be made within the next 12-18 months 
resulting in a collection rate approaching 73% after that period. 

The analysis below therefore examines further measures that can be 
implemented and incremental improvements that can be achieved. 

DSP / Overpayments

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The main work to be undertaken is as follows:

 Centralisation of the management of all off-benefit cases and those 
on-benefit cases where enforcement action is needed (e.g. 
attachment to bank accounts or other earnings)

 Staffing and training the expanded central DM unit

 Developing new procedures and rolling them out to all offices and 
schemes

 Setting the data analytics software to analyse debt.

We estimate that collection rates could be improved by 8% (i.e. from 
73% to 81%) over a 36-month period (Worth €7.4m p.a.), allowing time 
for the establishment of the central DM unit and implementing the 
requisite systems. There will be a ‘learning curve’ period while the 
procedures bed down and the central DM unit staff – and local office 
and scheme staff - become more skilled in DM techniques.

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be managed and operated 
by an external service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of DSP. This is 
envisaged as a BPO arrangement rather than a commission-based 
collection arrangement; achievement of some performance criteria 
would be part the arrangement but essentially it would be a matter of 
supplying a team to fill the central DM unit role.

The ESD firm would staff the unit and bring their DM expertise and 
techniques.  They would use the new ODM system and bring additional 
ICT features.  They would also bring data analytics expertise.   Some ICT 
work may be needed to link to the ESD’s technology if that is used.
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DSP would still need to design the procedures in consultation with the 
ESD. DSP would also retain responsibility for:

 any disputes or appeals

 interfaces to other state agencies

 interpretation of data analytics and 

 enforcement through legal channels, albeit specialist debt collection 
solicitors could also be used in this area.

The main advantages of ESD are a faster return in that there will a 
shorter ‘ramp up’ period (e.g. 18-24 months) and they will bring 
trained, experienced DM staff with a strong DM culture.  

DSP Management has reservations about the suitability of ESD due to 
the sensitive nature of its transactions and information.

We estimate that collection rates could be improved by a further 2% 
(over non-ESD) to 83% after two years (Worth €9.2m p.a.).

Central Collection Agency

In this scenario, the CCA would fulfil the role of the central DM unit 
outlined above.  In addition, it would bring a number of other 
capabilities:

 The characteristics of an ESD (DM expertise, DM culture, more 
sophisticated DM systems, )

 A unified method of executing and monitoring attachment orders

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across of the PSBs that it serves 

DSP / Overpayments

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or refunds being 
paid by the State.

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental sanctions.

Collection rates will be higher because of these additional facilities but 
there will take longer to achieve due to the lead time for the CCA.

We estimate that DSP could get to collection rates of 86% after three 
years (Worth €12.9m p.a.).

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 30 points):

Scenario Collection rate Pts Comments

Current 

Collection 

Rate

Assuming that  the new 

sanctions and ODM system 

collect €20m and bring the 

rate to 73% (from 58% 

today)

5

Improve “As 

is” (Internal)

81% over a three-year 

period (Worth €7.4m)

25 Lower due to lead time 

(i.e. ‘learning curve’ )

Improve “As 

is” (External)

83% over a two-year 

period (Worth €9.2m)

28 Higher because of 

shorter lead time to 

achieve improved 

results

Central 

Collection 

Agency

86% over a 3-year period 

(Worth €12.9m)

30 Longer lead time 

involved in establishing 

the CCA
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Current situation

The context for this analysis recognises that both the REPS and SPS 
scheme will expire within the next two years but will be replaced by 
similar schemes.  REPS is administered by local offices but recovery of 
overpayments is handled by the REPS Debt Recovery Unit, whereas SPS 
is administered by a central SPS Processing Unit with an SPS Debt 
Management Unit handling debt recovery.  Once overpayments are 
identified, the first option is to recover it by deduction (“netting”) from 
future payments under the same or other farmer payment schemes:  
70% of REPS overpayments are netted; 97% of SPS are netted. 

The examination below is looking at the management of non-netted 
debt, which can be difficult to collect. Overall, while DAFM is not 
following best practice and is not achieving good collection rates 
(currently 78%), the level of debt is low, with a total debt of €1.8m. 
DAFM does not seek to take enforcement action until a debt is 
approaching the statute of limitations period (i.e. circa four years 
outstanding).

The key challenges in improving collection are:

 How to deal with overpayment errors which are allowed to age 
significantly before action is taken?

 How to introduce DM as a core competency or priority

 How to optimise the approach to appeals on overpayments, which 
are labour intensive and can significantly delay the process

 How to operate where debts are linked to the individual not the 
property.

DAFM / REPS & SPS Overpayments

 How to collect debt that cannot be netted due to:

• Farmers not always applying for the next payment 

• Retiring farmers can transfer herd numbers and property to 
others leaving them with no assets to chase

• REPS scheme being wound down and unsure if it will be replaced 
so the level of netting is dropping and will stop.

DAFM does not have the systems required for best practice DM and 
automation of collections, from letter printing and posting through to 
the more advanced case management capability required. Dunning is 
not used on these Debts.

The process of writing off of debt is complicated by EU regulation and 
funding; this is of note given that REPS has a significant amount of debt 
older than 3 years (but short of the 6-year Statute of Limitations).

A new SPS scheme is expected within the next 2 years, which presents 
an opportunity to “design for zero-errors”.  The key requirement is for 
DAFM in setting up any similar scheme in the future is to ensure debts 
are only created when user error occurs as opposed to a DAFM error 
(an approach that has proved highly successful for the Rural Protection 
Agency in the UK).

Proposed Improvements

We recommend addressing the key issues through a combination of the 
options assessed below:

 Improved collection procedures  - especially earlier intervention

 Automate as much of the collection path as feasible to free up 
collectors’ time to focus on cases
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 Adoption of a full function DM system including electronic billing, 
case management, payment plans and instalments, analytics, chase 
path profiling) 

 Increase contact levels with debtors by making phone contact early

 Negotiation and collections training for all making collection calls

 Provide resources to handle appeals to remove the possibility of 
appeals being used as a delaying tactic for collections (Note: a policy  
is needed for a consistent assigning of due dates for appealed cases) 

 Look at moving to legal sanctions much earlier in the process

 Agree a process for write off of uncollectable debts

 Analyse the reasons and issues causing the overpayments and work 
to remove them

 Flag herd number transfer requests to make sure that the transfer is 
not used as a means to avoid paying back monies owed.

There are some solution independent improvements and sanctions that 
we recommend making:  

 Attachment to wages, banks and property.  This may require court 
proceedings

 Increase interest (currently 3%) and charges to more penal levels

 Appropriate use of cross scheme sanctions and netting.

We now analyse how each of the strategic options would address these 
objectives.

DAFM / Reps & SPS Overpayments

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

We recommend that DAFM implements the following key activities, 
which will address many deltas against DM best practice:

 Review and update of the collection procedures

 Push cultural change to bring a focus on DM

 Training of DM staff

 Build a DM system, or possibly use the current SAP, configured for 
DM

 Segment debt and implement appropriate collection paths

 Agree a process for write off

 Allocate MI capable resources to analyse the reasons and issues 
causing the overpayments  and remove them

 Design new schemes using MI to avoid DAFM caused errors

 Implement additional sanctions.

An improved As Is programme within DAFM could yield significant % 
benefits in debt collection % terms.  In conjunction with the above 
measures (and standard reporting and KPI monitoring) we estimate 
that DAFM could increase debt collection rates to 85% over a 12 month 
period (yielding an additional c. €500K annually).
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Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an ESD firm 
on behalf of DAFM.  The ESD option will offer DAFM certain key DM 
capability, in a similar time period than the As Is scenario, potentially at 
a lower cost and effort. 

An ESD can: implement sanction measures, manage payment plans, 
carry out direct contact and drive a more automated dunning process.  
An ESD will also either be able to provide Debt Collection Agency (DCA) 
services in-house or be capable of working with a DCA. An ESD may 
also be able to review older debts and advise if they are collectable.

DAFM would still be required to review and update the collection 
procedures and to agree a process for writing off and retaining the 
management of appeals due to their complexity.  An agreed SLA would 
be required along with the resource to actively manage the relationship 
with the ESD.

We estimate that the addition of an ESD could raise collection rates to 
86% within 12 months (worth c. €650k annually).

Shared service  (Does not apply)

Central Collection Agency

The set-up of a Central Collection Agency would continue to have the 
characteristics of an ESD (Full-function DM systems, DM expertise and 
DM culture).

 A unified method of executing and monitoring attachment orders

 Sharing of data across agencies (e.g. earnings, bank accounts) 

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across the PSBs that it serves 

.

DAFM / Reps & SPS Overpayments

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or refunds being 
paid by the State

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental sanctions.

We recommend that DAFM complete the required As Is improvement 
necessary to use an ESD, with a view to migrating to a CCA in the longer 
term.  The CCA may offer certain economies of scale and dunning 
automation as well as additional capability to implement cross sector 
sanctions and netting. 

Some in-house expertise will need to be retained for appeals due to 
their complexity however.  We estimate the use of a CCA in the long 
term could bring collection rates to 87% (c.720k annually) or higher if 
appropriate sanctions are in place.

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 30 points):

Scenario Collection rate Points Comments

Current 
Collection 
Rate

78%  (With 70% on 
REPS / 97% on SPS)

5

Improve “As 
is” (Internal)

85% over 12 month 
period (Worth 
€500k p.a.)

25 Good result achievable if SAP 
DM features are exploited

Improve “As 
is” (External)

86% over 12 month 
period (Worth 
€650k p.a.)

30 Highest because of shorter 
lead time and improved 
results

Central 
Collection 
Agency

87% after 3-4 years
(Worth €720k p.a.)

27 Marked down against ESD due 
to the lead time involved in 
establishing the CCA.
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Current situation

The context for this analysis recognises that priority is on care issues 
rather than collecting money.  Debt collection efforts are mainly 
focused on collection from insurers rather than ‘small’ amounts which 
are more difficult to collect. 

We have noted very significant variations in collection rates 
performance between hospitals, ranging 47% - 85% for Emergency 
Department (ED) and 63% - 97% for In-Patient (IP) charges. 

Nationwide, the median collection rate for 2012 was 83%  (ED is 72% 
and IP is 91%).  Several hospitals appear to have a core DM competency 
and effective processes and procedures in place, which yield collection 
rates in the high 90%s with some achieving 95%+. Of the thirty-two 
hospitals reviewed, nine fall below the sector median.

24% of ED bills issued are found to be ineligible and are subsequently 
credited back.  Queries and disputes on bills issued are often complex 
to resolve and service may only be available 09:00-17:00 with the 
facility to check medical card eligibility not always available in the 
patient admission areas.  Further, the resourcing of DM is ad hoc and 
forms a small % of any one of the FTE roles in many hospitals.

The challenges in improving collections are: 

 Bringing weaker performers up to a higher level involving the 
introduction of better DM processes with supporting systems (i.e. 
applying best practices and experience from leading LAs)

 How to raise Debt Management to become a core competency 
across the HSE

 How to balance the focus more equitably between collecting insured 
debt and ED/IP debt

Health Service Executive / ED & IP charges

 How to introduce effective sanctions and balance the cost of 
enforcement

 How to overcome the perceived ‘Conflict of interest’ of collection 
versus patient care

 How to overcome situations where there is no unique patient 
identifier.

A mechanism will also be necessary to incorporate any potential 
savings in to the budget for the HSE.

ED collection volumes and rates vary significantly across hospitals with 
better performers having a stronger DM culture.  The weaker sites have 
a lack of resources and are in the process of learning good DM practice.  
The key challenge is to improve consistency.

The planned introduction of Universal Health Care (UHI) could lead to 
the dropping of some of the current charges.  As this is not yet 
determined, we have assumed that we must work with current 
arrangements; and further, that the current policy - that care cannot be 
refused due to administrative reasons - does not alter.  

The challenges from a collection rate viewpoint are:

 Introducing effective sanctions and penalties to encourage prompt 
payment

 Reducing instances of ED charges being rescinded; and queries 
regarding IP charges 

 Right first time data recording at the time of admission and/or 
discharge

 Overcoming the reliance on local hospital resourcing and cultural 
issues.
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Proposed Improvements

Many measures to improve collection rates will apply only to those 
hospitals performing below an agreed threshold (see below).  While 
higher performing hospitals may get some benefit from measures cited 
here, we would expect the uplift to be marginal. 

The following principles were discussed with representatives from 
hospitals nationwide as the key measures that they needed in order to 
improve collection rates:

 Re-use the processes and approach used in higher performing LAs 
processes to drive lower performing LAs collection rates up to a 
minimum threshold

 Specialised DM training across all relevant staff to raise the general 
skill levels and to support the adoption of best practice processes

 Development of a strong DM performance culture with supporting 
reporting systems

 Introduction of regional DM management structure supported by 
performance measurement and reporting

 “Right first time”: Renewed drive to collect billing-related data at 
admission and discharge – and before the bill is issued

 Introduce an option for payment plans (i.e. spread charges over 
some weeks or months)

 Highly automated process – to make for a cost-effective dunning 
process.

Health Service Executive / ED & IP charges

In discussions we have noted that the implementation of a sector wide 
DM technology solution and online payment portal is unlikely to obtain 
approval and cannot be easily implemented across all hospitals.  We 
still recommend these solutions be developed .however, we recognise 
that they will not happen under any As-is improvement scenario. 

Solution-independent improvements that would make a significant 
difference to the effective collection of hospital charges, as follows:

 Penalties of late payment (Note: most hospital systems do not allow 
for a calculation of such)

 Attachment to earnings.

These are not currently available to the HSE and would require  
enabling legislative change.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The complexity and fragmentation of HSE debt collection will limit 
larger scale best practice implementations.  Central online payment and 
the introduction of penalties for late payment ruled out due to logistical 
complexity (e.g. reconciliation) and technical issues.

The main work to be undertaken is as follows:

 Training of ED frontline and customer communication on the 
“obligation to pay”, with an estimate yield of 15% of customers 
paying prior to leaving EDs
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 A National and regional DM structure and governance is 
recommended for the HSE to place a focus on performance 
management

 Collaborative procurement for the health sector of DCAs and legal / 
solicitors letters

 Standardisation of collection procedures across all hospitals to drive 
a meaningful comparison of KPIs

 A focus on raising the lower performing hospitals to a minimum 
threshold through a streamlined DM improvement programme.

Current systems lack the requisite functionality to implement the 
proposed sanctions; and payment plans and sanction benefit is not 
included in our view of benefit.  We estimate that collection rates could 
be improved for weaker performing hospitals collections to a lowest 
collection rate of 57% for ED and 65% for IP (yielding an additional 
€0.72m annually).  We recommend mandating an improvement target 
of closing the gap to achieve these minimum thresholds.

The median collection would rise to 76% for ED and 92% for IP, driven 
by focused training in DM.  The improvement programme will take time 
to realise collections increases as the transformation beds down over a 
period estimated as two years.

Health Service Executive / ED & IP charges

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of some hospitals, specifically 
where the addition of capacity is required.  An ESD could be used to 
manage peaks and troughs in the DM lifecycle – driving high volume 
chase path interactions with debtors.

Full outsourcing of the DM function would only relate to the weaker 
hospitals.  This solution will be faster than the improve As Is 
programme, offering a fix for hospitals who lack systems and DM 
resources.  We expect the ESDs will be able to quickly implement many 
of the recommendation that are too complex to implement in the As is 
scenario.  An ESD should be expected to implement penalties, recover 
old debt, manage payment plans and drive a more automated dunning 
process.

A collaborative tender would be advisable for ESDs.  Hospitals would 
still be required to design and standardise the DM approach to 
collection in order to avail of ESD services and maximise returns.  The 
main advantage of using an ESD is a shorter ramp up period than 
Improve As Is, and access to best in class systems, processes and highly 
trained DM professionals.  Hospitals may also wish to outsource other 
debt types to an ESD, once integration has been completed.

We estimate that the addition of ESDs for weaker performing hospitals 
could raise the minimum standard to 65% for ED and 80% for IP, with a 
nationwide median of 77% for ED and 93% for IP within 12 – 18 months 
(worth €1.5m annually). 
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Shared service

Typically, SSCs will affect improvement by virtue of a green field design, 
using best practice processes, systems and structures.  It is unlikely that 
a SSC would raise the performance of top performers, and its build 
would take several years at significant cost to standardise processes 
and systems.  The benefit therefore is likely to be a further rising of the 
lowest performance threshold to 73% for ED and 86% for IP (€2.4m).  
We assume that one SSC is established with a single system but may 
have regional ‘virtual’ teams. 

The set-up of a SSC could take ED / IP payment for hospitals below a 
certain threshold and not obligate hospitals above that threshold to 
join.  The set-up will be a large multi-year project (estimate 2-3 years), 
underpinned by the same As Is requirement of the standardisation of 
DM processes. 

The SSC will be required to implement a special-purpose DM system 
with supporting technology.  An additional benefit is that this allows for 
the building and development of a data analytics team.

We estimate that the set-up of a hospitals SSC will deliver incremental 
benefit (once As-Is improvements are made to lower performing 
hospitals) and increase the median collection rate to 80% for ED and 
95% for IP across the sector.

Health Service Executive / ED & IP charges

Central Collection Agency

The set-up of a Central Collection Agency would continue to have the 
characteristics of an ESD (Full-function DM systems, DM expertise, and 
DM culture):

 A unified method of executing and monitoring attachment orders

 Sharing of data across agencies (e.g. earnings, bank accounts) 

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across the PSBs that it serves 

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or refunds being 
paid by the State

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental sanctions.

Collection rates may not be higher in the case of hospitals, however we 
anticipate better facilitation of cross-sector interactions and sanctions –
including data sharing and an amelioration on handling of peaks and 
troughs.  Though a longer implementation time, the costs of collection 
should decrease (addressed in the collection costs section).

We estimate that this option may raise the lowest performing collection 
rates to 80% for ED and 91% for IP and deliver similar median collection 
rates to the SSC option of 84% for ED and 97% for IP.

Scoring

(See overleaf)
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Health Service Executive / ED & IP charges

Scenario Collection rate Pts Comments

Current Collection Rates Range: ED 47% - 76%, IP 63% -
90%
Median: ED 72%, IP 91%
(Aggregate rate: 83%)

5

Improve “As is” (Internal) Minimum threshold ED 57%, IP 
65% (Worth €0.7m pa.)
Median: ED 76%, IP 92%, over 
two years 
(Aggregate rate: 85%)

10 Small collection improvement

Uneconomic to implement DM systems required to reach 

higher improvements

High cost of implementation

Improve “As is” 
(External)

Minimum threshold ED 65%, IP
80% (Worth €1.5m pa.)
Median: ED 77%, IP 93%, over 12-
18 months 
(Aggregate rate: 87%)

20 Fast implementation

Improvement can be seen faster

Can help lower performing hospitals to come up to 

standard

Lower cost of implementation

Shared Service Minimum threshold ED 73%, IP 
86% (Worth €2.4m pa)
Median: ED 80%, IP 95%, over 2-3 
years
(Aggregate rate: 89%)

25 Medium term implementation

Gradual migration of lower performing hospitals raising 

standards

Central Collection 
Agency

Minimum threshold ED 80%, IP 
91% (Worth €2.4m pa)
Median: ED 84%, IP 97%, over 3-4 
years
(Aggregate rate: 92%)

30 This is the preferred option but it could take 3-4 years to 

implement

Would suggest transitioning to CCA when it is running

Has significant additional cross sector powers and 

sanctions

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max.  30 points):
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Current situation

Based on the Local Government Audit Service’s Activity Report for 2011 
– the latest published figures – the aggregate collection rate for 
Commercial Rates for the sector was 78%  (2010: 81%) – see Note.

Collection rates vary considerably between local authorities (LA) 
ranging from 57% to 93%.  The following chart illustrates the spread of 
rates related to the size of the rates due.

There is no correlation between the size of the LA  (in terms of value of 
rates issued) and its collection rate or between urban and rural LAs.   
However, rates for each LA do remain fairly similar between 2010 and 
2011.

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

Points of note

Many Rates collection cases are straight-forward to collect (e.g. state 
agencies, multinationals) and these can represent a large proportion of 
rates due.  Problematic cases are more subject to economic pressures 
from seasonality, as SME-size businesses’ cash flow can by tied to time 
of year – this in turn can determine their ability to pay on time.  Rates 
collection has seasonal peaks and troughs, driven by the prevalence of 
certain industry sectors such as hospitality.

The economic pressures of the past five years have seen collection 
rates drop from the mid 90%s to below 80% - but there are signs of 
stabilisation and some movement upwards as businesses adjust to the 
situation.  Local authorities have an important role in local economic 
development which must be considered in dealing with businesses 
facing payment difficulties.  

As collection rates dropped over the last five years, LAs have had to 
strengthen their DM capability; for many, they had to learn DM and 
develop processes and staff skills.   Some have established small DM 
teams to bring a more focused approach to debt management and 
acquired add-ons to their base accounting system to provide better 
reporting – but which would not be comparable to a special-purpose 
DM system. 

At present, while there is some informal sharing of best practices, LAs 
tend to act independently and have evolved their own processes driven 
somewhat by their portfolio profile and the DM experience that they 
have within their staff.  

Note:  For purposes of the Final Report, the  published collection rates are being used here.  The Interim Report had relied on unaudited figures for 2011 and also  - in line with other debt types 
analysed collection rates on the basis of amount collected as a % of total bills issued in the year.  The above collection rates include prior years’ arrears  in the divisor.
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The challenges in improving collections are: 

 How to bring up lower performers to the levels of the better LAs, i.e. 
how to leverage existing ‘best practice’ from higher performing LAs 
to assist lower performers.  The weaker LAs lack resources and are in 
the process of learning good DM practice through practical  
experience

 Improving automation, standardisation and reporting across the 
sector

 Raising the DM skill levels, as they vary from LA to LA due to local 
knowledge is dissipating as several of the more experienced rates 
collections staff have retired

 Assessing if the resource and skills gaps can be filled by External 
Delivery (ESD) or a Shared Service.

Our analysis showed that better performers have DM systems, 
competencies, policies, processes and resources.  The weaker sites 
have a lack of experienced resources and are in the process of learning 
good DM practice.  Resource levels which vary between LAs and local 
knowledge is dissipating due to the loss of staff with DM experience 
from years gone by.  

Finally, there are insufficient levels of automation, standardisation and 
performance reporting for the rates collection activity across many local 
authorities.  The appraisal below seeks to improve consistency in many 
of these areas. 

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

We have assumed that we must plan within the context of current 
legislation.  Therefore, the challenges from a collection rate viewpoint 
are:

 Bringing weaker performers up to a higher level involving the 
introduction of better DM processes with supporting systems (i.e. 
applying best practices and experience from leading LAs)

 The development of a programme to suit SME-sized businesses and 
ratepayers in certain sectors, but not at the expense of much needed 
cash flow within certain LAs

 Identifying the tenant that is due to pay

 Dealing with vacant properties and other ‘strikeouts’

 Improving how legal cases are progressed and managed  (i.e. some 
cases lost due to errors)

 Providing other forms of sanctions and penalties to encourage 
prompt payment

 Getting property valuations completed on a more timely basis (out 
of scope - constraint is in the Valuations Office).

Proposed Improvements

Many measures to improve collection rates will apply only to those LAs 
performing below an agreed threshold (see below).  While higher 
performing LAs may get some benefit from measures cited here, we 
would expect the uplift to be marginal. 
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The following principles were discussed with representatives from Local 
Authorities as the key measures that they needed in order to improve 
collection rates:

 Re-use the processes and approach used in higher performing LAs 
processes to drive lower performing LAs collection rates up to a 
minimum threshold

 Adoption of a full function DM system including electronic billing, 
case management, payment plans and instalments, analytics, chase 
path profiling 

 Credit check all ratepayers to aid in segmenting them and in applying 
varied collection paths depending on their circumstances.  Past 
performance can also be used as a factor

 Standardised reporting across all LAs

 Specialised DM training across all relevant staff to raise the general 
skill levels and to support adoption of best practice processes

 Improvement to customer notification strategy and reminders prior 
to the Rates moiety becoming due

 Development of a strong DM performance culture with supporting 
reporting systems

 Introduction of regional DM management structure supported by 
performance measurement and reporting.

There are a number of Solution Independent improvements that would 
make a significant difference to the effective collection of Rates as 
follows:

 Obligation on property owners to update LAs on changes in property 
status’ (i.e. notification of new tenant or newly vacant properties)

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

 Introduction of debt clearance certificate which required to  take out 
or renew certain operating licences and the like (e.g. renewal of pub 
licences, Tourism Ireland registrations, and other operating licences 
or access to state services)

 Introduce penalties for late payment.  The European Late Payment 
Directive may be relevant.

We now analyse how each of the strategic options would address these 
objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The main work to be undertaken is as follows:

 Review and optimise the billing and reminder frequency for Rates

 Develop best practice guidelines and training programme

 Rollout programme to improve DM processes uniformly

 Investment in training, systems, policies etc. across the lower 
performing LAs

 Develop the requisite culture – particularly for smaller LAs

 Develop eBilling capability to include monthly statements and 
encourage direct debit payments.

We estimate that collection rates could be improved to 83% by a 
concerted programme for the weaker performing LAs on Rates 
collections to bring the lowest collection rate of 75% (yielding an 
additional €78m p.a.).  The improvement programme will take time to 
realise collections increases as the transformation beds down over a 
period estimated as two years.
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Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of some Local Authorities, 
specifically where the addition of capacity is required.  An ESD could be 
used to manage peaks and troughs in the DM lifecycle – driving high 
volume chase path interactions with debtors.

Full outsourcing of the DM function would only relate to the weaker 
performing LAs.  This solution may be faster than the improve As Is 
programme, offering a potential temporary fix for LAs that lack systems 
and DM resources.  Furthermore, LAs are already experienced at ESD 
management.

A joint procurement approach or collaborative tender would be 
advisable for ESDs.  LAs would still be required to design and 
standardise the DM approach to Rates collection in order to avail of ESD 
services and maximise return.  The main advantage of using an ESD is a 
shorter ramp up period than Improve As Is, and access to best in class 
systems, processes and highly trained DM professionals.

We estimate that the addition of ESDs for weaker performing LAs could 
raise the minimum standard to 80% within 12-18 months (worth 
€105m p.a.) and uplift the median to 85% across the sector.  

This scenario will still require some of the internal As-is improvements 
to be implemented so that the ESD is given the best chance of 
collecting on the account.

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

Shared service

Typically SSCs will affect improvement by virtue of a green field design, 
using best practice processes, systems and structures.  It is unlikely that 
a SSC would raise the performance of top performers and its build 
would take several years at significant cost to standardise processes 
and systems.  The benefit therefore is likely to lead to a further raising 
of the lowest performance threshold; however the cost outlay and 
payback period indicate that other options can realise similar 
collections increases – for less effort.

The set-up of a SSC could take Rates payments and centralise the end 
to end process.  The initial set up may require an opt in approach for 
LAs below a certain threshold and not obligate LAs above that threshold 
to join.  We recommend that the set-up has one LA take the lead as a 
SSC we estimate the project to be of medium complexity and 
potentially realise benefits after 1-2 years.  This approach has the 
added benefit of retaining local knowledge of Rates collection business.  
A standard rates process would be a pre-requisite to the 
implementation of a Rates SSC.

An additional benefit is that this allows for the building and 
development of a data analytics team for LA sector (eliminating errors 
and waste as well as the development of process improvement 
initiatives).  The same dependencies for ESD exist in setting up a SSC, 
where LAs would still be required to design and standardise the DM 
approach to rates collection.

We estimate that the set-up of a Rates SSC within an existing LA may 
deliver incremental benefit increasing the lowest threshold to 85%, and 
uplift the median to 86.9% across the sector yielding an additional 
€133m p.a. – assuming that the As-Is improvements have been made to 
the lower performing LAs.
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Central Collection Agency

The Central Collection Agency bring best practice 
systems, process and skills (e.g.  full-function DM 
systems, DM expertise, DM culture) providing the 
following over and above the other options:

 A unified method of executing and monitoring 
attachment orders

 Sharing of data across agencies (e.g. earnings, bank 
accounts) 

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across the PSBs that it serves 

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or 
refunds being paid by the State

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental 
sanctions. 

In the context of Commercial Rates, the cross-sectoral 
aspects and data analytics will provide better information 
about tenants ability to pay in addition to quite powerful 
sanctions that LAs already have.  Implementation 
timescales will be similar, but the costs of collection 
should decrease (see costs section).

We estimate that this option may raise the lowest 
performing collection rates to 88.5% and uplift the 
median to 89% across the sector yielding an additional 
€164m p.a.

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 30 points):

Scenario Collection rate Pts Comments

Current 
Collection 
Rates

Range: 57%-92%%
Median: 77.7%

5

Improve “As is” 
(Internal)

75% minimum threshold 
(Worth €78m p.a.)
Median: 83%, over two 
years 

15 May take two years to reach this 
target

Improve “As is” 
(External)

80% minimum threshold 
(Worth €105m p.a.)
Median: 85%, over 12-18 
months

20 Relevant to weaker LAs

Shorter lead time to getting started

Likely to reach target much quicker

Shared Services 85% minimum threshold 
(Worth €133m p.a.)
Median: 86.9%, over 2-3 
years

25 Medium implementation time

It would make sense to set up an SSC 
to start obtaining benefit and then 
migrate to CCA in time

Dedicated debt management team

Better DM systems than LA’s could 
justify independently

Central 
Collection 
Agency

88.5% minimum 
threshold (Worth €164m 
p.a.)
Median: 89%, over 3-5 
years

30 This is the preferred option but it 
could take 3-4 years to implement

Stronger LAs may only pass over 
accounts for enforcement.

Weaker LAs may pass over all 
accounts

Has significant additional cross sector 
powers and sanctions
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Note:  For purposes of the Final Report, the  published collection rates are being used here.  The Interim Report had relied on unaudited figures for 2011 and also  - in line with other debt types 
analysed collection rates on the basis of amount collected as a % of total bills issued in the year.  The above collection rates include prior years’ arrears  in the divisor.

Current situation

Based on the Local Government Audit Service’s Activity Report for 2011 
– the latest published figures – the aggregate collection rate for 
Housing Loans for the sector was 75%  (2010: 80%) – see Note.

Collection rates vary considerably between local authorities (LA) 
ranging from 48% to 100%.  The following chart illustrates the spread of 
rates related to the size of the rates due.

There is no correlation between the size of the LA  (in terms of value of 
repayments due) and its collection rate or between urban and rural LAs.    
However, collection rates for all LA dropped almost consistently by 3-
5% between 2010 and 2011 with little change in overall ranking.

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

Points of note

Loan Book values vary considerably between LAs with a concentration 
of the volumes in urban areas although collection rates in these areas 
are not necessarily similar.  

As with the housing loan market generally, LAs have encountered 
collection problems especially concerning loans issued in the past 10 
years.  Some LAs are more exposed than others in this regard.  It has 
also led to a more regulated collection process (i.e. MARP) which LAs 
must follow.  

The MARP process and the other principal sanction (i.e. repossession) 
are complex and can be elongated to achieve an outcome, e.g. 

 Where loan debt recovery must take the legal route, the process is 
complex and lengthy (approx. 6 months) with only moderate success 
rates - the burden of proof is difficult to manage

 The process of repossession can result in vacant properties resulting 
in increased costs and depreciation in the value of the property or 
can result in the crystallisation of debt (i.e. losses realised based on 
decreased property values)

 Legal cases are individual in their nature requiring significant 
investment of staff time and case management – they also carry 
financial risk for the Local Authority in the form of fees

 MARP process must be followed and can take 1-3 years (and can be 
in some instances take up to 6 years). 

The overall impact is that the accumulating levels of arrears is bringing 
down the reported collections rates.
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A key focus area for LAs - especially the weaker performing ones - must 
be on streamlining their MARP and legal processes, learning from 
recent cases and successful practices in other LAs.

The other main sanction available to Local Authorities of attachment to 
earnings is effective only if the debtor is in employment as deductions 
on welfare payments will not cover loan repayments due to caps on the 
amounts that can be deducted.

Improvement opportunities

The key challenges in improving Housing Loan collections are:

 How to bring up lower performers to the levels of the better LAs, i.e. 
how to leverage existing ‘best practice’ from higher performing LAs 
to assist lower performers

 Prioritisation and sequencing of which Loans to pursue

 Seeing if adoption of best practices can be achieved through shared 
processing.

In terms of approach to Loans debt, it must be noted that each LA 
operates independently and is autonomous in own right; this situation 
can make shared systems difficult.   

Housing lending patterns differ across LAs.  Some have large loan 
portfolios and several have relatively small ones.  Some are more 
exposed than others to the problems emerging from the property 
boom in the last decade.  

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

At present, while there is some informal sharing of best practices, LAs 
act independently and have evolved their own processes driven 
somewhat by their portfolio profile and the DM experience that they 
have within their staff.  

With the growth in debt problems in the last five years, LAs have had to 
strengthen their DM capability; for many, they have had to learn DM 
and develop processes and staff skills.  Some have established small 
DM teams to bring a more focused approach to debt management and 
acquired add-ons to their base accounting system to provide better 
reporting – but which would not be comparable to special-purpose DM 
system.

Our analysis showed that better performers have DM systems, 
competencies, policies, processes and resources.  The weaker sites 
have fewer experienced debt management staff and are in the process 
of learning good DM practice.

Finally, there are insufficient levels of automation, standardisation and 
performance reporting for loans activity across many local authorities.   
The appraisal below seeks to improve consistency in many of these 
areas.

Many measures to improve collection rates will apply only to those LAs 
performing below an agreed threshold; while higher performing LAs 
may gain some benefit from the measures cited here, we would expect 
the uplift to be marginal.  
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Local Authorities / Housing Loans

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The main work to be undertaken is as follows:

 Develop best practice guidelines and training programme

 Rollout programme to improve DM processes uniformly

 Investment in training, systems, policies etc. across the lower 
performing LAs

 Develop the requisite culture – particularly for smaller LAs

 Review and strengthen  the loan approval rules and MARP 
engagement

 Develop eBilling capability, to include monthly statements and 
encourage direct debit payments

 Twin one or more of the lower performing LAs with a stronger 
performer for guidance and support.

We estimate that collection rates could be improved for weaker 
performing LAs on Loans collections to a lower collection rate of 75% 
(up from 48%), yielding an additional €8.5m p.a.  The median collection 
would rise to 82%.  The improvement programme across 14-17 LAs will 
take time to realise collections increases as the transformation beds 
down over a period estimated as two years. 

The following principles were discussed with representatives from Local 
Authorities as the key measures that they needed in order to improve 
collection rates:

 Re-use the processes and approach used in higher performing LAs 
processes to drive lower performing LAs collection rates up to a 
minimum threshold

 Adopt a specialist DM system to automate some of the processes 
and to provide better management information 

 Standardise reporting across all LAs

 Standardise all data formats and documents

 Specialise DM training across all relevant staff to raise the general 
skill levels and to support adoption of the best practice processes

 Improvements to the customer notification strategy – review and 
standardise customer communication protocols and bill notification 
(Phone, SMS, eBilling) 

 Examine a Centre of Excellence model for legal enforcement to 
harvest expertise (either as a shared service or operating as a 
‘virtual’ SSC with one expert supporting a group of LAs)

 Automated and standardised approach to engagement with MARP 
process to reduce lapsed time to payment.

 Collaborative procurement of debt collection agents and 
standardisation of inputs and process of engagement with them

 Re-design Loans approval process to reduce risk of future bad 
debtors.

We now analyse how each of the strategic options would address these 
objectives.
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Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of some local authorities.  In 
general, ESD would not be cost-effective for early stage debt as much of 
it is quickly resolved; if used, ESD would be more applicable at a later 
stage where it is necessary to negotiate payment plans or on more 
difficult debt cases.

The complexity of legal action remains an improvement area. A 
collaborative tender would be advisable for DCAs for Loans to select 
one or a panel of DCAs for use.  Local authorities would still need to 
design the input procedures in consultation with the DCA, and as a 
result would need a homogenous process to aged debt across all 
participating Local Authorities.

The main advantages of using a DCA is a faster return in that there will 
a minimal ‘ramp up’ period and less systems development requirement;  
and they will bring trained, experienced DM staff with a strong DM 
culture.

We estimate that the addition of DCA activity where appropriate could 
raise the minimum standard to 80% after 2 years (worth €10.9m p.a.).  
The median collection would rise to 84%.  The improvement 
programme would affect 16-19 LAs.

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

Shared service

Typically, SSCs will effect improvement by virtue of a green field design, 
using best practice processes, systems and structures.  It is unlikely that 
a SSC would raise the performance of top performers, and its build 
would take several years at significant cost to standardise processes 
and systems.  The benefit therefore is likely to be a further raising of 
the lowest performance threshold; however the cost outlay and 
payback period indicate that other options can realise similar 
collections increases – for less effort.

While a standard SSC may not make economic sense here, instead we 
recommend a Centre(s) of Excellence model – potentially focusing on 
the knotty processes associated with legal challenge.  We recommend 
that one LA takes the lead and acts as a virtual shared service for other 
LAs, though a regional model could also be adopted. 

The design and set up will harness and utilise local tacit knowledge 
where applicable.  If this was implemented with the LA sector, there 
would be a lead time of up to two years while the SSC was set-up and 
procedures/rules standardised.  The rollout could then commence with 
a view to migrating all LAs over at three-year period.

An agreed procedure for hand over between LAs is required and 
implementation of an improved sector based DM system.

We estimate that collection rates could be improved for weaker 
performing LAs on Loans collections increasing the lowest threshold to 
86%, yielding an additional €15.8m p.a.  The median collection would 
rise to 88%.  The improvement programme would affect almost all LAs.
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Central Collection Agency

The Central Collection Agency bring best practice systems, 
process and skills (e.g. full-function DM systems, DM expertise, 
DM culture) providing the following over and above the other 
options:

 A unified method of executing and monitoring attachment 
orders

 Sharing of data across agencies (e.g. earnings, bank accounts) 

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across the PSBs that it serves 

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or refunds 
being paid by the State

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental sanctions.

Collection rates may not be very much higher in the case of LA 
Loans, however, we anticipate better facilitation of cross-sector 
interactions and sanctions – including data sharing about 
debtors’ financial circumstances. 

If the weaker LAs had not brought their performance up by the 
time the CCA is established then we would recommend that 
they look at transferring some of their earlier stage debt to the 
CCA. 

We estimate that collection rates could be improved for weaker 
performing LAs on Loans collections increasing the lowest 
threshold to 87%, yielding an additional €16.6m p.a.  The 
median collection would rise to 89%.  The improvement 
programme would affect almost all LAs.

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 30 points):

Scenario Collection rate Pts Comments

Current 
Collection 
Rates

Range: 48% - 100%
Median: 75.4%

5

Improve “As 
is” (Internal)

75% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€8.4m pa.)
Median: 82%, over 
two years

15 May take two years to reach this target

Improve “As 
is” (DCA)

80% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€10.9m pa.)
Median: 84%, over 
two years

20 DCA activity – shorter lead time to 
implement across LAs

May be relevant in conjunction with 
Improve "As is" (Internal)

Shared 
Services

86% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€15.8m pa.)
Median: 88%, over 
two years

27 The focus for Loan should be on the set 
up of a legal Centre of Excellence

Medium implementation time

Dedicated debt management team

Better DM systems than LA’s could 
justify independently

Central 
Collection 
Agency

87% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€16.6m pa.)
Median: 89%, over 
2-3 years

30 This is the preferred option but it could 
take 3-4 years to implement

Stronger LAs may only pass over 
accounts for enforcement.

Weaker LAs may pass over all accounts

Has significant additional cross sector 
powers and sanctions
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Note:  For purposes of the Final Report, the  published collection rates are being used here.  The Interim Report had relied on unaudited figures for 2011 and also  - in line with other debt types 
analysed collection rates on the basis of amount collected as a % of total bills issued in the year.  The above collection rates include prior years’ arrears  in the divisor.

Current situation

Based on the Local Government Audit Service’s Activity Report for 2011 
– the latest published figures – the aggregate collection rate for 
Housing Rents for the sector was 84%  (2010: 85%) – see Note.

Collection rates vary considerably between local authorities (LA) 
ranging from 75% to 98%.  The following chart illustrates the spread of 
rates related to the size of the rates due.

There is no correlation between the size of the LA  (in terms of value of 
rents due annually) and its collection rate or between urban and rural 
LAs.   However, collection rates remained fairly consistent between 
2010 and 2011 with drops of 0-4% with little change in overall ranking.

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

Points of note

Rent Book values vary considerably between LAs with a concentration 
in urban areas although collection rates are not necessarily similar.  

In general, Rents are less susceptible to economic change as differential 
rents automatically adjust to the financial circumstances of the tenant.   
Tenants would also realise the value of the rental arrangement (e.g. as 
compared with renting in the private  sector) so there is a strong 
motivation to be compliant.  As such, the inability to pay issue 
associated with loans for instance, does not arise; many of the problem 
cases are often associated with social issues.

80% of tenants are social welfare recipients but LAs do not currently 
have the facility to deduct directly from social welfare benefits.  This is 
under discussion between DCELG and DSP and is expected to become 
operational in 2015.  This will have a very significant impact on 
operational efficiency and also improve collection rates.  For the 
purpose of our analyses, we have assumed that this facility will be in 
place and sought to assess the incremental value of other initiatives in 
further improving collection rates.

There is much interaction with outside bodies and schemes; though 
Rents is considered to be an easier debt to manage some critical 
dependencies do exist: 

 Different rent types need to be treated differently (RAS, private 
rented, public, social)

 The Rent Assistance Scheme (RAS) guarantees payment to the 
Landlord, even if the tenant leaves the agreement
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 These conditions can both cost an LA significantly in payment of rent 
for no return, but it also results in the loss making practice of posting 
a bill where there is no recipient of that bill / debt

 The advent of personal insolvency (and PIPS) may adversely affect 
success rates

 The social context in which rents are collected has an impact also, 
whereby the ultimate sanction of eviction can create further social 
issues, requiring the LA that instigated an eviction to re-house those 
evicted; a fact that defaulters will also be aware of.

Improvement opportunities

The key challenges in improving Housing Rents collections are:

 How to bring up lower performers to the levels of the better LAs, i.e. 
how to leverage existing ‘best practice’ from higher performing LAs 
to assist lower performers

 Seeing if adoption of best practices can be achieved through shared 
processing.

In terms of approach to rental debt, it must be noted that each LA 
operates independently and is autonomous in own right; this situation 
can make shared systems difficult.  

At present, while there is some informal sharing of best practices, LAs 
act independently and have evolved their own processes driven 
somewhat by their portfolio profile and the DM experience that they 
have within their staff.  

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

LAs have strengthened their DM capability in recent years; for many, 
they have had to learn DM and develop processes and staff skills.  Some 
have established small DM teams to bring a more focused approach to 
debt management and acquired add-ons to their base accounting 
system to provide better reporting – but which would not be 
comparable to special-purpose DM system.

Our analysis showed that better performers have DM systems, 
competencies, policies, processes and resources.  The weaker sites 
have fewer experienced debt management staff and are in the process 
of learning good DM practice.

Finally, there are insufficient levels of automation, standardisation and 
performance reporting for Rents activity across many local authorities.  
The appraisal below seeks to improve consistency in many of these 
areas.

As with Loans, many measures to improve collection rates will apply 
only to those LAs performing below an agreed threshold.  While higher 
performing LAs may get some benefit from measures cited here, we 
would expect the uplift to be marginal. 

The following principles were discussed with representatives from LAs 
as the key measures that they needed in order to improve collection 
rates:

 Bring up lower performers to best practice levels 

 Exploit best practice from within the sector

 Automate collection of rents in a more timely, effective dunning 
process

 Single and standardised processes for Rents to leverage best practice 
from high performing LAs and apply to all
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 Standardised reporting across Rents

 Specialised DM training across all relevant staff

 Attachment to welfare sanction and its automation would yield 
significant benefit in collection rates (80%)

 Review of RAS & PRTB rules; a review and optimisation of how LAs 
engage with both processes to optimise payment

 Suite of payment facilities to make it easy to pay

 Automation of data requests from other PSBs, mainly Revenue.

We now analyse how each of the strategic options would address these 
objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The main work to be undertaken is as follows:

 Investment in training, systems, policies etc. across 34 LAs

 Develop the requisite culture – particularly for smaller LAs

 Automation of attachment to Welfare sanction when introduced

 Review and optimisation of interaction with PRTB and processes 
surrounding RAS

 Develop best practice guidelines and training programme

 Rollout programme to improve DM processes uniformly

 Formal review of critical external processes that drive LA Rents 
collection success

 Develop eBilling capability

 Twin one or more of the lower performing LAs with a stronger 
performer for guidance and support.

Local Authorities / Housing Rents
We estimate that collection rates could be improved for weaker 
performing LAs on Rents collections to a lowest collection rate of 87% 
(yielding an additional €19.8m p.a.), over a two year period.  The 
median could therefore be raised to a best in class 90% across the 
sector.  The improvement programme across 19-22 LAs will take time to 
realise collections increases as the transformation beds down over a 
period estimated as two years.

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of some Local Authorities.  Rents 
could be outsourced and automated at ESD level, including provision of 
payment channels (eBilling) and robust DM system.  ESD outsourcing 
would add most value for the 20% of cases not subject to Welfare 
attachment (post 2015), keeping the netting of Rent / Welfare process 
within LAs or internal Centre of Excellence (CoE)

The main advantages of using an ESD is a faster return in that there will 
a minimal ‘ramp up’ period, less systems development requirement and 
that they will bring trained, experienced DM staff with a string of DM 
culture.  Some system changes may be needed to pass data to ESD; 
Collaborative tender might be advisable for ESDs. 

We estimate that the addition of ESD activity where appropriate could 
raise the minimum standard to 92% after 3 years (worth €26.2m p.a.).

Shared service

The set-up of a SSC could take rents and Welfare attachment work and 
centralise the end to end process of Rents collection. 

An SSC would bring in best practice and strong DM expertise and 
performance culture across the LA sector along with more standardised 
processes and associated systems. 
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Were the set up effected by having one LA take the lead as a SSC, we 
estimate the project to be of medium complexity and potentially realise 
benefits after 3 years.  This approach has the added benefit of retaining 
local knowledge of Rents collection business.  A standard rates process 
would be a pre-requisite to the implementation of a Rents SSC.

We estimate that the set-up of a Rents SSC could raise the median 
collection rate to 93% and realise a minimum collection rate of 91% 
(worth €29.6m p.a.).

Central Collection Agency

In this scenario, the CCA could migrate any SSC set up in prior years as 
an early adopter strategy. 

The Central Collection Agency bring best practice systems, process and 
skills (e.g. full-function DM systems, DM expertise, DM culture) 
providing the following over and above the other options:

 Advanced data analytics and ‘intelligence gathering’

 A ‘single customer view’ across the PSBs that it serves 

 A capability to recoup debts against other benefits or refunds being 
paid by the State

 Likewise, a capability to apply cross-departmental sanctions.

Collection rates will be slightly higher than those achieved in the SSC 
due to the additional sanction measures  and cross sectoral aspects.

We estimate that collection rates could be improved for weaker 
performing LAs on Rents collections increasing the lowest threshold to 
92.5%, yielding an additional €33.1m p.a.  The median collection would 
rise to 94%.  The improvement programme would affect almost all LAs.

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 30 points):

Scenario Collection rate Pts Comments

Current 
Collection 
Rates

Range: 75%-98%

Median: 84%

5

Improve 
“As is” 
(Internal)

87% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€19.8m pa.)

Median: 90%, over 2
years

15 May take two years to reach this 
target

Improve 
“As is” 
(External)

90% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€26.2m pa.)

Median: 92%, over 3 
years

25 Complex integration means longer 
lead time

SSC run by 
One or 
more LAs

91% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€29.6m pa.)

Median: 93%, over 3 
years

27 Medium implementation time. 
Dedicated DM team

Better DM systems than LA’s could 
justify independently

After Welfare attached debts are 
automated the SSC could handle the 
enforcement of the remainder 
gradually migrating to CCA.

Central 
Collection 
Agency

92.5% minimum 
threshold (Worth 
€33.1m pa.)

Median: 94%, over 
3-4 years

30 This is the preferred option but it could 
take 3-4 years to implement

Stronger LA’s may only pass over 
accounts for enforcement.

Weaker LA’s may pass over all accounts

Has significant additional cross sector 
powers and sanctions
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PSB / Debt Type "As-is"
Improve 
"As-is“

(internal)

Improve 
"As-is“

(external)

Shared 
Service

Central 
Agency

Comments

Courts Service/Fines

Collection Rate 80%
5

83%
15

88%
25

90%
30

Using an ESD initially will allow the Courts Service establish its expanded 
central DM more quickly and more effectively.  Longer-term the CCA gives 
the best RoI and good potential regarding collection rates and costs.Uplift €m p.a. €0k €540k €1.4m €1.8m

DSP/Overpayments

Collection Rate 73%
5

81%
25

83%
28

86%
30

Assuming that the ODM is upgraded, A central DM will bring significant 
returns.  Using ESD will allow it do so more quickly with slightly better 
rates.   The CCA will further improve performance but will take longer.  Uplift €m p.a. €0k €7.4m €9.2m €12.9m

DAFM/SPS & REPS 
Overpayments

Collection Rate 78%
5

85%
25

86%
30

87%
27

ESD offers marginally more effective way to improve the DM capability  
yielding benefit within a few years.  The CCA option offers some further 
benefits but has a longer lead timeUplift €m p.a. €0k €500k €650k €720k

HSE/Hospital Charges
Lowest Coll’n  Rate 47%

5

57%

10

65%

20

73%

25

80%

30

SSC offers the same benefit as CCA to hospitals, but has the benefit of a 
faster implementation. However, the CCA offers the potential of stronger 
sanctions through cross-sectoral data and methods of debt recovery.

Average Coll’n Rate 83% 85% 87% 89% 92%

Uplift €m p.a. €0k €700k €1.5m €2.4m €2.4m

LA/Rates

Lowest Coll’n  Rate 57%

5

75%

15

80%

20

85%

25

89%

30

The primary goal is to raise the collection rates at the weaker performing 
LAs.  The key success factors will be strengthening the general DM 
capability and especially creating a strong DM culture.  Clustering to form 
Local SSCs will help this process.  The CCA option will bring  significant 
benefits through cross-sectoral information and sanctions.

Average Coll’n Rate 78% 83% 85% 87% 89%

Uplift €m p.a. €0k €78m €105m €133m €164m

LA/Loans
Lowest Coll’n  Rate 48%

5

75%

15

80%

20

86%

27

87%

30

A similar case (to Rates) applies to Loans.  Again, clustering of LAs to raise 
performance and share resources/expertise will bring significant returns.  
The CCA option will bring marginal extra benefits.

Average Coll’n Rate 75% 82% 84% 88% 89%

Uplift €m p.a. €0k €8.4 €10.9m €15.8m €16.6m

LA/Rents
Lowest Coll’n  Rate 75%

5

87%

15

90%

25

91%

27

92.5%

30

As for Loans, clustering into SSCs will bring benefits and raise collection 
rates.  Initially, these clusters may cover 3-5 LAs but could be larger in 
time.  (Note: the figures here assume that Collection by welfare 
deduction has been implemented)

Average Coll’n Rate 84% 90% 92% 93% 94%

Uplift €m p.a. €0k €19.8m €26.2m €29.6m €33.1

* Note 1:  "Improve "As-is" added where there is no SSC option in order to provide comparable totals.

Improving Collections: Summary Scoresheet
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There is a general lack of structure and resourcing within the PSBs 
which holds them back from achieving Best Practice.  Where there are 
good results, these are down to the efforts of the people involved.

Debt collections is not a core function of many of the PSBs which 
affects the culture and the resources provided to it.  In many cases, 
there is a lack of understanding from other departments that their 
actions can detrimentally affect the chances of collection.

If the proper structures and resourcing were provided, there could be 
significant improvement.  The first change required would be to 
develop a culture of performance and to educate entire PSBs to the 
holistic nature of collections and identify each individual’s role in it.

The external debt collection (ESDs) firms already have the structures 
and resources in place. This function is their core business so they are 
always likely to achieve higher scores against Best Practice metrics.  
They have a performance culture at the centre of what they do as if 
they do not perform they will not remain in business.

The ESDs are reliant on the data they receive from the PSBs so their 
performance will only be as good as the data.  There is also the factor 
already identified that some areas of PSB activity may not be suited to 
transfer to an ESD.  Relationships and performance against agreed KPIs 
need to be closely managed by the PSBs as the ESDs are commercial 
operations focussed on making a profit.  

There are circumstances where it will not be economically viable for an 
ESD to continue to chase a debt but it may be a legislative requirement 
for the PSB to continue chasing it (i.e. so that do not become statute 
barred).  DSP currently retain all debts on file indefinitely and do collect 
amounts from deceased debtors’ estates, for example, sometimes 
many years later.

Increasing Collections – Concluding Remarks
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5. Reduced Costs

This section reports on:

 The factors that drive reduction in costs of debt collection

 Improvements that might be expected under each of the scenarios

 Ranking and scoring of each scenario

5. Reduced Costs
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In this section, we analyse the impact each of the main strategic 
options would have on the cost of debt collection in each PSB.  It 
considers the current cost structures – principally staffing, supplies and 
annual ICT support cost - and what the key success factors are that each 
has to address to improve its collection cost ratios. 

People-related costs are the main recurring cost in regards to debt 
management. The Phase 1 survey of PSBs, identified the following 
staffing levels and costs:

Reducing Collection Costs

Therefore, an important differentiator between strategies is the impact 
each will have on FTE counts.  

It should be borne in mind that the movement may be upward (e.g. in 
order to take on additional activities not currently performed) where a 
case can be made through improved collection rates for instance. 

PSB FTEs
Pay Cost* 

€m/pa

Non-Pay Cost* 

€m/pa

Cost per €000 

collected
Comments

Courts Service** 8.4 €0.367m € 0.209m €48.79 37% on Billing; 34% reporting

DSP 107.7 €5.14m € 0.243m €85.61 54% Billing; 38% reminders

DAFM 13.4 €0.735m €0.033m SPS €87.16

REPS €137.22

51% Billing & receipting; 29% reporting

HSE 103.1 €5.40m €1.98m €154 (Avg) 33% Billing; 24% Receipting; 17% Managing 

agents

LA Rates 250.4 €15.40m €3.16m €17.52 27% Billing; 30% Receipting; 22% Reporting

LA Loans 110.8 €6.55m €1.08m €91.06 28% Billing; 21% Receipting; 27% Reporting

LA Rents *** 122.7 €7.34m €4.63m €83.22 28% Billing; 28% Receipting; 22% Reporting

* Cost include a standard uplift (48%) applied by DPER to estimating FTE costs.
** Does not include cost of Garda time which would add considerably to these figures.
*** These costs reflect the situation after automatic social welfare deduction has been  introduced (30% of pre-existing numbers)

5. Reduced Costs
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Based on our discussions with the ICT units in each PSB, we have 
assessed the level of cost that might be incurred in implementing 
suggested improvements and any associated recurring costs. In general, 
there is little or no scope for reducing the existing ICT with any of the 
options, as the systems that DM relies on are used for other purposes, 
so cannot be dispensed with.  

In examining the future strategies, we analysed the ICT changes needed 
and other ICT-related project implementation costs; these are outlined 
below and feed into the “feasibility” or business case assessment in the 
next section.

The principal variable non-pay cost that we could associate with DM 
was printing and postage for reminders and other DM correspondence.  
Costs for telephone usage could not be readily split out so are not 
considered. In general, the amounts are modest compared with pay 
costs and they only reduce where the work is shifted externally (e.g. to 
an external service delivery (ESD) firm).

The costs of collection vary between PSBs (as illustrated in the table on 
the previous page) and generally, are reflective of their status with 
respect to the Key Success Factors (KSFs) for collection cost which are 
described below.  As with these KSFs for collection rates, they are 
derived from our research with leading organisations in Ireland and in 
other jurisdictions.  

As for collection rates, we go on to outline what needs to be done at 
each PSB to drive down collection costs, followed by an assessment of 
which of the options will best meet these needs. We have made 
estimates of the impact on annual collection costs that might be 
reasonably expected in each case and have quantified what this means 
in monetary terms – as noted, there are some increases as well as 
reductions.

Reducing Collection Costs – Key Success Factors

Key Success Factors

When looking for efficiency in a debt management function, there are a 
limited number of areas that most influence the costs of collecting 
debts:

 Automation

 Specialist DM training and support

 Appropriate third party usage

 Accurate data collection and maintenance.

Automation

Without a specialist DM system you cannot take full advantage of one 
of the biggest potential areas of saving. Automation of the collection 
process can greatly reduce the FTE requirements and significantly 
improve cash-flow by speeding up collections.

Currently in most PSBs collections is a manual process. An Irish firm 
who moved from a similar manual process to a fully automated one 
saw a 30% cost reduction within three months.

Specialist DM training and support

The next important cost reduction factor is training.  If employees are 
correctly trained they will be able to get through higher volumes of 
work more successfully. Specifically in collections they will be able to 
close more accounts in a shorter period so requiring fewer calls or 
reminder letters and reducing enforcement costs and write offs.

5. Reduced Costs - KSFs
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Also recently trained employees tend to require less supervision and 
make fewer errors.  By investing in people they feel more valued and 
are more likely to stay which reduces staff turnover costs. One 
American firm saw a 15% reduction in staff turnover when they 
allocated a training budget of $2,000 per employee per year.

If client-facing staff in A&E departments were trained in how to ask for 
payment in the correct manner, then there would be an increase in on-
the-spot payments immediately reducing collection costs.

Appropriate third party usage

Use of third party suppliers is not limited to collection agencies. There 
are a number of companies prepared and able to print and post 
collection letters.  Anything that is not core to collection should be 
reviewed to see if it could be done by an outsourced company to the 
same or better standard but at a lower cost.

In a number of PSBs collections staff have to manually print and post 
reminder letters. This process can be automated through the use of DM 
systems and there are companies that will print and post the letters at a 
lower cost than is possible onsite.

Accurate data collection and maintenance

Good data is the life blood of any DM function. Errors can be costly and 
will make it more difficult or impossible to collect certain debts. A 
recent study showed that 20% of contact data is flawed when it is 
originally saved and that every month 2% of the data becomes 
obsolete.

Reducing Collection Costs – Key Success Factors

If procedures are put in place to accurately record the data, verify it and 
maintain it then significant savings can be made. In the Court Services 
there are a significant number of uncollectable fines due to inaccurate 
data being collected by the fine originator. Improving the data 
collection process and using automated verification would reduce the 
cost of chasing these inaccurate accounts.

Analysis and Scoring

There follows an analysis of the current costs and the changes that will 
occur in annual collection costs arising from each of the strategic 
options for each debt type.  The principal annual costs considered are:  
salaries (including uplift for pensions, etc); IT support costs; printing 
and postage costs; phone and other communications costs.

Any once-off investments are also identified including: investment in 
ICT systems, business process change, project management, staff 
training and redundancy costs (where applicable).

Note:
Scores (out of 15) for costs are calculated with respect to lowest cost 
option be it the current cost or one of the strategic options (i.e. the lowest 
cost scores 15 and others are inversely proportional to that score).

5. Reduced Costs - KSFs
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Current situation

The Courts Service currently has 8.7 FTEs involved in the fines collection 
process. 89% of this activity in local court offices issuing demand 
notices which is not expected to reduce. The Central Finance Unit has 
0.9 of an FTE issuing reminders and dealing with a debt collection 
agency which chases later stage arrears.  There is also a substantial 
(unmeasured) effort by An Garda Síochana subsequently in executing 
warrants. This is about to change with the new Fines (Payment and 
Recovery) Bill 2013 which will see later stage enforcement activity 
move from the Gardaí back to the Courts Service.  

The Courts Service will also have new powers (e.g. pay by instalments, 
referral back to courts for non-payment instead of issuing warrants) 
which will add to judicial and administrative activities. To some extent, 
savings in Garda time may offset these costs but we have excluded this 
from our estimates as it has not been measured.

Proposed Improvements

The change in the fines collection process will add considerably to the 
workload in courts and in the central DM function and will require more 
automation of case handling. 

The challenges in improving efficiency from a collection rate viewpoint 
are:

 More phone contact with debtors (assuming phone numbers can be 
found)

 Implementing the new sanctions that the Courts Service is getting 
(i.e. attachments)

 Implementing and monitoring the new options (i.e. Installment 
payment plans)

Courts Service / Fines

 Case management: tracking overdue cases 

 More options for automated payments by debtors

 Provision of a web portal for customers

 Reducing instances of wasted effort (e.g. person is ‘gone away’ or 
name/address is invalid).

For the purpose of this exercise, certain desirable changes have been 
excluded as they necessitate significant policy or legislative change, 
including:

 There is no effective sanction or penalty to encourage prompt 
payment

 A lot of the DM activity is outside the Courts Service control, e.g.

• Data quality is hard to verify (e.g. reliant on capture of data by 
fine issuer, people do not show up in court)

• Gardaí (or other originators) are not allowed to ask for a PPSN; 
there is difficulty and risk in trying to link individuals without a 
unique identifier

• Issuance of summons are unpredictable.

Other important improvements include the improvement of data 
quality and more options for automated payments by debtors. 

The main data quality issues – mainly inaccurate names and addresses 
– can only be fixed at the originator. More needs to be done by those 
issuing fines to validate the identity and address of the offender; 
without this, the fine may serve no purpose and may end up costing 
significant sums.  The resolution may mean changes in policy (e.g. right 
to seek identity proof, more on-the-spot fines).

5. Reduced Costs - Courts
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Once-off costs would arise for system enhancements, some training, 
expanding the central DM function and developing new operating 
procedures.

Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options would address 
these objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The new requirement is difficult to estimate at this stage but would 
undoubtedly add to the central headcount. For purposes of this study, 
we have assumed an additional headcount requirement of 4 FTEs along 
with system and procedural changes, if the work was being done in-
house. This would give a central DM-related headcount of 4.9 FTEs at 
an additional cost of €118k p.a.  

Some additional ICT support and telephony costs would arise as a result 
of the enhancements to the DM systems (€110k p.a.).  There should be 
no material changes to other non-pay costs.

Once-off costs would arise for (average estimate):

 Adding CRM and attachment functionality to CS’s system: €308k

 Other IT initiatives: €36k

 Design and rollout of new procedures: €122k

 Reporting system for Garda action in cases and Prison Service 
involvement: €198k

 Staff training at the central DM unit and with local court offices  is 
included in rollout costs.

Courts Service / Fines

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of the Courts Service. Less ICT 
investment would be required but interfaces would have to be built 
between the Courts Service’s and the ESD’s systems.

In this case, the central DM unit would be staffed by the ESD, offsetting 
the requirement for four additional FTEs in As is. We estimate that the 
costs of the ESD would net out at €657k p.a. (having removed DCA fees 
of €95k but that there would be savings in print and post costs (-€65k) 
and ICT support charges would be lower than the in-house option 
(€30k).

Once-off costs would be incurred in designing new operating 
procedures and managing the rollout of the new arrangement. The 
cost, to include the development of interfaces, is estimated at €303k.

Central Collection Agency

In this scenario, the CCA would fulfil the role of the central DM unit 
outlined above, but will take 2-3 years to implement.

Annual costs (and savings) would be as for the ESD option, except that 
any CCA costs would replace the ESD charges.

. 
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Scoring

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

Courts Service / Fines

. 

Scenario Costs p.a. Points Comments

Current 

Annual Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) €367k

Non-pay€209k

0

Improve “As 

is” (Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) €542k

Non-pay €320k

10

Improve “As 

is” (External)

Pay (incl. uplift) €367k

Non-pay  €617k

8.8 Higher because it can 

be realised sooner

Central 

Collection 

Agency

Pay (incl. uplift) €367k

Non-pay  €617k

8.8 Marked down due the 

longer timescale for 

implementation

5. Reduced Costs - Courts
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Current situation

DSP currently has 108 FTEs involved in processing overpayments.  
Approx. 60% of this number are involved in preparing the 
overpayments bills, issuing them and dealing with queries and appeals. 
40% of the effort is concerned with chasing debt (i.e. issuing 
reminders). Costs are:

Pay-related: €5,140k p.a. (incl. uplift)

Non-pay: €270k p.a. (Assuming planned upgrades to ODM are 
accounted for within the ICT budget)

DSP has a decentralised approach whereby the client-facing office or 
area deals with the overpayments arising from their unit. Options for 
reducing the effort on billing were discussed at our workshops, but the 
view emerging was that further automation would not be warranted as 
cases vary considerably and in many instances, necessitate individual 
attention.  

Proposed Improvements

DSP recognises the need to build the capacity of its central Debt 
Management Unit to pursue ‘off-benefit’ cases to a greater extent.

A major upgrade to the ODM system is in train to provide more DM-
type functionality. Front-line staff would still need to undertake some 
DM activities with on-benefit cases and would benefit from training in 
DM techniques and skills.

The main changes to recurring cost that could take place are:

 Staffing of the expanded central DM unit.

 Reduction in the DM workload in local offices and scheme areas.

 ICT costs for any changes in system support costs.

DSP / Overpayments

The main issue is whether savings would be realised through the 
central DM unit. Assuming the majority (say, 70-80%) of the time spent 
on DM activity was no longer needed, this should result in a saving of 
30-35 FTEs; however, as the workload is quite dissipated between 
operational units, it would be difficult to realise that amount of savings. 
For this analysis we have not assumed any FTE savings.

Once-off costs would arise for some system enhancements, some 
training, setting up the central DM unit and developing new operating 
procedures.  Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options 
would address these objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

We estimate that the expanded central DM unit would require staffing 
of six more FTEs but we expect that this will be offset by efficiencies in 
the offices/scheme areas, resulting in  no changes in overall staffing 
levels.

Apart from some increase in telephone cost (€27k p.a.), there should 
be no material changes to other non-pay costs. Once-off costs would 
arise for:

 Provision of interfaces to interact with remotely provided deduction 
at source interfaces and store deduction information locally for 
calculating remittance due: €250k

 Design and rollout of new procedures: €418k

 Staff training at the central DM unit and with local DSP offices.

Note: No cost allowed for improvements to the ODM systems as it is 
already in train.  
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Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be managed by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm – on a BPO basis - on behalf of DSP. ICT 
interfaces would have to be built between DSP’s and the ESD’s systems.

In this case, as no central DM unit is required, savings of six FTEs could 
be expected (€286k).  There would be no savings in print and post costs 
and small additional amounts for ICT support of the interfaces (€10.5k) 
and additional phone costs (€27k).

We estimate that the cost of the ESD (on the basis of a BPO-type 
arrangement) would be €330k p.a. Once-off costs would be incurred in 
designing new operating procedures and managing the rollout of the 
new arrangement.  ICT costs to develop interfaces are estimated at 
€70k, plus project set up and rollout costs of €341k.

Central Collection Agency

In this scenario, the CCA would fulfil the role of the central DM unit 
outlined above.  Costs and savings would be as for the ESD option, 
except that any CCA costs would replace the ESD charges.  

The CCA would offer the potential for cross-sectoral sanctions or other 
enforcement measures which would be of value to DSP.

DSP / Overpayments

Scoring

The key factors between the options are:

 Cost impact: There is no material difference in the cost of any of the 
options (NB: this assumes that the upgraded ODM system is in place)

 Time to implement: timescales for the two “As-is” options will be 
similar, but the CCA option will take 2-3 years to be operational 

 Other benefits: the CCA option offers the potential that stronger 
sanctions can be applied.

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

Scenario Recurring Cost (p.a.) Pts Comments

Current Annual 

Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) €5.1m

Non-pay €243k

Improve “As is” 

(Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) €5.1m

Non-pay €270k

14.9

Improve “As is” 

(External)

Pay (incl. uplift) €4.9m

Non-pay costs:  €611k

14.8

Central Collection 

Agency

Similar to As Is with ESD 

costs, longer to implement

14.8 Will take longer 

to realise
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Current situation

The Department has central DM teams within their SPS and REPs 
scheme units. In all, the number of FTEs is 13.4 at a cost of €247k p.a.  
Most of the workload is associated with computing the repayments due 
and dealing with appeals and disputes. Reporting (for EU purposes) is 
also a significant proportion (29%) of FTEs' time input. Appeals and 
queries are complex topics and the improvement opportunities are very 
limited; however, it would be beneficial to review the sources of such 
cases and see what can be done to reduce their occurrence and the 
time to resolve them.

A high proportion of DAFM’s overpayments debt is collected through 
netting (i.e. offset) against future payments – 97% in the case of SPS 
and 70% for REPS. This means that there is a relatively small proportion 
of time needed on true DM activity.  As noted in the Interim Report, the 
DM processes need strengthening particularly on REPS in the form of 
earlier and more proactive intervention with debtors and more 
automation of these processes. DAFM has no sanctions other than legal 
action for those that they cannot offset; and legal action has proved to 
be problematic and has not shown good results.

Proposed Improvements

The key measures to improve efficiency are:

 Bring in a more proactive approach to debt collection

 Automate as much of the collection path as feasible

 Automation of reminder posting / move to eBilling

 Train staff in DM techniques

DAFM / SPS and REPS Overpayments

 Constant analysis of appeals to identify recurring errors that can be 
fixed

 Increase cross-scheme and sectoral netting (if possible).

Increasing DM intensity will add to the workload, but automation may 
alleviate this. Once-off costs may arise for system enhancements, some 
training and developing new operating procedures.

Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options would address 
these objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

While there will be an additional workload in more proactive DM 
activity, much of it should be automated through the implementation 
of the SAP debt management module over the SPS and REPS accounts 
in SAP Accounts Payable. DAFM’s ICT unit advises that the 
implementation of this module is straight forward and can be managed 
within normal ICT work programmes, so no external costs will arise.

We see only minor changes in recurring costs (€25k to support 
increased telephone contact). Some costs will arise in designing the 
new DM processes and in training staff in DM techniques estimated at 
€133k.
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Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

The case for ESD of the central DM function is weak as the main 
workload is complex requiring deep scheme knowledge and the 
number of FTEs involved in pure DM activity is low. This does not rule 
out use of debt collection agents for some classes of debt, but the 
numbers are likely to be small. Their use could be considered to try to 
collect some of the older debt (e.g. over 12 months).

For the purposes of this exercise, if the central DM activity were given 
to an ESD firm, we estimate that ESD fees would be €144k p.a. with 
savings of €40k p.a.  Some once-off costs in developing system 
interfaces to the ESD firm - estimated at €145k.

Central Collection Agency

As with ESD, the CCA option would not offer significant advantages. If 
cross-sectoral sanctions or other enforcement measures were available, 
it would be of value to compensate for the weaker sanction measures 
available to DAFM.

If this scenario were adopted, the CCA would fulfil the role of the 
central DM unit outlined above. Annual costs (and savings) would be as 
for the ESD option, except that any CCA costs would replace the ESD 
charges.  

DAFM / SPS and REPS Overpayments

Scoring

The key factors between the options are:

 Cost impact: there are no substantial cost savings to be achieved 
with any of the options

 Time to implement: improving “As-is” will be substantially quicker 
than the CCA option

 Other benefits: the CCA option may offer some stronger sanctions, 
but has a longer lead time.

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

Scenario
Recurring Cost 

(p.a.)
Pts Comments

Current Annual 

Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€735k

Non-pay €32k

Improve “As is” 

(Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€735k

Non-pay €57k

14.5

Can be implemented 

quickly at low cost

Improve “As is” 

(External)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€680k

Non-pay €161k

13.7

Higher because it can 

be realised much

quicker

Central Collection 

Agency

Similar to “As-is” 

with ESD costs, 

longer to 

implement

13.7

Does not offer much 

advantage in efficiency 

terms
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Current situation

At present, there are 103.1 FTEs (Cost €5.4m incl. DPER uplift) issuing 
and collecting ED and IP charges. 57% of the activity is in preparing and 
issuing bills (which can be a complex process) and in receipting. Only 
11% is on the reminder cycle and 17% is on managing external debt 
collectors. Typically, in a hospital DM is part of a role with only few 
hospitals reporting multiple people involved; this means that realising 
savings in FTEs through a shared/central approach will be difficult.

HSE has a prescribed debt collection approach that hospitals are 
supposed to follow. It sees debt being passed over to DCA firms after 
two months if unpaid. Legal action is rarely taken as it is not cost-
justified (although the issuance of a solicitors’ letter can be effective in 
itself).  

A complication in considering any cross-sectoral initiative is the variety 
of ICT systems in use; there are over 14 different configurations in use 
so making changes is complex and expensive. In considering central 
options, we have assumed that new systems will be required at the 
centre to which the current systems in hospitals will be linked.

Changes to  Health charges

The proposed future changes in legislation regarding Universal Health 
Insurance (UHI) will impact on and determine the type of charges to be 
levied for health services and also on how the collection of any such 
charges are managed.

UHI could result in  less  DM activity for hospitals; however, for the 
purposes of this  analysis, we have worked on the basis of the existing 
charges continuing  indefinitely.

HSE / Emergency Department and In-patient Charges

Proposed Improvements

The key measures to improve efficiency are:

 Reduce FTEs involved in collecting hospital charges

 Reduce level of queries and disputes (e.g. identity of the debtor, not 
due to pay ED charges, IP charges not correct)

 Provide more automated DM systems and processes including DM 
case history

 Make it easier to pay by automated means and more automated 
payment methods

 Verification of debtor data at source.

Some of these (i.e. queries/disputes, data verification at source) are 
beyond the scope of this review due to the policy issues involved, but 
they should be examined separately in due course.

The main measures that we envisage for improving efficiency are:

 Bringing all hospitals up to a ‘best practice’ approach to debt 
management

 Automation of as much of the collection path as feasible

 Automation of reminder mailing with a move to eBilling in time

 Training staff in DM techniques

 Constant analysis of appeals to identify recurring errors that can be 
fixed

 Increase cross-scheme and sectoral netting (if possible)

 Economies of scale may help reduce total FTE count (through some 
form of centralisation).

Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options would address 
these objectives.
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Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

The main requirements under this scenario are more to do with 
effectiveness, as follows:

 Some updating of the DM guidelines in use

 Rolling out “good practice” across the lower performing hospitals

 Significant system enhancements (DM system, Online payment 
portals etc.) though desirable are ruled out due to the complexity, 
cost and lead time.  

We do not see any changes in recurring costs or headcount; in fact, 
additional headcount may be needed to fully apply good DM practices. 
The rollout of best practice, to include a provision for system support 
changes (configuration mainly) is €116k p.a.

Once-off costs would arise for (estimated average per hospital):

 Provision for IT configuration and interfaces: €200k

 Other IT initiatives: €71k

 Design and rollout of new procedures across all hospitals: €487k

 IT training: €36k.

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

This scenario would see all DM activities being handled by an ESD firm 
including issuing of the bill.  They may handle some queries, but many 
would have to revert to the originating hospital to address patient-
specific issues. The national or regional arrangements serving multiple 
hospitals should be put in place through a collaborative tender process.

HSE / Emergency Department and In-patient Charges

This would see a reduction in FTEs, but only for the DM activities. Time 
spent on calculating bills and in resolving queries would stay with the 
hospitals. On this basis, we estimate savings of 16 FTEs might be 
possible across the sector (Cost: €853k incl. DPER uplift).  

We expect the ESD would take over initial bill issuance and reminders, 
saving €1.3m p.a. Additional ESD costs would be incurred at approx. 
10% of amounts collected against which some of the current spend on 
DCAs could be offset. In all, we envisage a net additional cost of 
c.€1.06m p.a. plus additional annual system support costs of c.€300k.

System changes will be needed to link all hospitals to the ESDs’ 
systems, coupled with business process training, project management 
and rollout – estimated at a once off cost of €2.9m.

Shared Service

This would see the establishment of a central DM shared service centre 
(SSC) serving all hospitals (Note: for this exercise, we have assumed 
that all hospitals join). While it could be done on a regional basis, this 
would be more complex logistically and would involve duplication, so 
we have assumed a national solution.

We envisage that billing and complex query handling would remain at 
the hospitals, but once the bill is calculated it would be issued and 
followed-up by the SSC. The SCC may be able to do some additional 
vetting before bill issuance (e.g. checking PPSNs and names/addresses, 
checking for IP charges issued elsewhere in the past 12 months).  

Putting this in place would involve:
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 Refining/standardising DM procedures across all hospitals

 Acquiring and implementing a full debt management system

 Developing interfaces between the local hospitals systems and the 
SSC system

 A rollout programme across all hospitals

 Redundancy costs (if available)  [NB: Any redundancy issues  would  
be dealt with by reference to the Haddington Road Agreement].

The impact on recurring costs would be as follows:

 Reduction in FTEs: we estimate net savings in payroll costs of €77k 
p.a.

• 58.2 FTEs needed to operate the SSC

• 4 additional FTEs for SSC management/support (3 supervisors and 
1 director), a different cost structure to standard FTEs

• Workload outsourced to DCAs will be brought back to the SSC, 
requiring 11.6 FTEs

• 44.3 FTEs retained in hospitals leaving a surplus of six FTEs –
some of whom are costed for redundancy purposes (per DPER 
standard planning model).

System support costs for the new DM system, and for interfaces to the 
hospitals’ systems and telephony are €575k p.a.

Once-off costs will arise in respect of:

 The new DM system (€3.75m) and system interfaces for 20 hospitals 
€1.68m

 A rollout programme €2.3m

 Redundancy costs €391k.

HSE / Emergency Department and In-patient Charges

If this was implemented in-house within the HSE,  there would be a 
lead time of up to two years while this was set-up and rollout 
commenced; and taking another 2-3 years before all hospitals were 
switched over.   

If the SSC was being run by an ESD delivery firm, the timescales may be 
slightly faster, but costs would differ as follows:

 There would be no need for the SSC staff so further savings would 
arise from the 53 FTEs earmarked for SSC (€1.96m incl DPER uplift)

 There would be no need for a new system – the ESD would provide it 
– but interfaces would still be needed (€1.98m once off)

 Additional redundancy costs would be incurred (€3.44m)

 Annual ESD charges would likely be as above, with bills and 
reminders netted out (€2.6m)

 An ESD might include on-going cost reduction requirements.

Central Collection Agency

The CCA option would be very similar to the SSC option but would 
share some of the set-up costs with other sectors. It would also offer 
the potential for cross-sectoral sanctions or other enforcement 
measures. 

These would be very beneficial in incentivising earlier payment and 
thereby reducing collection effort, as the HSE does not have any 
effective sanctions at present. The lead time might be slightly longer 
than the SSC option.
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Scoring

The key factors between the options are:

 Cost impact: major savings only derive where there are economies of scale 
(i.e. SSC/CCA)

 Time to implement: improving “As-is” will only have a marginal benefit over 
SSC and CCA options

 Other benefits: the CCA provides stronger sanctions and may handle some 
of the queries/disputes.

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

HSE / Emergency Department and In-patient Charges

Scenario Recurring Cost (p.a.) Pts Comments

Current Annual 

Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€5.4m

Non-pay €1.98m

Improve “As is” 

(Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€5.4m

Non-pay €2.10m

14.8

Will not achieve 

economies of scale or 

other benefits 

Improve “As is” 

(External)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€4.55m

Non-pay €3.34m

12.8

Ditto.

Shared Services Pay (incl. uplift) 

€5.32m

Non-pay €2.56m

14.1

Realises economies of 

scale but no other 

benefits

Central Collection 

Agency

Similar to SSC costs, 

longer to implement 14.1

Realises economies of 

scale but offers other 

benefits
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Current situation

At present, there are 250.4 FTEs (Cost €15.5m incl. DPER uplift) in 
collecting commercial rates. This includes all aspects of issuing 
demands, dealing with issues arising and following up on unpaid debt 
through to legal action. Rates follow an annual cycle with the rates 
being ‘struck’ around January/February and the bills issued which is 
payable in two equal moieties by the tenant (rather than the owner).  

Collection activity tends to be concentrated in the May to August 
period after which enforcement action is pursued through legal 
channels or negotiated arrangements. There is a considerable workload 
involved in dealing with disputed bills, principally related to vacant 
premises and changes of ownership.  

While some aspects of rate collection appear dated, changing them 
would be complex and lengthy as the law and practices associated with 
rates date back centuries and the whole issue is politically sensitive.  
For this reason, we assumed that the present arrangements will 
continue and any improvements must fit within the regime. Other 
points of note are:

 The proportion of their income derived from rates varies between 
LAs with the large, urban LAs tending to generate a higher 
proportion (up to 50%) from rates than from central funding; 
whereas smaller LAs would be more reliant on central funding

 Over the past five years, collection rates dropped as many 
businesses struggled or failed; this meant that LAs had to put more 
resource into DM activity with little training or expertise in most 
cases. Most had to learn by experience; some invested in systems 
add-ons to help with managing debts

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

 As a result, larger LAs tend to have more sophisticated processes, 
competencies and systems; the others have largely learned by 
experience with limited sharing of ideas between LAs (there are no 
‘best practice’ guidelines for the sector)

 The retirement of many experienced rate collectors has led to a drop 
in DM experience and this varies across LAs.

On the ICT systems side, the situation is not standardised which works 
against shared initiatives. While most LAs have the Agresso debtors 
system supported by the LGMA, additional DM functionality from three 
different sources have been adopted by approx. 10 LAs; and five LAs 
have other debtors systems. Dublin City has a special-purpose rates 
system (Anite) which includes DM functionality.

Many of the LAs have also adopted a code of conduct re: customer 
communication methods (and hours of contact) that is counter-
productive to cost efficiency (i.e. no use of emails or SMS for early stage 
arrears).   

Proposed Improvements

The key measures to improve efficiency are:

 Implement a more automated DM system with case histories and 
case management capability

 Optimise contact and chase paths according to the reason for the 
debt

 Training on DM and negotiation skills

 Collaborative procurement of ESD services

 Collaboration to achieve some economies of scale through a shared 
or central service.
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Some of the measures proposed under improving collection rates will 
also yield efficiency improvements especially in reducing the work 
involved in disputes and queries (e.g. re: ‘strikeouts’).

Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options would address 
these objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

This would aim to bring the weaker LAs up to the performance levels of 
the better performing ones. Based on these improvements, we 
estimate a saving of approx. 15 FTEs would be possible across the 
sector (saving €922k incl. DPER uplift), with additional annual support 
costs of €473k.

The main requirements under this scenario are more to do with 
effectiveness, incurring once-off costs as follows:

 Some updating of the DM guidelines in use

 Training staff on DM and negotiation skills

 Acquisition of DM add-on modules (at 15-20 LAs): €350k

 Additional LA specific IT initiatives: €350k

 Rolling out ‘good practice’ across the lower performing LAs: €530k.

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of some Local Authorities, 
specifically where the addition of capacity is required. An ESD could be 
used to manage peaks and troughs in the DM lifecycle – driving high 
volume chase path interactions with debtors.

Full outsourcing of the DM function would only relate to the weaker 
performing LAs. This solution may be faster than the improve “As-is” 
programme, offering a potential temporary fix for LAs who lack systems 
and DM resources. Further, LAs are already experienced at ESD 
management.

We estimate the costs of ESD (and annual support) of such services at 
€1.48m p.a. with a requirement to ICT system integration costs of 
€750k; with project rollout costs of €463k. Savings of 56 FTEs could be 
achieved by outsourcing (saving €3.44m incl. DPER uplift).  

Shared Service

This would see the establishment of a central DM shared service centre 
(SSC) serving all LAs (Note: for this exercise, we have assumed that all 
LAs join). The SCC may be implemented over a number of years starting 
with weaker performing LAs and those using the Agresso platform. The 
service would be based upon a special-purpose DM system or could 
possibly be expanded to handle all aspects of rates – not just debt 
management – using the Dublin City Anite system, for example.

Much of the routine query handling could be handled by the SSC in 
addition to issuing rates bills and all collection activities.
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Putting this in place would involve once-off costs:

 Debt Management System for SSC, on dedicated installation, 
software and implementation: €3.75m

 Developing interfaces between the local LA systems and the SSC 
system: €1.68m

 A phased rollout programme across all LAs: €2.47m (Including 
refining/standardising DM procedures to a minimal set of variations 
across all LAs).

The impact on recurring costs would be as follows:

 Reduction in FTEs: we estimate net savings of 63 FTEs (€ €3.85m p.a. 
incl. DPER uplift)

 75 FTEs retained in LAs with 113 FTEs staffing the SSC

• Nine additional FTEs for SSC management/support (six 
supervisors, two managers and one director), at a different cost 
structure to standard FTEs: €531k p.a.

• 63 FTEs are costed for redundancy purposes (per DPER standard 
planning model): €4.5m.

 System support costs for the new DM system and for interfaces to 
the LAs’ systems: €868k p.a.

If this was implemented within the LA sector, there would be a lead 
time of up to 1-2 years while the SSC was set-up and procedures/rules 
standardised. The rollout could then commence, with a view to 
migrating all LAs by end of year three. 

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

If the SSC was being run by an ESD delivery firm, the timescales would 
be only marginally faster but costs would differ as follows:

 There would be no need for the SSC staff so further savings would 
arise (€6.9m incl. DPER uplift)

 There would be no need for a new system – the ESD would provide it 
– but interfaces, project management and rollout would still be 
needed (€2.8m once-off)

 Additional redundancy costs would be incurred (€8.1m)

 Annual ESD charges (€978k p.a)

 An ESD might include on-going cost reduction requirements.

Central Collection Agency

The CCA option would be very similar to the SSC option, but would 
share some of the set-up costs with other sectors. It would also offer 
the potential for better cross-sectoral sanctions or other enforcement 
measures - such as ‘rates clearance certificate’ or offset against grants 
or tax refunds. The lead time might be slightly longer than the SSC 
option.  

Another consideration is the extent to which the CCA caters for 
commercial debt as against individual debt. A variation on this concept 
may be to collaborate with Revenue in collecting rates, as they already 
have  sophisticated DM systems and share the same customer base.
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Scoring

The key factors between the options are:

 Cost impact: major savings only derive where there are economies 
of scale (i.e. SSC/CCA)

 Time to implement: improving “As-is” can be implemented within 
12-18 months will only affect the weaker LAs whereas the full rollout 
of the SSC could take 2+ years and the CCA option will take up 3-5 
years

 Other benefits: the CCA provides stronger sanctions.

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

Scenario Recurring Cost (p.a.) Pts Comments

Current Annual 

Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) €15.4m

Non-pay €3.1m

Improve “As-is” 

(Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) €14.50M

Non-pay €3.63m
13.1

Will not achieve 

economies of scale and 

may only impact the 

weaker performers 

Improve “As-is” 

(External)

Pay (incl. uplift) €11.96m

Non-pay €4.25m
14.7

As above, faster 

implementation time

Shared Services Pay (incl. uplift) €11.85m

Non-pay €4.03m 15

Realises economies of 

scale but long lead time 

and high cost

Central 

Collection 

Agency

Similar to SSC

15

As for SSC
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Current situation

At present, there are 110.8 FTEs (€6.5m incl. DPER uplift p.a.) collecting 
housing loan repayments.  

The significance of housing loans varies between LAs and the age 
profile of the loans differs quite a lot too (i.e. some are more exposed 
to the ‘property boom’ of the mid-2000s than others). Being the lender 
of last resort increases the risk profile of cases, so arrears cases will be 
high especially where the LA is more exposed to the ‘property boom’.

The economic downturn over the past five years has increased the 
workload in collecting loan debt. It has become more complex both in 
the number of accounts falling into arrears and in the number and 
complexity of forbearance schemes that have been introduced by the 
lending regulators. The process is now tightly regulated and can be 
elongated through the “MARP” process which all lenders must adhere 
to.

As with commercial rates, the processes and ICT systems side are not 
standardised which works against shared initiatives. Use of DCAs has 
been tried in some Las, but is very limited.

Many of the LAs have also adopted a code of conduct regarding 
customer communication methods and hours of contact that is 
counter-productive to cost efficiency (i.e. no use of emails or SMS for 
early stage arrears).   

Proposed Improvements

The key measures to improve efficiency are:

 More automated DM systems reducing the use of paper records and 
with a more proactive dunning process 

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

 Reduce the labour-intensive nature of the legal process and 
prioritisation of cases with a better win chance

 Optimise contact and chase paths according to the reason for the 
debt

 Training on DM and negotiation skills

 Collaborative procurement of DCA services (if applicable)

 Collaboration to achieve some economies of scale through a shared 
or central service.

Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options would address 
these objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

This would aim to bring the weaker LAs up to the performance levels of 
the better performing ones. Based on these improvements, we 
estimate a saving of approx. 20 FTEs across the sector (saving €1.9m 
incl. DPER uplift), with additional annual support costs of €136k p.a. 

The main requirements under this scenario are more to do with 
effectiveness, as follows:

• Some updating of the DM guidelines in use

• Training staff on DM and negotiation skills

• Acquisition of DM add-on modules (at 15-20 LAs): €350k

• Additional LA specific IT initiatives: €125k

• Rolling out ‘good practice’ across the lower performing LAs: €511k.
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Based on these improvements, we estimate a saving of approx. 20 FTEs 
across the sector. Investment in systems and staff training will be 
required.

Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

ESD of all aspects of loans collection is not considered feasible. DCAs 
(with a legal focus) could be used to collect later stage debt including 
litigation (i.e. after the MARP process). Collaborative procurement of 
these DCA could be considered.

We estimate the ESD costs of such services at €204k p.a. with a 
requirement to ICT system integration costs of €540k, and on-going 
additional support costs of €81k. Once-off rollout costs of c. €1m would 
be required to cover integration across LAs for process design and 
rollout and project management.

Shared Service

This would see the establishment of a central DM shared service centre 
(SSC) serving all LAs (Note: for this exercise, we have assumed that all 
LAs join). The SCC might be implemented over a number of years 
starting with weaker performing LAs and those using the Agresso 
platform. The service would be based upon a special-purpose DM 
system or could possibly be expanded to handle all aspects of housing 
loans (i.e. from applications stage through approval to servicing the 
loan).

Much of the query handling could be handled by the SSC in addition to 
issuing rates bills and all collection activities. A ‘centre of excellence’ 
could be added to advise on the several forbearance schemes and on 
litigation-related matters.

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

Putting this in place would involve once-off costs as follows:

 Debt Management System for SSC, on dedicated installation, 
software and implementation: €2.25m

 Developing interfaces between the local LA systems and the SSC 
system: €1m

 Loan system consolidation/migration to SSC: €1.94m

 A phased rollout programme across all LAs: €1.7m (Including refining 
/standardising DM procedures to a minimal set of variations across 
all LAs)

 Redundancy costs (see below).

The impact on recurring costs would be as follows:

 Reduction in FTEs: we estimate net savings of 28 FTEs (€1.63m incl. 
DPER uplift p.a.)

• 33.3 FTEs retained in LAs freeing up 49.9 FTEs

• 49.9 FTEs needed to operate the SSC with three FTEs for SSC 
management/support

• Leaving a surplus of 28 FTEs – some of whom are costed for 
redundancy purposes (per DPER standard planning model): 
€1.95m.

 System support costs for the new DM system and for interfaces to 
the LAs’ systems.

If this was implemented within the LA sector, there would be a lead 
time of up to 1-2 years while the SSC was set-up and procedures/rules 
standardised. The rollout could then commence, with a view to 
migrating all LAs over a three-year period..
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If the SSC was being run by an ESD delivery firm, the timescales would 
only be marginally faster, but costs would differ as follows:

 There would be no need for the SSC staff so further savings would 
arise for 50 FTEs (€2.9m incl. DPER uplift p.a.)

 There would be no need for a new system – the ESD would provide it 
– but interfaces, project management and rollout would still be 
needed (€1.9m once-off)

 Additional redundancy costs would be incurred (€3.5m)

 Annual ESD charges (c. €1m p.a)

 An ESD might include on-going cost reduction requirements.

Central Collection Agency

The CCA option would be very similar to the SSC option, but would 
share some of the set-up costs with other sectors. It would also offer 
the potential for better cross-sectoral sanctions or other enforcement 
measures and more effective management of attachments to earnings 
and bank accounts.

Scoring

The key factors between the options are:

 Cost impact: major savings only derive where there are economies 
of scale (i.e. SSC/CCA)

Local Authorities / Housing Loans

 Time to implement: improving “As-is” can be implemented within 
12-18 months will only affect the weaker LAs whereas the full rollout 
of the SSC and CCA options will take up to 3-5 or more years

 Other benefits: the CCA may provide stronger sanction options.

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

Scenario Recurring Cost (p.a.) Pts Comments

Current Annual 

Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€6.5m

Non-pay €1.08m

Improve “As-is” 

(Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€5.36m

Non-pay €1.22m

15

Will not achieve 

economies of scale 

Improve “As-is” 

(DCA only)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€6.55m

Non-pay €1.91m

11.7

Note this is the DCA 

option only; “As-is” still 

required

Shared Services –

within existing LA

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€5.15m 

Non-pay €1.45m
15

Realises economies of 

scale but long lead time 

and high cost

Central Collection 

Agency

Similar to SSC
15
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Current situation

At present, there are 306 FTEs (Cost: €18.3m incl. uplifts p.a.) collecting 
Housing Rents.    

For the purposes of this analysis, we have assumed that deduction from 
social welfare payments will occur in the near future resulting in a drop 
in the workload in relation to rents collection.

Collection of rentals through social welfare payments will affect up to 
80% of existing tenancies. This will reduce the workload in processing 
payments and in collecting from some problematic cases, but not on a 
proportional basis as dealing with the other cases will still take time. 

Data is not available on the precise impact of this change, so for 
estimation purposes, we have assumed that 70% of the workload will 
no longer be required.  This  then sets a baseline of 122.7 FTEs 
throughout the sector at a cost of €6.14m p.a.  Non-pay costs are 
assumed to remain the same at €4.63m which is mainly postage and 
printing.

Proposed Improvements

The key measures to improve efficiency are:

 More automated DM systems reducing the use of paper and with a 
more proactive dunning process 

 Automation of the communication with DSP relation to tenants

 Optimise contact and chase paths according to the reason for the 
debt

 Training on DM and negotiation skills

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

 Collaborative procurement of ESD services (if applicable)

 Collaboration to achieve some economies of scale through a shared 
or central service.

Below, we analyse how each of the strategic options would address 
these objectives.

Analysis of Options

Improve “As-is” (Internal Delivery)

This would aim to bring the weaker LAs up to the performance levels of 
the better performing ones. A reduction of 20 FTEs would be possible 
across the sector (saving €1.2m p.a. incl. uplift), with additional annual 
support costs of €420k.

The main requirements under this scenario are more to do with 
effectiveness, as follows:

 Some updating of the DM guidelines in use

 Training staff on DM and negotiation skills

 Acquisition of DM add-on modules (at 15-20 LAs): €350k

 Additional LA specific IT initiatives: €125k

 Rolling out ‘good practice’ across the lower performing LAs: €511k.

Based on these improvements, we estimate a saving of approx. 31 FTEs 
across the sector. Investment in systems and staff training will be 
required.
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Improve “As-is” (External Delivery)

In this scenario, the central DM unit would be operated by an external 
service delivery (ESD) firm on behalf of some Local Authorities. Rents 
could be outsourced and automated at ESD level, including the 
provision of payment channels (eBilling) and a robust DM system. This 
would result in a savings of 61 FTEs  (€3.67m p.a.).

We estimate the ESD costs of such services at €2.0m p.a. with ICT 
system integration costs of €94.5k.  Redundancy costs would also arise.

Shared Service

This would see the establishment of a central DM shared service centre 
(SSC) serving all LAs.  The SCC might be implemented over a number of 
years starting with weaker performing LAs and those using the Agresso 
platform. The service would be based upon a special-purpose DM 
system or could possibly be expanded to handle all aspects of the non-
welfare Rents process. Much of the query handling could be handled by 
the SSC as the rules are common to all LAs.  

Putting this in place would involve:

 Debt Management System for SSC, on dedicated installation, 
software and implementation: €2.8m

 Developing interfaces between the local LA systems and the SSC 
system: €1.2m

 Rents system consolidation/migration to SSC: €2.4m

 A phased rollout programme across all LAs: €2.1m (Including refining 
/standardising DM procedures to a minimal set of variations across 
all LAs)

 Redundancy costs (see below).

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

The impact on recurring costs would be as follows:

 Reduction in FTEs: we estimate net savings of 31 FTEs (€2m, €2.99m 
p.a. incl. DPER uplift)

• 41 FTEs retained in LAs with 62 FTEs staffing the SSC

• Five additional FTEs for SSC management/support (four 
supervisors, one director), at a different cost structure to standard 
FTEs: €295k p.a.

• 20 FTEs are costed for redundancy purposes (per DPER standard 
planning model): €2.8m.

 System support costs for the new DM system and for interfaces to 
the LAs’ systems: €723k p.a.

If this was implemented with the LA sector, there would be a lead time 
of up to 1-2 years while the SSC was set-up and procedures/rules 
standardised. The rollout could then commence, with a view to 
migrating all LAs over a three-year period.
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 There would be no need for a new system – the ESD would provide it 
– but interfaces, project management and rollout would still be 
needed (€2.4m once-off)

 Additional redundancy costs would be incurred (€8.7m)

 Annual ESD charges (c.€200k p.a)

 An ESD might include on-going cost reduction requirements.

Central Collection Agency

The CCA option would be very similar to the SSC option, but would 
share some of the set-up costs with other sectors. It would also offer 
the potential for better cross-sectoral sanctions or other enforcement 
measures and more effective management of attachments to earnings 
and bank accounts for those not on social welfare benefits.

Scoring

The key factors between the options are:

 Cost impact: major savings only derive where there are economies 
of scale (i.e. SSC/CCA)

 Time to implement: improving “As-is” can be implemented within 
12-18 months and will only affect the weaker LAs whereas the full 
rollout of the SSC and CCA options will take up to three or more 
years.

 Other benefits: the CCA may provide stronger sanction options.

Based on the above, we score the options as follows (Max. 15 points):

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

Scenario
Recurring Cost 

(p.a.)
Points Comments

Current Annual 

Costs

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€6.33m

Non-pay €4.6m

Improve “As-is” 

(Internal)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€6.143m

Non-pay €5.05m 13.9

Will not achieve 

economies of scale or 

will only impact the 

weaker performers 

Improve “As-is” 

(External)

Pay (incl. uplift) 

€3.67m

Non-pay €6.72m

15

Shared Services Pay (incl. uplift) 

€5.74m

Non-pay €5.35m
14.1

Realises economies of 

scale but long lead 

time and high cost

Central 

Collection 

Agency

Similar to SSC

14.1

As for SSC and priority 

may be on individual 

debt 
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The table below summarises the annual costs and the evaluation scores for each strategic option.

Collection Costs - Summary

Courts Service:

 No major differences between options, 
but all will add to costs

DSP:

 Likewise, costs are similar for all options 
and to the current costs

DAFM:

 A slight increase in costs but all options 
similar in cost

HSE:

 Again, costs are similar with a small 
increase over the current costs

Local Authorities:

 Rates: ESD, SSC and CCA similar producing 
a 13-14% reduction on current costs

 Loans: ESD will increase costs whereas the 
other options will yield a reduction of 14%

 Rents:  ESD will save 13% in costs while 
the other options reduce costs by 6-7%.

Note:
Scores (out of 15) for costs are calculated with respect to lowest cost option be it the current cost or one of the 
strategic options (i.e. the lowest cost scores 15 and others are inversely proportional to that score).

Strategic 
Option

Courts DSP DAFM HSE LA/Rates LA/Loans LA/Rents

A
n

n
u

al
 C

o
st

 €
m

 

Current €577 €5,384 €767 €7,385 €18,562 €7,635 €11,970

As-is Internal €862 €5,411 €793 €7,501 €18,113 €6,590 €11,193

As-is ESD €984 €5,465 €841 €7,889 €16,208 €8,461 €10,394

SSC n/a n/a n/a €7,883 €15,875 €6,600 €11,095

CCA €984 €5,465 €841 €7,883 €15,875 €6,600 €11,095

Ev
al

u
at

io
n

 S
co

re
 

(o
u

t 
o

f 
1

5
)

Current 15 15 15 15 12.8 12.9 13

As-is Internal 10 14.9 14.5 14.8 13.1 15 13.9

As-is ESD 8.8 14.8 13.7 14 14.7 11.7 15

SSC n/a n/a n/a 14.1 15 15 14.1

CCA 8.8 14.8 13.7 14.1 15 15 14.1

All amounts in €000s

5. Reduced Costs - Summary
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6. Feasibility

This section reports on:

 The Business Case for each scenario (NPV, payback, etc.)

6. Feasibility
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In this section, we assess the return that would be achieved by each of 
the strategic options. They are based upon:

 Any additional revenues resulting from increased collection rates

 Any reductions (or increases) in annual operating costs (e.g. 
headcount, system support costs, print and postage, ESD/DCA fees)

 Any once-off investments needed (e.g. new or enhanced systems, 
system interfaces, training, project management and 
implementation, process re-design) and any redundancy costs.

The model used is based on guidelines provided by DPER for staff and 
redundancy costing. It projects all of the cash flows over a 10-year 
period and calculates a “Net Present Value” of the investment. 

The payback period (in years) and a cost-benefits ratio over the 10-year 
period (%) are also shown. The inputs are taken from the two preceding 
sections.  

The results are shown overleaf.

Note: detailed models available as an addendum.

An analysis of the financial costs and benefits of the scenarios in scope

Feasibility (or Business Case)

Conclusions

(As illustrated in the table and chart that follows)

 Many projects have a short-term payback (i.e. 1-2 years), so PSBs 
actually have more than one viable option.  Exceptions are:

• Courts Service: Improving “As-is” internally

• The HSE projects which all show longer payback periods

 The largest NPV (€1.5bn) is for a Central Agency with all PSBs 
involved. In reality,  it is unlikely to be achieved, e.g. if the Local 
Authorities were not involved, the NPV drops to €116.2m which is 
still a better return than the local projects of the PSBs concerned.

 DSP’s proposed expansion of its  central DM unit has an NPV of 
€56m which rises to €78m if the service were run by an external 
provider. 

 The collection cost ratio for the HSE charges are exceptionally high 
when compared with the other debt types which themselves are 
high – with the best practice target being around 2% of the debt

 In general, the ESD option ranks higher than internal improvements, 
due to their ability to ramp up more quickly than an in-house team 
and by virtue of their DM experience, specialist DM systems and 
lower cost structures.

6. Feasibility
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Improve "As-is" HSE/Hospitals LA Comm Rates LA  Loans LA Rents Central Agency 

All amounts in €millions 
Courts 
Service 

DSP DAFM 
Improve 
"As-is" 

Shared 
Service 

Improve 
"As-is" 

Shared 
Service 

Improve 
"As-is" 

Shared 
Service 

Improve 
"As-is" 

Shared 
Service 

All PSBs 
PSBs excl 

LAs 

Internal Delivery 

10-Year Improved 
Collections 

€5.5 €69.0 €6.2 €7.3 €23.9 €771.1 €1,330.4 €88.2 €164.9 €206.7 €309.7 €1,910.9 €151.4

10-Year Costs €3.4 €0.9 €0.4 €1.9 €12.8 -€1.9 -€10.8 -€7.3 -€0.8 -€4.8 €2.6 -€20.0 €5.1

NPV €1.6 €56.2 €4.8 €4.3 €7.6 €635.6 €1,097.2 €78.7 €135.7 €174.7 €252.3 €1,549.9 €116.2

Payback (Years) 4 1 1 3 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

Cost:Collections (10-Yr 
NPV) % 

6.2% 7.4% 11.6% 20.6% 22.9% 1.5% 1.4% 6.8% 7.0% 3.7% 3.9% 2.3% 7.9%

External Delivery 

10-Year Improved 
Collections 

€15.3 €95.4 €7.1 €15.9 €1,113.5 €118.2 €283.9

10-Year Costs €4.2 €1.6 €0.9 €8.9 -€17.2 €8.9 -€9.5

NPV €9.2 €77.8 €5.1 €5.1 €937.4 €90.8 €243.5

Payback (Years) 1 1 1 5 1 1 1

Cost:Collections (10-Yr 
NPV) % 

6.3% 7.2% 12.2% 22.1% 1.4% 8.1% 3.5%

The table below shows for each strategic option:

 10-year projected additional  funds from improved collections

 10-year projection of all recurring costs and any once-off expenses

The high return projects are identified with separate calculation of Internal and External delivery

Feasibility (Business case)

 NPV of that net cash flow

 Payback period

 Cost-to-Collections ratio over the 10-year period

6. Feasibility
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This chart illustrates the return for the “Improve As-is” options, comparing internal and external options

It shows the 10-year Net Present Value for each scenario. Rates clearly outstrips all others.  The  improved return by using external service 
delivery derives from its ability to get faster returns and a lower cost base.

Feasibility (Business Case)

Improve “As-is”
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This chart illustrates the return for the Shared Services and Central Agency scenarios, comparing internal and external options

It shows the 10-year Net Present Value for each scenario. The left-side compares the “Improve As-is” to the Shared Service route for each PSB. 
The  improved return (in most cases) by using external service delivery is the ability to get faster returns and a lower cost base.

Feasibility (Business Case)
€

m

Central 
Agency
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7. Risk Analysis

This section reports on three types of Risk:

 Implementation

 Operational

 Other (Reputational, political, social)

7. Risk Analysis
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In this section, we assess the risks associated with each strategic 
option.

Evaluation 

A set of criteria and a scoring system was agreed at the Project Board 
and this has been used to make an assessment of the risks in the areas 
of:

 Implementation

 Operational exposures

 Others: such as reputational, political and social (or public 
perception).

These have been expanded to list some examples of the risks that fall 
under each heading.

Subsequently, we provide a summary analysis of the risks. The more 
detailed analyses behind these are available as an addendum.

Assessing the extent to which risk attaches to each of the options under consideration

Risk Analysis

Conclusions

As illustrated in the table and chart that follows:

 All options are in the medium risk category (i.e. score in the 10-20 
range). 

 Shared services and CCA are in the mid-range and not inordinately 
different to the other options.

 Several projects are large and will require strong project 
management as well as change management and a good public 
awareness programme.

7. Risk Analysis
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Risk Analysis: evaluation criteria

Risk Comments

Implementation Risks (Score: 10)

Project-Related Project scale/complexity; proven methodologies; 
strong sponsorship; risk of delays (legislation, 
negotiation); ICT complexity.

The "Improve As-is" will be of lowest risk except where national rollouts are required (HSE, 
LAs). Use of ESDs will reduce risk as they will already have the infrastructure and expertise 
required. Shared service & the CCA run risks due to the size of the organisational and ICT 
changes involved. Risks can be mitigated by  strong project  and change management.  

Cost Escalation Reliance on external providers; extent to which costs 
can be fixed; complexity of ICT integration; risk of 
unexpected costs.

Similarly cost escalation will be related to the scale of organisational and business change. The 
Improve As-is approach will tend to be lower risk and the SSC and CCA higher; external 
delivery will also carry some risk on cost escalation. Strong project and contract management 
are needed to mitigate this risk.

Change / Cultural Extent of cultural change; Need for standardisation; 
difficulty in getting management buy-in; difficulty in 
getting staff support/co-operation.

The greater the perceived level of change, the greater the risk.  Programmes involving 
standardisation of diverse organisations such as LAs and hospitals will add risk. Change and 
programme management techniques can help mitigate these risks.

Operational Risks (Score: 10)

Operational 
Exposures

Concentration of DM expertise; loss of 'local 
knowledge'. Data security/integrity. Lack of skilled 
staff; risk being locked into a single provider.

These risks are related to the dependency on a small number of specialists where their 
absence or loss could affect continuity of operations. This could be in the form of a small in-
house team or a single critical supplier. Other risks in this category include the resilience of the 
ICT infrastructure and security. These risks are largely inherent in the structure chosen and will 
be higher with decentralised structures and a heavy reliance on external ICT support.

Cost Escalation Operating costs higher than expected; more staff 
needed than expected; external costs higher than 
expected; ICT on-going costs higher than expected.

Operational costs should be quite stable in all instances. The exposure arises when changes 
are needed to systems or processes (e.g. to add more PSBs, to incorporate new legislation) -
these must be paid to an external provider.

Other Risks (Score: 10)

Reputational Adverse public opinion in relation initiatives 
associated with sanctions / enforcement.

These will largely be related to policy changes such as cross-sectoral sanctions. Good 
communications will help mitigate these risks.

Political Resistance to changes proposed by body politic; 
reliance upon sensitive legislation. Perception that 
debt is not being handled equitably; difficulty is 
agreeing cost recovery methods.

Some of the  measures  proposed may be seen to be politically sensitive and the necessary 
enabling legislation or regulations may be delayed.  Careful 'selling' of the benefits case can 
help mitigate such risks.

Social Public view that debt is not being managed fairly; 
Resistance to use of 3rd parties; Resistance to 
broadening of state sanction measures.

Risk of adverse public reaction to the proposed measure. A CCA might attract negative 
publicity. Mitigation would be by way of a good communications programme.

7. Risk Analysis
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Risks Max Score
Do nothing 

Risk
Courts Service DSP DAFM HSE LAs - Rates LAs - Loans LAs - Rents

Improve As-is (No ESD): 30 18.0 13.1 13.1 16.4 24.0 16.7 16.7 16.7

Implementation 10 8.8 2.9 4.9 6.5 7.6 3.9 3.9 3.9

Operational 10 2.0 4.2 5.0 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4

Other 10 7.2 6.0 3.2 3.5 10.0 6.4 6.4 6.4

Improve As-is (ESD): 30 N/A 18.0 15.5 13.8 15.5 10.5 13.2 10.5

Implementation 10 N/A 6.0 6.0 5.9 1.7 1.2 3.9 1.2

Operational 10 N/A 6.4 6.4 5.0 6.2 6.4 6.4 6.4

Other 10 N/A 5.6 3.1 2.9 7.6 2.9 2.9 2.9

Shared Service 30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.5 15.7 18.5 17.5

Implementation 10 1.7 1.7 3.5 1.7

Operational 10 6.2 6.4 7.4 8.2

Other 10 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6

Central Agency 30 0.0 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4

Implementation 10 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Operational 10 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

Other 10 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9

Risk Analysis: evaluation scorecard

The table below scores each of the risk factors based upon the 
likelihood of the risk and its impact. Almost all fall with a medium risk 
category (i.e. score 10-20 out of 30).  

LAs score lower if external delivery were used due largely to the 
“Other” risks through possible negative public reaction to using ESD.  

The “Improve As-is” for Courts faces some risk due to the urgent need 
to support the new Fines Act. DSP may also face some negative public 
reaction.  

The CCA is a slightly higher risk than other options but not materially 
so. This is largely due to its scale and the ICT work required –however, 
it is manageable.

(1)  Scores are  in the range  0 (high risk) to 10 (low risk). They are computed by scoring individual attributes on Likelihood and Impact and applying a weighted scoring to the combinations under 
each attribute.

7. Risk Analysis
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Risk Analysis: evaluation scorecard

The following chart illustrates the Risk Score, comparing the options available to each PSB:

7. Risk Analysis
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8. Long-term Goals

This section reports on the two key long-term goals

 Organisational Flexibility

 Scalability

8. Long-term Goals
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In this section, we assess how well each strategic option addresses the 
long-term goals set for the project.

Evaluation 

A set of criteria and a scoring system was agreed at the Project Board 
and this has been used to make an assessment of the goals 
achievability in the areas of:

 Organisational flexibility

 Scalability

These have been expanded to list examples of the risks that fall under 
each heading.

Subsequently, we provide a summary analysis of the goals. A more 
detailed analysis behind these are available as an addendum.

Assessing the extent to which risk attaches to each of the options under consideration

Long-term Goals

Conclusions

As illustrated in the table and chart that follows:

 The CCA offers the most potential meeting almost all of the criteria

 Shared services will provide for volume growth in the sector, but will 
not handle other types of debt

 The ‘Improve As-is’ option achieves very little for all PSBs, except the 
LAs as it would provide some growth capacity within the sector.

8. Long-term Goals
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Long-term Goals Analysis: evaluation criteria

Long-term Goals Comments

Organisation Flexibility  (Score: 5)

Reliance on specialist 
(DM) skills

Extent to which non-core skills must be retained and 
developed within the PSB; difficulty in acquiring  said 
skills.

For many PSBs, debt collection is not a core part of organisational capability. The scale of the 
LAs' involvement means that DM is a core skill for them and also to an extent in the Courts 
Service. External delivery, shared services and a CCA reduce this exposure.

Ability to easily 
change processes and 
systems

Reliance on external providers to make ICT changes (and 
costs involved); availability of requisite ICT skills within 
the PSB.

Conversely, over-reliance on external providers can limit the pace at which PSBs can introduce 
new changes for improvement purposes or to meet changes in the law or its services.

Need for on-going 
investment (ICT, 
skills)

Need to retain ICT skills to support local systems. Need 
for ICT infrastructure & associated support.

Similarly, reliance on a small internal ICT team may limit flexibility as their capacity and 
capabilities may be limited.

Scalability  (Score: 5)

Handle larger 
volumes at lower 
marginal cost

Systems and processes are in place that mean handling 
increased volumes and a more advanced DM approach 
can be accommodated at low incremental cost or 
disruption.

This assesses the extent to which the ICT systems and the organisation structure under 
consideration can scale up without a straight-line increase in costs.

Ability to expand to 
other PSBs

This operating model can handle debt from other PSBs 
(not within the scope of this Review).

A solution that can serve multiple PSBs has further economies of scale. In effect, the CCA is the 
only solution. Use of ESDs might offer a low possibility of expanding the model to other PSBs.
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Long-term Goals Max Score
Do nothing 

Risk
Courts Service DSP DAFM HSE LAs - Rates LAs - Loans LAs - Rents

Improve As-is (No ESD): 10 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.8 4 4 4

Organisation Flexibility 5 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.0 2.0 2.0

Scalability 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0

Improve As-is (ESD): 10 N/A 5.8 5.8 5.8 6.5 5.8 5.8 5.8

Organisation Flexibility 5 N/A 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.8

Scalability 5 N/A 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0

Shared Service 0 0 0 0 0 5.8 5.5 5.5 5.5

Organisation Flexibility 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.5

Scalability 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0

Central Agency 0 0 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8

Organisation Flexibility 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8

Scalability 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Long-term Goals Analysis: evaluation scorecard

The table below scores each of the factors based upon our
understanding of the strategic option and our research elsewhere. 

The CCA offers the most potential, meeting almost all of the criteria.

Shared services will provide for volume growth in the sector, but will 
not handle other types of debt.

The ‘Improve As-is’ option achieves very little for all PSBs, except the 
LAs as it would provide some growth capacity within the sector.

The chart overleaf illustrates the score graphically.

(1)  Scores are  in the range  0 (low match rate) to 10 (high match rate). They are computed by scoring individual attributes on a range (1-5) and taking the average of the scores under each attribute.
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Long-term Goals Analysis: evaluation scorecard

The following chart illustrates the Long-term Goal score comparing the options available to each PSB:
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9. Conclusions

This section summarises the conclusions from the preceding sections

 Evaluation Scorecard

 Conclusions

9. Conclusions & Recommendations
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SCORING:
Improved Collections, Reduced Costs, Risk and Long-term Goals were subjective assessments based on close analysis of each case using  a set of good practice guidelines. Feasibility is computed 
based on the Net Present Value of the project (NB: all over €100m score  the top mark). Risk and Long-term Goals are based on weighted averages for the  range of criteria used to assess the factors

PSB / Debt Type "As-is"
Improve 
"As-is"

ESD of "As-
is"

Shared 
Service

(see Note 1)

Central 
Agency

PSB / Debt Type "As-is"
Improve 
"As-is"

ESD of "As-
is"

Shared 
Service

(see Note 1)

Central 
Agency

Courts Service/Fines
LA/Commercial 
Rates

Improved Collections 5.0

39.5

15.0

40.2

25.0

58.3

n/a

40.2

30.0

78.0

Improved Collections 5.0

37.3

15.0

53.1

20.0

59.8

25.0

71.3

30.0

84.2

Reduced Costs 15.0 10.0 8.8 n/a 8.8 Reduced Costs 12.8 13.1 14.7 15.0 15.0

Feasibility .0 .3 .7 n/a 15.0 Feasibility .0 4.3 8.8 10.1 15.0

Risk Analysis 18.0 13.1 18.0 n/a 14.4 Risk Analysis 18.0 16.7 10.5 15.7 14.4

Long-term Goals 1.5 1.8 5.8 n/a 9.8 Long-term Goals 1.5 4.0 5.8 5.5 9.8

DSP/Overpayments LA/Housing Loans
Improved Collections 5.0

39.5

25.0

66.6

28.0

79.1

n/a

66.6

30.0

84.0

Improved Collections 5.0

37.4

15.0

58.1

20.0

58.0

27.0

73.6

30.0

84.2

Reduced Costs 15.0 14.9 14.8 n/a 14.8 Reduced Costs 12.9 15.0 11.7 15.0 15.0

Feasibility .0 11.8 15.0 n/a 15.0 Feasibility .0 7.4 7.3 7.6 15.0

Risk Analysis 18.0 13.1 15.5 n/a 14.4 Risk Analysis 18.0 16.7 13.2 18.5 14.4

Long-term Goals 1.5 1.8 5.8 n/a 9.8 Long-term Goals 1.5 4.0 5.8 5.5 9.8

DAFM/SPS & REPS 
O'paymts

LA/Housing Rents

Improved Collections 5.0

39.5

25.0

58.5

30.0

64.1

n/a

58.5

27.0

77.9

Improved Collections 5.0

37.5

15.0

50.7

25.0

61.1

27.0

65.9

30.0

83.3

Reduced Costs 15.0 14.5 13.7 n/a 13.7 Reduced Costs 13.0 13.9 15.0 14.1 14.1

Feasibility .0 .8 .8 n/a 15.0 Feasibility .0 1.1 4.8 1.8 15.0

Risk Analysis 18.0 16.4 13.8 n/a 14.4 Risk Analysis 18.0 16.7 10.5 17.5 14.4

Long-term Goals 1.5 1.8 5.8 n/a 9.8 Long-term Goals 1.5 4.0 5.8 5.5 9.8

HSE/Hospital Charges TOTAL
Improved Collections 5.0

39.5

10.0

53.2

20.0

57.0

25.0

62.0

30.0

83.3

Improved Collections 35.0

270.2

120.0

380.4

168.0

437.4

104.0

438.1

200.0

569.9

Reduced Costs 15.0 14.8 14.0 14.1 14.1 Reduced Costs 98.7 96.2 92.7 58.2 95.5

Feasibility .0 1.6 1.0 1.6 15.0 Feasibility .0 27.3 38.4 21.1 105.0

Risk Analysis 18.0 24.0 15.5 15.5 14.4 Risk Analysis 126.0 116.7 97.0 67.2 100.8

Long-term Goals 1.5 2.8 6.5 5.8 9.8 Long-term Goals 10.5 20.2 41.3 22.3 68.6

External delivery and shared services score well, but the CCA concept is consistently at the top

Evaluation Scorecard

The table below summarises the scores attributed to each of the scenarios including the “As-is” with no change. 
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Here we outline some of the main conclusions as they affect each PSB 
based on the scorecard.

Courts Service / Fines

 Improving the 'As-is" through an ESD is the preferred option as it 
offers an experienced DM team in the short-term

 In the longer-term, the CCA gives the best return on investment and 
good potential regarding collection rates and costs.

DSP / Overpayments

 DSP has recognised that expansion of its central DM unit is needed 
to manage off-benefit debt where there is scope for considerable 
improvement.  Using an ESD initially will allow DSP to establish its 
expanded central DM more quickly and more effectively

 The CCA option offers further potential but will have a longer lead 
time.

DAFM / SPS & REPS Overpayments

 The CCA offers good potential for DAFM but in reality its volumes are 
relatively small

 The immediate priority should be to bring in a proper dunning cycle 
especially in REPS and plan to avail of a CCA if one is established 
later.

The scoresheet  indicates the directions that individual PSBs may wish to pursue

Conclusions

HSE / Hospitals

 The CCA offers clear advantages to hospitals because it would have 
the economies of scale and the technology to pursue small amounts 
of debt in a cost-effective way

 In the short-term, ESD can be used to bring up the level of the lower 
performing hospitals by bringing in a 'best practice' debt 
management approach

 A shared service option is not so attractive largely due to the high 
set-up costs.

Local Authorities / Commercial Rates

 While the CCA offers more potential than shared services, Rates may 
not fit as well with the other debts that the CCA might be involved 
with which are mainly concerned with individuals rather than the 
commercial sector

 Using ESDs is a cost-effective way of bringing on the performance of 
the weaker local authorities in the near term

 Clustering of LAs (i.e. regional shared service centres) rather than full 
shared services would be less complex and require less investment  

 Another variant might see LAs adopt the full-blown rates system as 
used in Dublin City Council.

9. Conclusions 
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Local Authorities / Housing Loans

 Because arrears handling is highly regulated, the potential for 
improvement is somewhat limited.  There is a sizeable proportion of 
‘old debt’ dragging down the collection rates figures

 Improvements can be made but resources need to be put into 
bringing in best practice and better technology into the weaker 
performing LAs.   The ESD case is weak with any role perhaps being 
confined to a later stage collection

 Again, clustering could be considered for efficiency purposes and to 
provide a critical mass and thereby strengthen LAs’ DM capabilities

 A CCA would strengthen LAs’ data analytics and provide additional 
sanctions.

Local Authorities / Housing Rents

 Collection rates are already high so the scope for improvement is 
smaller. Workloads on Rents will  drop significantly (e.g. up to 60%) 
when deduction of rents from social welfare benefits comes in (c. 
2015)

 Collection will then largely be about collecting off-benefit cases -
somewhat like the situation in DSP.  The CCA would provide 
efficiencies and possibly other sanctions that may assist with the 
collection of rents from non-benefit and difficult cases.

The scoresheet  indicates the directions that individual PSBs may wish to pursue

Conclusions

Summary

 The CCA scores best on collection rates, cost reduction, business 
case and long-term goals; and the risks while not insignificant are 
manageable

 Use of ESD offers capacity, experience, techniques and systems that 
can yield  improvements in collection rates in the near term.  They 
can also often be used to pursue ‘old debt’

 Shared services offers some benefits but scores lower largely 
because of the cost of set-up.

Other Key Points

The Review conducted a number of best practice assessments 
concerning effectiveness and efficiency.
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Improve “As-is”

 Is generally only applicable as a short-term measure

 Barriers are the cost of system changes and a shortage of debt 
management expertise

 Most PSBs do not have adequate debt management ICT systems to  
help drive efficiencies, especially in dealing with small amounts and 
a large customer base

 Debt management expertise is also confined to a few PSBs; for 
many, it does not fit naturally with their culture of service to the 
public.

Shared Services

 The case for shared services can be argued for all of the local 
authorities debts’ and other debts could be added, as with the HSE

 The level of investment in setting up systems, standardising process 
and business rules and rolling out a new system and / or procedures 
add to the complexity of taking this path

 Other forms of sharing may have merit, particularly clustering of 
local authorities or hospitals especially where they are in proximity 
and have common systems

 Similar opportunities for sharing scarce expertise by having virtual 
‘centres of excellence’  whereby one ‘expert’ offers advice or support 
to any number of local authorities or hospitals on specialist topics.

The role of each of the scenarios is also clearer

Conclusions

Central Collection Agency

 The CCA offers an opportunity for collaboration and can be scaled up 
over time.  Investment in special purpose DM systems is also more 
easily cost-justified

 Providing a suitable legislative environment is put in place, the CCA 
can also bring ‘added value’ in providing additional sanction options 
and an efficient means of executing various instruments such as 
attachment to earnings and dealing with serial defaulters

 There are number of successful examples in other countries.

External Service Delivery

 External debt management services are shown to be a cost-effective 
alternative to setting up in-house teams or to cover peak periods or 
to handle the more difficult debt cases

 The ESD market in debt management has developed in Ireland with 
some large and very experienced firms now coming alongside local 
firms

 External firms can be used to run shared services but in debt 
management circles, they tend to be used for specific roles (e.g. late 
stage debt, contact centre, legal services, etc.)

 Experienced users of ESD point to the advantage of having multiple 
suppliers rather than a single supplier as it sparks competition and 
raises standards.  For instance, HSE could have separate agents for 
different regions.
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Conclusions

Collection Rates – Key Success Factors

 Early & accurate billing

 Special-purpose DM system

 Accurate data collection and maintenance

 Specialist DM training & support

 Performance culture  

 Early client contact

 Range of payment options; easy to pay

 Documented DM policies & procedures (including escalation)

 Single Customer View

 Appropriate 3rd party collection usage

 Strong enforcement, clearly communicated

 Tailored collection chase paths.

Collection Costs – Key Success Factors

 Automation

 Specialist DM training and support

 Appropriate 3rd party usage

 Accurate data collection and maintenance.

Most of the PSBs do not have the resources to reach ‘best practice’ status

Reaching Best Class is unattainable for many

As noted in earlier sections, most of the PSBS examined did not have 
the ICT infrastructure and capabilities to aspire to the KSFs outlined 
opposite.   

While very good efforts are being made with the skills available -
notably in the local authorities – consistency is lacking.

Creating the right environment for DM

It has been evident in this Review that the State does not act as one 
entity.  It pursues debt that it is owed in a fragmented way which can 
create ambiguity and inconsistencies because PSBs adopt different 
practices and policies.

It is also noticeable that some PSBs are getting additional powers (e.g. 
attachment to earnings) through new legislation going through 
independently.  Managing these arrangements is not trivial but will be 
duplicated in a number of PSBs while other bodies do not have access 
to these sanctions.  

In short, the State does not set itself up to collect debt efficiently.  In 
many cases, the PSBs have limited sanctions.  A more co-ordinated and 
consistent approach would have advantages for both government and 
citizens.

The model that was frequently mentioned in our workshops was the 
Local Property Tax  which implements nearly all of the KSFs opposite 
e.g. advanced ICT, well communicated sanctions, etc.  Some alignment 
with Revenue’s could be a suitable model.
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Several ‘moving parts’ affecting the debts under review

This review coincided with several concurrent changes within the PSBs’ 
debt management processes with new powers and changing processes 
in several instances that will impact collection rates and costs, e.g.:

 DSP has gained additional powers to make higher deductions at 
source and powers of attachment. The impact of these measures is 
not yet evident

 New legislation affecting the collection of fines is almost ready.  In 
addition to giving the Courts Service new powers and sanctions, 
additional steps will be brought into the process.  It is not clear what 
impact this will have on collection rates and costs

 As regards hospital charges, they may be abolished or changed as 
part of the Universal Health Insurance (UHI) programme, so any 
investment in new systems, processes, etc.  may not see a return

 Deduction at source from social welfare benefits when brought in 
will have a large impact on the rent collection activities in local 
authorities.

In these circumstances, any large scale change (e.g. establishing a CCA 
or shared services) would be aiming at a moving target with the risk of 
delays, additional costs and uncertainty about when the PSBs will come 
on board.

Therefore, short-term measures are needed for the next two years until 
the above changes have bedded down.  Work could proceed on laying 
the groundwork for a central collection agency (CCA).

There are a number of issues that influence the way forward

Conclusions

Work required to get to a Central Collection Agency

The case for establishing a CCA is made in the foregoing analysis which 
was largely conducted with the primary focus on improving collection 
rates and costs.  A number of factors need to be considered about the 
practical steps to realising the potential of a CCA.

Political Will

A CCA would entail various PSBs ceding authority to the CCA to deal 
with their customers in pursuing debts outstanding.  Strong political 
sponsorship will be needed to deal with any reticence of the part of 
PSBs or individual Ministers.  Knowledge about the success of similar 
bodies in other countries may help overcome issues in this area, allied 
with the benefits that will accrue to people with debt problems.

Legislative and regulatory matters

Legislation will be needed to establish a new agency or to empower 
one under the auspices of an existing PSB.  The legislation would need 
to provide for:  attachment orders, penalties and interest, use of 
receivers/bailiffs and similar sanctions across all PSBs.  Other enabling 
measures would also need to be addressed notably:

 Data sharing: enabling the gathering and collating of data from other 
PSBs by the CCA

 Unique Identifier: setting out that state officials can request and use 
a unique identifier (e.g. PPSN) in dealing with offences or other 
situations where debts can arise.
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Consistency of Reporting and Accounting

In the course of conducting this review, we were hampered somewhat 
by the lack of consistent standards in analysing and reporting debt.  

Practices vary with regard to (inter alia):  bad debt provisioning, write-
off policies, aged debt analysis and bill generation (i.e. as seen by high 
levels of credit notes or write-backs in some PSBs).  

Likewise, best practice debt management reporting systems need to be 
put in place which would include standard DM  KPIs for all debts types 
and specific to certain types of debt.  The reporting should track trends 
and relevant operational KPIs to report on collection activity and the 
status of the debt book (e.g. aged analysis, numbers on payment plans, 
methods of payment, use of DCAs, etc).

Use of External Debt Collection firms

There are concerns about and some resistance to the use of external 
debt collection firms.  Concerns arise about: data privacy/security, 
methods used, impact on customer relations, adherence to a public 
service ethic/standards and value-for-money.

DCAs are not regulated in Ireland although this was recommended by 
the Law Reform Commission in 2010.  Some protection against bad 
practice is afforded to consumers under the Non-Fatal Offences Against 
the Person Act 1997.  In the UK, the Office of Fair Trading licences DCAs 
and complaints  about DCAs can be taken to Financial Ombudsman.  A 
similar regime exists in Canada.

There are a number of issues that influence the way forward

Conclusions

The Irish Institute of Credit Management (IICM) has issued a Code of 
Conduct for DCAs (http://www.iicm.ie/dcacodeofconduct.shtml).  
Several DCA firms are members of the IICM and are committed to 
operating to the Code of Conduct.  The Code includes provisions on 
confidentiality, data protection, data accuracy and dealing with debtors. 
Many also operate internationally and are subject to regulation in other 
jurisdictions.  Several large public and private sector bodies use external 
debt collection firms quite satisfactorily including allowing access to 
their internal system under appropriate controls.

By way of guidance, any organisation considering use of a DCA firm 
should examine their credentials and commitment with regards to 
following the IICM’s Code of Conduct or a similar code along with strict 
contractual obligations about confidentiality and data usage.

Incentive to collect debt

This issue arose initially in regard to the Courts Service which acts as a 
collection agent rather than collecting debt on its own behalf, i.e. 
monies it collects goes directly to the Exchequer.  This situation also 
applies to a number of other state agencies collecting on behalf of 
other bodies.  It creates a situation whereby there is no direct incentive 
to invest resources in improving collection rates.  

A system whereby a portion of the incremental revenues revert to the 
collecting agent would incentivise and reward innovation in maximising 
the amounts collected – a form of  gain-sharing arrangement.  We 
believe that this idea is worthy of further investigation.  Measures to 
allow PSBs offer incentives for early payment (e.g. discounts) should 
also be considered. 
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10. Recommendations

This section summarises the conclusions from the preceding sections

 Recommendations

 Quick Wins

 Roadmap
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Effective collection of debt needs to be backed by a regime of sanctions 
or penalties from late or non-payment. In nearly all cases, state bodies’ 
sanctions are non-existent or ineffective, as compared with commercial 
entities for instance.  The State should act consistently in respect of 
pursuing all monies due and in managing access to state services.  

Specific measures that should be taken are:

 Provide for collection of debt by attachment to earnings and state 
benefits

 Where appropriate, also allow for attachment to bank accounts and 
other assets; and allow for the seizure of goods by bailiffs

 Introduce the concept of a ‘debt clearance certificate’ whereby 
access to certain state services would be withheld if an individual or 
entity has debts outstanding to the State

 Similarly, state bodies should have the right to impose conditions or 
credit terms where the individual or entity has a track record of debt 
problems

 Offset debt to the State against any payments due from any state 
institution (e.g. grants, refunds, benefits, supplier payments)

 Other sanctions (with reasonable safeguards) should also be 
available on a cross-departmental / cross-sectoral basis such as 
withholding licence renewals, withdrawal of access to state services

 Facilitate the sharing of relevant data between PSBs such as: 
earnings data, bank accounts and assets and previous credit history

Establish an effective regime / environment for the collection of monies due to the State by 
individuals and organisations

Recommendations

 More use of direct contact (i.e. phone call, SMS or email) as it is 
considerably more effective than reminder letters. Public bodies 
tend to shy away from this approach; but a ‘contact guideline’ 
supported by suitable training should overcome any reservations.

These measures will support an effective debt management regime for 
state bodies and achieve a consistency in how the State manages debt 
and deals with its debtors.  

The additional sanctions should not be relied upon as a means of 
collection but rather only used as a last resort where the regular 
collection process has failed – in fact, the power of the sanction is more 
in the threat of its use than its actual use.  The successful use of these 
measures will be reliant on having all attached state bodies operating to 
similar protocols and passing on complete and accurate data.

This will entail legislation to implement the necessary measures and to 
facilitate the sharing of data to enable these measures.  Doing so 
through a single Bill for all state bodies will be more efficient and 
effective than the somewhat piecemeal way, whereby individual state 
bodies are seeking some or all of the above measures through separate 
pieces of legislation (e.g. Social Welfare Acts, Fines Act).

There are a number of logistical and political challenges in 
implementing such as regime between drafting legislation and 
negotiating the ceding of our authority by the various bodies involved.  
A lead time of 2-3 years may be required before this can be achieved.
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Successful implementation of the above regime will require 
collaboration between state bodies and the set-up of administrative 
arrangements to collate data and to operate the various measures (e.g. 
attachments, penalties and data sharing).  Implementing this at 
individual state bodies would be an expensive and lengthy process; 
doing so through a central unit will be more cost-effective (through 
economies of scale) and consistent in the approach taken. It will  also 
facilitate data sharing and on-going development and rollout of the new 
regime. 

A central unit will also facilitate consolidation of the debt across state 
bodies to create a ‘single customer view’, which is widely regarded as a 
very effective way of managing debt both from the State’s point of view, 
but also from that of the debtor as there will be a consistent approach 
and one entity to deal with if they have payment difficulties.

In implementing this service, we recommend:

 Concentrate initially on collection of later stage debt (i.e. over 40-60 
days) and enforcement measures such as attachments, restriction of 
services and offsetting debts against payments and benefits 

 Seek to develop the ‘single customer view’ capability and approach 
from the outset (this may require legislation to enable the requisite 
data sharing between state bodies)

 Management of early stage debt (i.e. not overdue) should also be 
available to state bodies in due course

In due course, establish a central debt management unit to serve all state bodies

Recommendations

 Where offsetting against its future payments is an option for a state 
body (e.g. DSP and DAFM), the management of that arrangement 
may remain with the particular state body at least in the medium 
term

 Bill issuance can also be incorporated and may offer advantage in 
reinforcing the sanction regime that is behind the central agency.  
The calculation of bills or demands can be complex and in many 
instances may need to remain with the originating state body, but 
where the calculation is straight forward (e.g. fixed amount), the 
central agency will just need a debtor identification code to be 
passed to it

 A ‘data analytics’ capability (including appropriate software tools) 
should be developed to analyse behaviours and to segment the 
debtor base to, for instance, plan and monitor ‘chase paths’ and 
allocation of resources.

Establishing a central unit will be a large scale project but as our 
analysis shows, the payback is high.  Collaboration between state 
bodies of the type envisaged would be impractical on a multi-lateral 
basis and carry many operational and technical risks, whereas a central 
unit can act as a ‘clearing house’ for debt management activities by the 
State and do so, more assuredly and efficiently. In addition, it will allow 
for the development of a strong debt management capability in terms 
of skills, systems and operating regimes that would not be possible 
within individual state bodies.  
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The national debt management agencies in Norway and 
British Columbia (Canada) are good models for the type 
of service that should be implemented.   

As the State’s largest debt management agency, the 
Office of the Revenue Commissioners already has many 
of the capabilities and infrastructure – and powers – that 
are needed for this unit, especially on foot of the 
implementation of the LPT.  Investment in ICT, staffing 
and other resources will need to be acquired to operate 
the service.

In due course, establish a central debt management unit to serve all state bodies (continued)

Recommendations

In the short-term, measures to bring up the performance of those with lower 
collection rates should take priority.  Training staff on DM techniques and 
documenting DM procedures will start on this process.  Clustering of LAs and/or 
hospitals and other information sharing measures should be progressed to help 
those on lower collection rates.

The chart below illustrates the shape of a programme to implement a central 
collections agency.

Where to start

Of the PSBs  reviewed in this study, Courts 
Service, DSP1 and the HSE have need of improved 
services and a high potential for making a good 
impact, so they perhaps could provide the 
nucleus of the start-up group without being too 
complicated.

The local authorities have some potential but 
there are more marginal benefits that might 
accrue.  Within the LA community, there are 
divergent views on the merits or otherwise of 
implementing a shared service.  Larger LAs have 
the systems and resources whereas smaller ones 
are more disposed to this idea.

1 Off-benefit cases
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As mentioned in the Conclusions section, changes affecting debt 
collection are underway or planned for the next 12-18 months in: the 
HSE, the Courts Service, DSP and local authorities’ rent collection.

Until the picture is clearer on the implications of these changes, it 
would be unwise to start on any major programmes such as 
establishing national shared services or a central collection agency.

We recommend that PSBs should proceed with measures to improve 
their current DM approach and skills and to address any necessary 
operational changes; and that the case for a CCA is reviewed in 12-18 
months in light of the progress made and the business case for the 
CCA at that time.

As-is Improvements

Generally, we have recommended that many of the As-is improvements 
are needed as a precursor to move to shared services or a central 
agency, so these can be undertaken provided there is a return in the 
near term.  

Use of External Service Delivery

Use of external service firms may also provide a short-term boost and 
avoid the need to a major investment in systems, staff training, etc.  

DPER might consider establishing a framework agreement for debt 
collection services that can be drawn upon by all of the PSBs to meet 
their specific requirements.

Take short-term measures until the changes underway have settled down

Recommendations

Standardised Reporting and Accounting

This time can be used to standardise the rules and regulations with 
regards to bad debt write-off and DM accounting policies across all 
PSBs.  As part of this exercise a standard set of reports should be 
designed and rolled out to report on operational and financial KPIs.

Legislation

During this period, the legislative programme should be advanced to 
set the basis for a central collection agency.  A starting point would be  
establishing where the project sponsorship will be driven from.

Governance arrangements

In view of the ‘prize’ available through a CCA, momentum should be 
maintained through a Project Board to guide/track developments and 
to re-assess the CCA business case in 12-18 months’ time.  

The current Project Board could be retained, perhaps augmented by a 
senior official who would be responsible for the legislative and 
regulatory matters and perhaps, also the Government CIO, as systems 
and data play such a critical role in the DM process.

The key tasks for this Board will be:

 To monitor progress at each PSB in terms of improved collections

 To initiate and rollout the standardisation and reporting programme

 To progress the legislative and project sponsorship agenda

 To re-assess the way forward in 12-18 months be it for a CCA or not.
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The principal advantages of using external debt management firms are:

 They bring pre-existing debt management expertise and capability 
(i.e. systems, technology and performance management).  Unlike 
most state bodies, debt management is their core business

 Operating costs tend to be lower and we have seen examples where 
on-going cost reduction and continuous improvement form part of 
the contractual arrangements

 They can bring capacity flexibility in that they can scale the service 
up and down to meet seasonal variations

 Implementation timescales will be shorter.

Certain risks need to be managed, particularly those of concentration 
(i.e. reliance on a single supplier), cost escalation and getting locked in.  
These are now common issues with any external delivery arrangement 
and suitable protections can be built into the contractual arrangements 
made.  

In regard to use of external service delivery, we recommend that:

 Contract separately for early stage and late stage debt collection, as 
firms tend to specialise in one stage or the other

 Use multiple suppliers in each case to create an element of 
competition and reduce the risk of being reliant on one supplier

External delivery should be considered for certain aspects of the central unit

Recommendations

 Ensure (through contractual arrangements) that the State has on-
going access to the underlying systems and data and that there are 
pre-defined exit / handover arrangements in any such contracts

 Payment based on a ‘cost plus margin’ model is more appropriate 
than a commission basis as it supports the holistic view envisaged 
and avoids the risk of ‘top slicing’ outstanding debt

 Gain-sharing and continuous improvement should also be a feature 
in respect of the arrangement related to improved collection rates 
and collection costs.

There is a capacity flexibility that they have as they can scale the service 
up and down to meet seasonal variations.

As they are profit driven they will constantly be looking to implement 
new processes and technologies to increase their success.  For 
example, in the last few years some have started analytics departments 
to help select the best collection path for a debtor and to predict which 
accounts may go delinquent.

In terms of speed to implement, external delivery offers the best 
potential for achieving an early implementation of the infrastructure 
and capability needed for the recommended operating model.  From 
our review of the market, we believe that there are a number of firms 
that can offer the scale and capability to provide the services needed 
and are already doing so for most of the large utility (and other) 
businesses in the country.  
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The case studies on Sefton Council (UK) and British Columbia (Canada) 
are examples where external delivery has been used to implement 
more effective debt collection regimes. A notable feature of these 
organisations is that after an initial period (approx. 10 years) of external 
delivery, they were considering bringing the debt management in-
house again, as the period of external delivery had left them with a 
well-trained and organised DM team and new debt management 
systems.

A combination of Revenue’s capability, supported by external delivery 
for some functions would appear to offer the best potential for an early 
and sustainable implementation of the recommended debt 
management service.

The implementation should be phased but the service should be 
designed to handle all facets of the proposed regime in due course.

All of the requirements and disciplines of any large scale project will 
apply to implementing a central debt management unit, such as: 

 Governance arrangements

 Sponsorship centrally and within state bodies 

 Budgetary control

 Project, risk and change management

 Alignment regarding ICT architectures and communications

 Performance management.

External delivery should be considered for certain aspects of the central unit

Recommendations

These are a perquisite to initiating the implementation project and 
should be developed as part of a detailed project planning process.

In regard to implementation, we recommend that:

 Due to its scale, the implementation should be phased within an 
overall timescale

 The planning exercise should determine the best approach to 
phasing, i.e. whether to start with a group of state bodies for all 
stages of debt management or to phase it based on stage of debt 
(e.g. start with later stage debt and later taking on the earlier stages) 

 Start with debts at the point where the effectiveness of an agencies 
collection powers drops off and gradually moves to younger debts.
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Get the basics right

 Construct a credit policy and write a standard credit procedure 
within each public body.  Make sure that people are trained on it

 Bring in standardised training and organise for some senior 
management to get experience in other industries or in the 
enforcement agencies in other jurisdictions

 Put more focus on accurate and complete data collection – this is 
particularly an issue for the Courts Service in trying to locate 
offenders

 Focus on building collection paths that get results.  For example, 
Agriculture could be more proactive in chasing debts and not rely so 
much on the recoupment approach

 Renew efforts to get every hospital using the credit card machines 
and have them ask patients – “will you be paying by cash or card?”; 
and  put up standard signage in every hospital notifying patients of 
the charges.

Adding capability

 All local authorities should acquire one of the DM modules available 
and learn how to use it effectively

 Implement standardised use of DCAs within each public body.  Have 
a tender to appoint three DCAs onto a framework that can be drawn 
down as needed

Quick Wins

Other Actions

• Review the aged debt portfolios that are no longer being chased to 
see if there is value in following up 

 Some form of BI Analytics may be of interest to members to help 
identify potential candidates for targeted follow-up

• PSBs should offer online payment options (LGMA’s solution may be 
worth looking at).  In designing systems, pay particular attention to  
data quality and validation of identity.

There are some actions that PSBs can take to improve their DM results
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The following outlines the recommended programme over the next 2-3 
years for taking this programme forward.

The key goals are to:

 Improve and streamline the ‘as-is’ DM operations in each PSB

 Design and rollout consistent standards and policies for bad debt 
write-off and recovery

 Design and rollout a standard set of KPIs for tracking debt and DM 
performance across all PSBs

 Move forward on the necessary legislative change (under the 
auspices of a chosen project sponsor)

 Monitor these developments and the impact of changes in the 
Courts Service, the HSE and DSP

 In 18-24 months’ time re-assess the business case for a CCA.

The programme should follow-on from this Review and ideally, retain 
the Project Board that has guided the project so far – perhaps with the 
addition of a senior legislative person, the Government CIO and any 
other relevant party representatives.

The Project Board might also consider how the principles and best 
practices identified in this report can be rolled out across the wider 
public service.  A starting point might be to do so with other forms of 
debt within the PSBs studied in this Review.

A co-ordinated programme is needed over the next two years to prepare for a CCA

Roadmap

The Transformation Map (overleaf) illustrates the programme at a high 
level.  The major milestones would be:

 End-2014: Define objectives and initiate the programme

 Mid-2015: All interim projects underway and results emerging.  
Design work on KPI reporting and write-off standards completed. 
Plans ready for clustering in local authorities.

 End-2015:  Larger projects in DSP and LAs now operational. 
Reorganisation of LA Rents underway (assuming legislation is passed 
at this stage).  Write-off policy finalised and being rolled out to all 
PSBs.  New reporting system rolled out and starting to produce 
analyses.

 Mid-2016: Decision to re-do the baselining exercise.  

 End-2016:  Decision with regards future strategy (CCA or other).
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A co-ordinated programme is needed over the next two years to prepare for a CCA

Roadmap
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The main activities proposed are as follows:

Programme Management

Initially, establishing a clear Terms of Reference and governance 
structure for the next two years with clearly defined goals and 
milestones for each of the PSBs over that period.

The Project Board should also set in train measures that would enable 
the establishment of a CCA such as:

 Identifying a project sponsor (at Ministerial level) for the 
advancement of debt management across all PSBs

 Studying the CCA-type organisations in other jurisdictions

 Considering options on where a CCA might be placed (i.e. new 
agency or associated with an existing PSB which already has many of 
the required powers and sanctions).

The Project Board will also determine the timing of a re-baselining 
exercise when the business case for a CCA will be reviewed – most 
likely towards the end of 2016.

PSB Programmes

Each PSB will proceed with its improvement programme as outlined in 
earlier sections.  By late 2016, the results of the various  improvement 
measures and new legislation should be evident and the case for a CCA 
can be re-assessed.

Progress should be reported on a regular basis to the Project Board 
(e.g. quarterly).

A co-ordinated programme is needed over the next two years to prepare for a CCA

Roadmap

Standards & Reporting

This consists of two main workstreams:

 Drawing up and applying common definitions, polices and practices 
with regard to bad debt provisions and writes-off which will be 
adopted by all PSBs

 Standardising the reporting of debt  collection with a consistent set 
of KPIs such as: DSO, aged debt, collection costs.  This too would be 
applied across the entire public service.

While there may be legal or administrative inhibitors to actually writing-
off bad debts, debts can be designated and reported as uncollectable or 
at other intermediary stages, as part of standardised reporting system.  
This can be advanced without having to wait on legislation or 
regulations to address  all of the legal issues.

Legislation

The Project Board should identify the enabling legislation needed to 
facilitate the efficient and effective collection of PSB debt. Areas of 
interest include: data sharing, delegated powers and sanctions, and 
cross-sectoral sanctions.

While this will be primarily geared towards enabling the establishment 
of a CCA, there is merit in establishing a common legal  and operational 
framework of powers and sanctions for all PSBs regardless of whether a 
CCA is established or not.
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